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ABSTRACT
Embedding health messages within an entertainment television program can be an
effective tool for influencing viewer health beliefs and attitudes. An important factor
moderating the impact of entertainment programming on viewers‘ health perceptions is
the level of connection, or involvement, viewers have with characters.
The main goal of this study was to examine how five distinct forms of character
involvement -- identification, wishful identification, parasocial interaction, liking, and
perceived similarity -- may operate together to explain changes in viewer binge drinking
perceptions. A secondary goal of this study was to examine how the interrelationships
between character involvement and engagement in the narrative help explain the impact
of exposure to an entertainment program on viewer binge drinking perceptions.
A pretest/posttest design was employed to examine changes in viewer binge
drinking perceptions following exposure to a dramatic television programming dealing
with excessive drinking behavior. In addition, perceived similarity with a character was
manipulated prior to viewing to assess causal relationships between character
involvement dimensions.
Contrary to predictions, the majority of tests showed that identification with a
binge drinking character did not play a significant mediating role in the relationship
between other character involvement dimensions and viewer binge drinking perceptions.
Furthermore, in mediated models that included multiple forms of character involvement,
perceived character similarity emerged as the only dimension that explained unique
variance in viewer binge drinking perceptions. In particular, higher levels of perceived
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similarity with a character engaged in binge drinking behavior was associated with less
socially responsible binge drinking beliefs and attitudes. Results also showed that the
relationship between narrative engagement and viewer binge drinking perceptions did not
partially flow through character identification.
While the findings support prior theoretical assumptions predicting that viewers‘
will develop a variety of feelings toward characters during program exposure, results also
indicate that when studying different viewer-character connections simultaneously, one
connection may emerge as the driving force explaining viewer health perceptions.
Overall, this study offers a valuable assessment of whether distinct connections television
viewers form with characters may both independently, and indirectly through other
character involvement dimensions, contribute to health perceptions.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Television is a direct source for learning a variety of beliefs, attitudes, and
behaviors (Bryant & Zillmann, 2002). For example, television has been shown to impact
viewer perceptions of violence (Gerbner, Gross, Morgan, & Signorielli, 1986), beliefs
and attitudes towards different ethnic groups (Mastro, 2009), and health beliefs and
health attitudes (Walsh-Childers & Brown, 2009). Studies that find that television
impacts health beliefs and health attitudes are drawn from broader media effects literature
showing that media exposure exerts both immediate and long-term effects on viewers
(Potter, 1993; Reep & Dambrot, 1994). In particular, traditional media effects theories
such as cultivation theory (Gerbner & Gross, 1976), social cognitive theory (Bandura,
2001), and priming (Roskos-Ewoldsen, Roskos-Ewoldsen, & Carpentier, 2002) can be
employed to explain the impact of media exposure on health outcomes.
More recently, researchers have been interested in how viewer perception toward
television characters plays a role in explaining the relationship between media exposure
and health effects. A relationship that viewers may develop with television characters has
been referred to as character involvement (Moyer-Guse, 2008). Character involvement
refers to how viewers engage or interact with characters in a story or program (MoyerGuse, 2008). The relationships viewers develop with television characters can impact
viewer health beliefs and attitudes. In particular, research shows that viewer involvement
with television characters influences beliefs and attitudes following exposure to media
messages related to safe-sex (Moyer-Guse, 2007), binge drinking (Bahk, 2001a), and
eating disorders (Harrison, 1997), among other topics.
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While past research indicates that character involvement affects viewer beliefs
and attitudes toward different health behaviors, there is a lack of clarity as to which
distinct aspects of viewer-character relationships are strongest at predicting effects.
Recently, five dimensions of viewer-character relationships – identification, wishful
identification, similarity, liking, and parasocial interaction – were identified as different
ways that viewers may engage with mediated characters (Moyer-Guse, 2008). While
prior research shows that all five dimensions can help to predict viewer health outcomes,
no study has simultaneously tested each dimension on the same health beliefs and/or
health attitudes. This makes it challenging to draw the conclusion that each dimension
leads to similar effects.
As will be explained subsequently, some of these dimensions represent more
powerful forms of viewer engagement with characters, and thus, are likely to be more
direct predictors of effects. Specifically, some dimensions of character involvement may
serve as intervening factors between other dimensions of character involvement and
viewer health effects. However, to conclude that certain dimensions play a substantial
role in health effects while others exert a more distal impact on outcomes, all five
dimensions must be tested together. In sum, all five dimensions of character involvement
are likely to influence viewer health outcomes; however, conceptually, some of these
dimensions are likely to lead directly to effects while others operate as indirect predictors
of effects. Unfortunately, there is insufficient empirical research to conclude that some
dimensions of character involvement have a more direct influence on health outcomes
while other dimensions play a more peripheral role.
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Researchers have also studied how an entirely different construct -- viewer
engagement with the central plot or story in a program, known as the narrative -influences health beliefs and health attitudes following media content exposure. This
form of engagement, labeled as narrative involvement, refers to viewer interest in the
unfolding events in the program (Moyer-Guse, 2008). Researchers have found that just as
with character involvement, narrative involvement influences viewer health outcomes
(Green, 2004; Stitt, 2008). In particular, past researchers have found an association
between involvement with entertainment programming and health outcomes ranging
from organ donation beliefs (Morgan, Movius, & Cody, 2009) to more responsible safesex beliefs, binge drinking beliefs, and problem-eating beliefs (Green, 2004; Stitt, 2008).
While research shows that both narrative and character involvement influence health
outcomes, there is a lack of research comparing these two factors as influences on viewer
health beliefs and/or health attitudes (Moyer-Guse, 2007). Overall, narrative involvement
can influence viewer health outcomes; however, it is unclear whether narrative
involvement exerts a stronger or weaker influence on viewer health outcomes than the
five dimensions of character involvement.
This dissertation will empirically study the explanatory power of the five
dimensions of character involvement, as well as make comparisons between these
dimensions and narrative involvement in predicting audience effects from health-related
television content. In particular, this dissertation examines the influence of viewer
involvement on changes in young adults‘ binge drinking beliefs and attitudes. Young
adults frequently engage in binge drink behavior and alcohol abuse that often leads to
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serious negative consequences (Hingston, Heeren, Winter, & Wechsler, 2005;
Timberlake, Hopfer, Rhee, Friedman, Haberstick, Lessem et al., 2007). This study will
attempt to explain with more clarity how media exposure impacts changes in young
adults‘ binge drinking perceptions.
This introductory chapter provides an overview of the prevalence and influence
of health messages shown in entertainment programming. It also establishes the
importance of viewer involvement in shaping effects of exposure. First, there is a review
of the extent of health information presented on entertainment television programming
and the associations found between entertainment programming exposure and negative
viewer health outcomes. Next, this chapter details findings showing associations between
television programming and positive viewer health outcomes. Following the review of
positive effects, this chapter addresses the importance of character and narrative
involvement in helping researchers understand how viewers learn more socially
responsible health beliefs and attitudes from television programming. Finally, the
introductory chapter concludes with an outline of the specific goals of this dissertation.
Included here is a rationale for examining binge drinking behavior on entertainment
programming.
Entertainment Television Programming and Health
Researchers examining the association between television exposure and health
have looked frequently at entertainment programming. In particular, researchers have
examined viewer knowledge and attitudes following exposure to such programming.
Researchers have studied either the negative health effects resulting from exposure to
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such programming, or the prosocial effects that result from messages that contain more
socially responsible messages.
Prevalence of Negative Health Messages in Entertainment Programming
Hamburg and Pierce (1982) posit that entertainment programming provides
viewers with numerous embedded health messages about different behaviors that have
serious health implications, including alcohol abuse, smoking, and poor eating habits. For
example, Story and Faulkner (1990) performed a content analysis of primetime television
programs to assess the nutritional value of food products shown. Results showed that
more than half of the time food was referenced in the programming it was for low
nutrient foods and beverages. A similar study by Larson (1991) examined the eating
behaviors of child and adult characters on three popular prime-time programs. Results
showed that while children made mostly nutritious food selections, adults made mostly
non-nutritious food choices. Furthermore, snack food made up almost half of all food
eaten. Finally, Mathios, Rosemary, Bisogni, and Shanahan (1998) performed a content
analysis that looked at the prevalence of alcohol messages on primetime television.
Alcohol, a beverage that when consumed in excess frequently leads to serious negative
consequences (Hingson, Heeren, Winter, & Wechsler, 2005), was the most frequently
shown food or drink. In sum, data show that entertainment television programming
frequently contains negative health messages about topics ranging from alcohol use to
unhealthy eating behavior.
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Negative Effects of Health Messages in Entertainment Programming
A substantial portion of research involving entertainment programming has
assessed how exposure to programs dealing with health issues can lead to negative effects
on viewers. Defining television as ―one of the primary agencies of socialization‖ (p. 288)
in our society, Hamburg and Pierce (1982) argue that television motivates viewers to
emulate these negative health behaviors. Brown and Walsh-Childers (2002) note that
studies examining the effect of media on viewer health outcomes frequently assess the
unintended negative effects of advertising and entertainment. Media effects research on
topics such as sexual health, binge drinking, and eating disorders has shown that viewers
may adopt more favorable attitudes toward the unhealthy behaviors depicted (Bahk,
2001a, 2001b; Harrison, 1997; Harrison & Cantor, 1997; Ward, 2002, Ward &
Rivadeneyra, 1999). For example, Bahk (2001a) exposed viewers to one of two
conditions that depicted alcohol use either favorably or unfavorably. Results showed that
those exposed to the favorable alcohol condition had more positive attitudes toward
alcohol drinking and behavioral intentions to drink alcohol than those exposed to the
negative alcohol condition. Another study employed both experimental and correlational
analysis to determine whether heavy television exposure influenced sexual stereotypes.
Results showed that heavy television exposure predicted greater expectations of peer
sexual activity and recreational attitudes about sexual relationships (Ward &
Rivadeneyra, 1999). Finally, research has addressed the relationship between media use
and eating disorder symptomology. Results have found that media use predicts eating
disorder symptomology, body dissatisfaction, and drive for thinness (Harrison & Cantor,
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1997). In sum, effects research shows that viewers may be negatively impacted by
embedded health storylines and may model a program character‘s unhealthy behavior.
Specifically, these findings indicate that mass media plays an important role in
influencing the beliefs and motivations for viewers to engage in different health
behaviors such as eating, binge drinking and risky sexual intercourse. While these
negative health effects may raise concerns about television programming, entertainment
television may also provide socially responsible messages that lead to more positive
health effects.
Value of Positive Health Messages in Entertainment Programming
Although mass communication researchers have frequently studied the prevalence
of negative health messages in entertainment programming and the subsequent negative
effects resulting from exposure, there is also a substantial amount of research addressing
the impact that positive health messages may have on viewers. Researchers who study the
positive impact of media on people‘s health commonly pursue one of two research
strategies. One area of research seeks to test the effectiveness of public health campaigns
on specific at-risk populations, whereas another area attempts to understand how media
audiences are affected by health messages embedded within entertainment programming.
Research in both areas indicates that media messages can lead to more socially
responsible attitudes and behaviors; however, the nature of these approaches differs
substantially. Mass communication campaigns integrate traditional persuasion theories in
hopes of changing attitudes and behaviors. Theories and concepts such as the theory of
planned behavior (Ajzen, 1985), the extended parallel process model (Witte, 1992),
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message framing (Rothman & Salovey, 1997) and social norms (Rimal & Real, 2007)
may be applied to mass communication campaigns designed intentionally to motivate
people to change health attitudes and subsequent behaviors.
While these campaigns are frequently successful, people‘s awareness of the
intentional nature of the messages increases the likelihood for counterarguing (Green,
2004) and boomerang effects, or reactance (Moyer-Guse, 2008). Conversely, health
messages embedded within entertainment programming may not as frequently elicit
counterarguments (Green, 2004), and therefore, one‘s level of resistance to message
influence may be lower (Slater, 1997; Slater & Rouner, 2002). For example, Brown and
Walsh-Childers (2002) suggest that the inclusion of socially responsible themes in
entertainment media is a powerful means to impact sexual activities because the
marketing of that behavior is less apparent than it would be in traditional health
campaigns. Because the ―selling‖ of this behavior is less obvious, there may be less
likelihood for viewer resistance. This assertion, tied exclusively to sexual health, has
implications for a diverse range of health behaviors.
Slater and Rouner (2002) note that the information processing strategy of
someone exposed to an overtly persuasive message is fairly straightforward. In particular,
one may systematically assess the relevance of the message to one‘s life and the potential
gains and losses of adhering to the suggested message. Conversely, a viewer‘s
information processing strategy when exposed to entertainment television is quite
different. Slater and Rouner posit that entertainment programming that contains positive
messages are more likely to be evaluated based on narrative quality rather than the
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persuasiveness of the message. Thus, when examining programs that contain positive
health messages, an influential program is one that attracts audiences because of the
compelling nature of the storyline (Singhal & Rogers, 1999). Health messages in
entertainment television may represent embedded storylines intended to persuade people
to change behaviors or may simply be messages integrated into programs to increase
dramatic appeal (Moyer-Guse, 2008; Murphy, Hether, & Rideout, 2008). Importantly,
however, researchers posit that regardless of the intentional or unintentional nature of
health messages in entertainment programs, television can impact the public‘s beliefs and
attitudes (Murphy, Hether, & Rideout, 2008).
Furthermore, health messages embedded within entertainment programs are likely
to be seen by a larger number of viewers than mass communication health campaigns that
rely upon information campaign strategies such as public service announcements.
Gerbner, Morgan, and Signorielli (1982) note that embedded health messages within
entertainment programming are the ―most pervasive sources of information (of whatever
quality) on health‖ (p. 298). One survey showed that 26% of Americans indicated that
entertainment television was one of their top three sources of health information (Beck,
2004). Furthermore, Murphy, Hether, and Rideout (2008) note that entertainment
television may represent a unique tool for health communication due to its enormous
reach. For example, in one week, the top 10 television programs attracted nearly 15
million viewers each (Nielsen, 2007). Taken together, embedded health messages within
entertainment programs are seen more frequently and may elicit less resistance than overt
persuasive appeals used in mass communication campaigns. The possibility for less
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resistance suggests that health messages embedded within entertainment programming
may have a stronger impact on viewer beliefs and attitudes toward risky health behaviors
than mass communication health campaigns. Furthermore, these more powerful messages
may influence a larger segment of the population than health campaigns. Overall, this
suggests that it is important to thoroughly assess why and how entertainment television
programs influence viewer health outcomes.
Prevalence of Positive Health Messages in Entertainment Programming
While substantial content analysis research details the prevalence of negative
health messages embedded in entertainment programming (see Hamburg & Pierce, 1982;
Kaufman, 1980; Mathios, Avery, Bisogni, & Shanahan,1998), little work examines the
prevalence of positive health messages contained within entertainment programming
(Murphy, Hether & Rideout, 2008). One recent study examined the prevalence of health
issues shown on top-rated television shows (Murphy, Hether, & Rideout, 2008). The
researchers found that an average of one and one half health-related storylines were
included per television episode. More importantly, the majority of health-related
storylines included at least a moderate portion of educational information on the health
issue. Although these results reflect only one analysis, the encouraging findings suggest
that viewers are likely to be exposed to positive health messages when watching
entertainment programming.
Positive Effects of Health Messages in Entertainment Programming
Research shows that health messages embedded within U.S. entertainment
programming, whether intentional or not, can promote positive health beliefs and
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attitudes (Brown & Walsh-Childers, 2002). The Kaiser Family Foundation has worked
with producers of popular dramatic entertainment programs to include health-related
storylines and assess the effect of these messages on viewers. The first of these
collaborations involved the inclusion of emergency contraception and HPV information
in two different episodes of ER (Brodie, Foehr, Rideout, Baer, Miller, Flournoy et al.,
2001). Following exposure to each of these episodes, telephone interviews were
conducted to assess any changes in viewer health-related beliefs. Results from the first set
of interviews following exposure to the emergency contraception episode showed viewer
knowledge concerning this health behavior increased significantly from pre-exposure.
Similar results were found following viewing of the HPV episode, with viewer
knowledge of this issue increasing by 23% from pre-exposure. In a more recent study,
The Kaiser Family Foundation worked with producers of Grey’s Anatomy to include a
storyline discussing the survival rate of infants whose mother has HIV. Findings showed
that exposure to the episode led to significant increases in accurate perceptions of infant
survival rate (Rideout, 2008). Finally, one study examined the impact of condom usage
on popular prime-time television dramas (Farrar, 2006). The researcher manipulated the
presence or absence of condoms during an episode of the television programs Party of
Five, Felicity, and Popular where characters were about to engage in sexual intercourse.
Results showed that young women exposed to the condom condition when sexual
intercourse occurred had more positive attitudes toward condom use than young women
exposed to scenes of sexual intercourse without the presence of condoms. Overall,
findings show that entertainment programming may exert a direct influence on viewer
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health beliefs and health attitudes. To understand why these effects occur, researchers
often study the role of viewer involvement.
Involvement and positive effects. A substantial body of research addresses the
importance of viewer involvement on media effects. Levy and Windahl (1985) define
involvement as ―first, the degree to which an audience member perceives a connection
between him or herself and mass media content; and second, the degree to which an
individual interacts psychologically with a medium or its messages‖ (p. 112). Bahk
(2001a) notes that communication researchers have examined the concept of involvement
across diverse content areas. While media involvement can be influenced by a variety of
factors including the nature of the presentation (Bowen & Chaffee, 1974), one‘s preexisting attitudes or personality (Cegala, Savage, Brunner, & Conrad, 1982), and
environmental factors (Zaichkowsky, 1986), ultimately, one‘s level of involvement
should play a substantial role in explaining the influence of media content on viewer
beliefs, attitudes, and behavior.
Two types of media involvement - character and narrative involvement - play a
central part in belief and attitude change (Moyer-Guse, 2008). Character involvement
refers to how viewers relate to or interact with characters in television programs.
Numerous researchers have studied the impact of character involvement during
entertainment television programming on viewers‘ health beliefs and attitudes (e.g.,
Basil, 1996; Brown & Basil, 1995, Harrison, 1997; Moyer-Guse, 2007; Smith, Downs, &
Witte, 2007). The assertion that character involvement during media exposure may
impact viewer health beliefs and health attitudes is based primarily on tenets of social
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cognitive theory (Bandura, 1986). Social cognitive theory posits that one may be more
likely to learn from observing models that are perceived to share similar attributes
(Bandura, 1986). Recently, character involvement has been separated into five distinct
dimensions – identification, wishful identification, similarity, liking, and parasocial
interaction (Moyer-Guse, 2008). All five of these dimensions may play a role in shaping
media effects.
Narrative involvement is defined as viewer interest in the unfolding events in the
program (Moyer-Guse, 2008). Transportation theory (Green & Brock, 2000) has been
employed to explain the influence of narrative involvement on viewer outcomes. The
theory predicts that when a viewer becomes absorbed in a story or narrative, that
individual‘s resistance to influence from story messages is reduced.
Findings indicate that engagement with characters and engagement with
narratives can both help explain the impact of entertainment programming on viewer
health beliefs and attitudes (Brown & Basil, 1995; Lee, 2004; Moyer-Guse, 2007).
Specifically, research shows that these two forms of involvement may predict health
outcomes including vulnerability (Moyer-Guse, 2007), self-confidence (Lee, 2004;
Smith, Downs, & Witte, 2007), and benefits of preventative behavior (Lee, 2004), among
other effects. Overall, explicating the unique forms of viewer involvement has been
useful for understanding why people are influenced by health messages in entertainment
programming.
While there has been some research examining the influence of viewer
involvement during entertainment programming exposure on viewer health beliefs and
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attitudes, there lacks an assessment of how all these factors operate together to lead to
these outcomes. In particular, research has yet to determine whether each dimension of
character involvement independently contributes to changes in viewer health beliefs and
attitudes, or whether certain dimensions operate as more peripheral factors leading to
effects.
Goals of Study
To capture adequately how viewers learn from mediated health messages, a more
thorough investigation of the link between different forms of viewer involvement and
beliefs and attitudes is warranted. Character involvement represents a broad category of
engagement with characters with unique sub-dimensions (Eyal & Rubin, 2003; MoyerGuse, 2008). Specifically, identification, wishful identification, similarity, liking, and
parasocial interaction have been specified as five different dimensions of character
involvement (Moyer-Guse). Although each of these character-involvement dimensions
have been found to help explain the influence of media exposure on viewer beliefs and
attitudes, researchers have not addressed whether these different concepts, when tested
simultaneously as predictors of the same health beliefs and attitudes, uniquely explain
differences in effects. All five dimensions share some conceptual overlap with each other,
and thus, any relationship a unique dimension has on viewer health outcomes is likely
tied to the impact of the dimension on another form of character involvement. The high
level of interdependence between the five dimensions of character involvement implies
that examining independent associations solely between each unique form of character
involvement and viewer health outcomes fails to address more complex processes. Thus,
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it is important to assess direct and indirect paths leading from character involvement to
changes in viewer health beliefs and attitudes. Of the five dimensions, some may act as
more distal predictors of health-related effects, while others play a more proximal role.
Ultimately, isolating the predictive power that different character involvement
dimensions have on subsequent health-related beliefs and attitudes following media
exposure is necessary in order to advance our understanding of media effects.
In addition, a major assumption of the pathways leading from different character
involvement dimensions to health effects is that there is a directional relationship
between these dimensions. However, there is no prior work examining causal
relationships between character involvement dimensions. In particular, of the five
dimensions of character involvement dimensions, perceived similarity has been identified
as the driving mechanism that leads to more powerful forms of character involvement
(Cohen, 2001; Giles, 2002; Hoffner & Cantor, 1991). Ultimately, perceived similarity
with a character should occur prior to other, more powerful forms of character
involvement. While prior conceptual and empirical research (Moyer-Guse, 2007; Slater,
Rouner, & Long, 2006) have examined the path leading from similarity to other forms of
character involvement, no study has attempted to manipulate perceived similarity in an
effort to prove a causal relationship. This study will manipulate perceived similarity with
a character prior to television exposure to assess whether this influences character
involvement during viewer exposure. Ultimately, this may provide a more clear
assessment of the causal relationship between similarity and other forms of character
involvement.
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Finally, there is a lack of research addressing how the two different forms of
viewer involvement work together to impact health outcomes during media exposure.
While character and narrative involvement have been examined as intervening factors in
the relationship between exposure to entertainment programming and health outcomes,
researchers have been unable to conclude which factor acts as a more direct predictor of
effects. Based on prior theoretical work, character involvement may mediate the impact
of narrative involvement on viewer health-related beliefs. Green and Brock (2000) posit
that narrative involvement leads to emotional attachment with characters, and partly
through this attachment, program involvement may influence belief and attitude change
(Green, 2004). This suggests that it is likely that program and character involvement
work together sequentially to produce effects. Although a few studies have tested these
interrelationships within the context of sexual health (Lee, 2004; Moyer-Guse, 2007), no
study has addressed these associations across all dimensions of character involvement,
and when examining other health behaviors.
Binge Drinking and Young Adults
Underlying the goals of this study is a specific examination of the influence of a
media portrayal of binge drinking behavior on college students‘ drinking perceptions.
Binge drinking behavior is common among this population (Dawson, Grant, Stinson, &
Chou, 2004; Hingston, Heeren, Winter, & Wechsler, 2005; Timberlake, Hopfer, Rhee,
Friedman, Haberstick, Lessem et al., 2007) with many young adults suffering serious
negative consequences from binge drinking and abusing alcohol (Hingston et al).
Television may contribute to binge drinking perceptions. In particular, studies show that
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alcohol use is frequently shown on television (Christenson, Henriksen, & Roberts, 2000;
Godbold & Albada, 2000; Mathios, Avery, Bisogni, & Shanahan, 1998) with central
characters commonly engaging in this behavior (Wallack, Grube, Madden, & Breed,
1990). However, few studies (Bahk, 2001a; Stitt, 2008) have examined the influence of
exposure to entertainment television programming on changes in viewers‘ binge drinking
beliefs and attitudes. In addition, there is a lack of research examining the process by
which all five dimensions of character involvement contribute to these changes.
Dissertation Study
Based on literature grounded in social cognitive theory and transportation theory,
this dissertation will examine the impact of character and narrative involvement during
media exposure on viewers‘ binge drinking beliefs and attitudes. This study aims to
uncover the direct and indirect pathways leading from each dimension of character
involvement to changes in viewer binge drinking beliefs and attitudes. Within this
analysis is an assessment of the causal influence of perceived similarity prior to viewing
exposure on character involvement during exposure. In addition, this study will compare
the strength of the five dimension of character involvement in predicting binge drinking
beliefs to the predictive power of narrative involvement. Finally, the impact of
interrelationships between each character-level dimension and narrative involvement
during media exposure on viewer binge drinking beliefs will be examined.
This study will employ a pre-test/post-test experimental design and an
experimental manipulation of perceived similarity with a television character. The pretest/post-test design will be implemented to examine the influence of an entertainment
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television program on binge drinking perceptions. Perceived similarity with a television
character will be manipulated prior to viewing exposure to assess differences in character
involvement during viewing exposure.
Undergraduate college students will be shown a primetime television program
that addresses the binge drinking behavior of a main character. Following exposure to the
program, participants will be asked to provide information regarding their levels of
character involvement with this character across all five dimensions, as well as their level
of narrative involvement. These putative independent variables will then be analyzed as
predictors of any change in binge drinking beliefs and attitudes that results from exposure
to the stimulus programming. In addition, to provide a clearer understanding of the causal
relationship between character involvement dimensions, this study will examine whether
the manipulation of perceived similarity prior to viewing exposure leads to differences in
character involvement during exposure.
Overall, this study will examine which forms of viewer involvement function as
direct predictors of changes in viewer binge drinking beliefs and attitudes. Although
viewer involvement has been studied as a contributing factor in explaining a variety of
viewer health outcomes following exposure to entertainment programming, researchers
have yet to fully assess the complexity of this process. By investigating all forms of
involvement during entertainment programming exposure, this study will provide a more
detailed picture of how and why viewers change their binge drinking beliefs and attitudes
following media exposure.
In addition, this study will test the distinctiveness of the five dimensions of
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character involvement. Although there is prior conceptual support for five separate
dimensions, there are many characteristics shared by each form of character involvement.
In sum, the findings of this study may lead to one of two conclusions. One plausible
finding of this study may lend support to prior conceptual research that states there are
five distinct dimensions of character involvement. By first showing that there are five
distinct dimensions of character involvement, this study may then provide a more
thorough assessment of the individual contribution of each dimension of character
involvement on changes in viewer health beliefs and attitudes. However, another possible
conclusion of this study is that measures used to examine the five dimensions of character
involvement may be so highly correlated that separating character involvement into these
five factors is unwarranted. This specific finding would suggest that the five character
involvement dimensions do not individually contribute to effects on viewers. In
particular, the high degree of overlap between character involvement dimensions would
suggest that they are not actually separate concepts.
The next chapter will provide a full examination of viewer involvement.
Following an overview of viewer involvement, the two specific categories of viewer
engagement – character involvement and narrative involvement – will be assessed.
Research questions and hypotheses will be posed that examine the links between these
different forms of viewer involvement and viewer binge drinking beliefs and attitudes.
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW AND HYPOTHESES
This dissertation chapter examines the importance of studying viewer
involvement during entertainment programming, and the link between viewer
involvement and binge drinking perceptions. First, there is an overview of the broader
concept of viewer involvement. Following this review, character involvement, a specific
form of viewer involvement, is examined. The section on character involvement has three
specific goals. The first goal is to specify the processes underlying social cognitive theory
that aid in understanding the impact of character involvement on viewer beliefs and
attitudes. Next, clear explanations and analyses of each dimension of character
involvement are provided. Third, findings from research addressing the influence of
character involvement on viewer outcomes are reviewed. These findings lead to the
conclusion that more clear assessments of the role that specific character-involvement
dimensions play on viewer health outcomes following media exposure are needed.
Following the review of character involvement is a section devoted to examining
media portrayals of alcohol use, links to effects on viewers, and the importance of
studying character involvement within this context. Ultimately, this leads to research
questions and hypotheses concerning the differences in the power of each character
involvement dimension to predict effects on viewer binge drinking beliefs and attitudes
from media exposure.
The final section of this chapter examines the second form of viewer involvement,
narrative involvement. First, the structure of narratives that makes them a powerful
source for attitude and belief change is examined. Second, a detailed explanation of
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transportation theory and findings in this area of media effects are presented. Following
this review, comparisons are made between narrative involvement and character
involvement to address any conceptual overlap as well as the possible relationships
between both levels of engagement. Finally, research questions and hypotheses are
explicated concerning the relationship between narrative involvement and each character
involvement dimension as predictors of binge drinking beliefs following media exposure.
Viewer Involvement
Researchers have frequently examined the role that involvement plays in
explaining the influence of media exposure on viewer beliefs and attitudes.
Understanding the conceptual aspects of involvement provides a basis for explaining why
character and program involvement may operate as influences on viewer health beliefs
and attitudes. The following section provides a review of this topic area.
Overview
Involvement refers to one‘s level of personal participation when receiving
messages (Coker & Burgoon, 1987). Participation in a communication message is
represented by both cognitive processing and emotional reactions (Perse, 1990). Perse
notes that when involved, people attend to messages, process incoming information, and
have emotional reactions. Cognitive involvement reflects mental processes of
elaboration, recognition, and attention (Greenwald & Leavitt, 1984). Kahneman (1973)
notes that attention represents how individuals select responses that entail effort and
cognitive capacity. The recognition aspect of cognition compares incoming information
to knowledge previously held in memory and groups that information as either unknown
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or familiar. Finally, when one elaborates on a message, the individual relates information
to preexisting knowledge structures (Perse, 1990). Emotional reactions to media content
occur quite frequently (Zillmann, 1988) and can powerfully affect how one feels toward
media content (Zillmann, 1980). In sum, involvement is a process that entails both a
cognitive and emotional experience. Cognitively, one will attend to messages, make
recognition cues based on the familiarity of the message, and provide a detailed
elaboration of the message. Involvement also leads to emotional reactions that can
influence one‘s feelings toward the message.
Involvement is often associated with persuasion research that tries to explain why
viewers will expend more effort evaluating the true merits of messages they recognize as
intended to persuade (Petty, Cacioppo, & Schumann, 1983). Traditional persuasion
research predicts that increased levels of involvement lead to increased critical processing
of messages. When the message includes what viewers perceive to be strong arguments,
increased critical processing should lead to higher levels of belief and attitude change
(Petty & Cacioppo, 1979).
The impact of viewer involvement on belief and attitude change extends to
research examining effects of entertainment programming. While studies of intentional
persuasion and studies of unintended media effects predict that involvement influences
viewer beliefs and attitudes, how involvement impacts these outcomes differs. Those
examining overtly persuasive messages would predict that involvement leads to more
critical evaluations of messages. Conversely, involvement during exposure to
entertainment programming is predicted to lead to less critical assessment of messages.
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This is predicated on the assumption that the narrative structure of entertainment
programming leads to increased viewer involvement that may decrease resistance to
attitude or belief change (Moyer-Guse, 2008).
Green (2004) asserts that traditional persuasion theories fail to address the
importance of narratives. Rather than focusing on facts and direct arguments, narratives
tell stories about unfolding events. Green notes that stories depend on characters and
frequently are portrayed as entertainment, as opposed to education. Because of the
structure of narratives, viewers may become engaged or ‗lost‘ in programming and get
emotionally involved with characters (Moyer-Guse, 2008). The emotional involvement
viewers form with characters can have strong implications for effects. To help understand
why this form of involvement may influence viewer beliefs and attitudes, it is helpful to
examine the central tenets of social cognitive theory.
Social Cognitive Theory
The investigation of how character involvement impacts viewer outcomes grows
out of central components of social learning theory (Bandura, 1977). Social learning
theory was created to address the impact of comparisons viewers make with observed
models on behavior. Bandura (2001) suggests that one may acquire new information
through observing mediated models. Social cognitive theory (Bandura, 1986) is adapted
from social learning to explain why not every child viewing models imitate observed
behaviors. The theory asserts that cognitive processes will dictate what events in one‘s
environment are most closely observed, the meaning given to these events, and how
information about these events could be used in the future (Bandura, 2001). While
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behavior change has been the dominant outcome assessed through social learning theory,
Bandura (2001) notes that the process involved in modeling extended beyond behavior to
include changes in attitudes and values to match those of the model. Thus, viewers may
not only learn new behaviors from mediated models, but also change beliefs and
attitudes.
Bandura (1986) states that the identification process represented the level of
similarity an observer perceives between him or herself and a model. Overall,
identification is more likely to occur with models that fit the image of how one views him
or herself or would like to view him or herself (Basil, 1996). Importantly, one‘s
capability to vicariously participate in a model‘s activity, even to the point of losing one‘s
sense of self, could have serious implications for the effect of the model on the observer
(Bandura, 2001). Bandura (1994) posits that viewers are more likely to attend to
messages when the source is attractive and is perceived to be similar to the observer. The
theory asserts that people are more likely to look for models they find appealing,
attractive, or similar, and less likely to seek out models that do not possess these
characteristics (Bandura, 1986). Ultimately, the closer the association between observer
and model, the more likely the observer will be influenced by that model‘s behavior.
Similarity beliefs could be impacted by the race, gender, age, and/or physical
attractiveness of the model.
According to social cognitive theory, learning occurs through a four-step process:
attention, retention, production and motivation (Bandura, 1977). Social cognitive theory
asserts that people will first attend to information if the content is appealing and valuable,
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and one also possesses the cognitive skills necessary to process the information. Second,
one must be able to retain information in order for this information to influence
subsequent judgments. Retention is aided by the observer cognitively rehearsing the
observed events. Production refers to viewers‘ ability to reproduce observed behaviors
that may happen immediately or over time. Finally, once an individual has attended to a
modeled behavior, retained this information, and if that the behavior can be reproduced,
then the person must decide whether or not to engage in that action. This process, defined
as motivation, acts as the last barrier to behavioral initiation. In particular, because people
possess self-regulatory capabilities, they may choose not to engage in every behavior that
they learn. People must become motivated to perform certain behaviors that have been
acquired through observation. Bandura (1977) notes that two factors, outcome
expectancies and self-efficacy, influence motivation.
Outcome expectancies refer to a viewer‘s perception of the consequences that will
result from engaging in a behavior. Social cognitive theory states that observing others
receiving positive or negative consequences for a given behavior will have a strong
impact on whether the observer engages in the behavior or not. Observing others being
rewarded for engaging in certain behaviors is said to lead to incentives, whereas
observing others being punished for engaging in certain behaviors should lead to
disincentives. Thus, observing positive consequences should motivate viewers to engage
in a behavior, whereas observing negative consequences should motivate viewers to not
engage in a behavior (Bandura, 1994). Self-efficacy, or one‘s level of confidence that she
can successfully enact a given behavior, also determines motivation. Both of these
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concepts are impacted directly by the identification process. In particular, mass media
messages have a greater likelihood of impacting self-efficacy and outcome expectations
when the models represent people with whom the viewer identifies, finds attractive,
and/or shares similarities (Moyer-Guse, 2008).
Overall, social cognitive theory provides a basis for understanding how and why
character involvement influences viewers‘ beliefs and attitudes. In general, people are
more likely to pay attention to messages from models that share similar characteristics to
the observer or have characteristics that are appealing. Therefore, the viewer is also more
likely to learn information through observing the model‘s behavior. Furthermore, by
attending to a model‘s behavior, viewers may become more or less motivated to engage
in that behavior. Specifically, viewers may learn what consequences to expect from
engaging in that behavior, and, depending on whether or not the model successfully
executes the behavior, may derive increased assurance or confidence that they also can
perform the action. This theory suggests that viewers‘ outcome expectations, self-efficacy
and other beliefs and attitudes may be impacted by characteristics of models. While
social cognitive theory provides a theoretical foundation for why character involvement
impacts viewer beliefs and attitudes, character involvement is made up of distinct
dimensions that provide differing implications for effects.
Character Involvement
Character involvement refers broadly to how viewers relate or interact with
mediated characters (Moyer-Guse, 2008). During this process, viewers may develop a
variety of thoughts and feelings toward characters that could have implications for
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acquiring information and forming attitudes toward health issues conveyed by these
characters. The different dimensions of character involvement are identification, wishful
identification, similarity, liking, and parasocial interaction. As will be discussed shortly,
researchers have often treated these dimensions as separate forms of involvement
although there are specific characteristics shared among these factors. Thus, there is a fair
amount of conceptual overlap between these dimensions that must be taken into account
when trying to examine each dimension‘s independent influence on viewer outcomes.
These shared attributes will be examined in detail following the description of each
dimension.
Identification
Identification, defined originally by Wollheim (1974) and supported by
subsequent researchers (Cohen, 2001; Livingstone, 1998) is described as a process
whereby an individual imagines being like someone else and acting like someone else.
For media research, Cohen defined identification as ―an imaginative process invoked as a
response to characters presented within mediated texts‖ (p. 250). Moyer-Guse (2008)
states that identification reflects both emotional and cognitive responses to characters,
whereby viewers adopt the role of the character. Importantly, the identification process
involves a loss of self-identity and the perception that one is still an audience member
while adopting the role of a character (Cohen, 2001). Cohen noted that identification was
a process of perspective-taking whereby during media exposure, the viewer develops
―feelings with the character, rather than about the character‖ (p. 251). Importantly, the
adoption of a character‘s identity is a temporary process that fluctuates during exposure.
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Specifically, adoption of a character‘s identity during exposure may be interspersed with
periods of distancing (Konijn & Hoorn, 2005; Oatley, 1999).
Wishful Identification
Wishful identification refers to looking up to characters (Lonial & Van Auken,
1986), and an intense desire to be like a character (Giles, 2002). Unlike identification, the
wishful identification process does not suggest that the viewer takes on the role of the
character (Moyer-Guse, 2008). Rather, when a viewer wishfully identifies with
characters, she views the character in a high regard, and wishes to become more like that
individual.
Rosengren, Windahl, Hakansson, and Johnsson-Smaragdi (1976) suggest that
while it is important to examine responses to characters during viewing, it is equally
important to study the relationships that extend beyond that viewing situation. This is
referred to as long-term identification. Thus, while identification represents a temporary
feeling of perspective-taking with a character during viewing, wishful identification may
represent more of a long-term consequence of media exposure. The idea of wishful
identification is best represented in research involving celebrity attachment. Specifically,
Adams-Price and Green (1990) found that the most common type of attachment with
celebrities was identificatory attachment, represented by a desire to emulate that person.
Research shows that wishful identification is associated with specific character
personality traits (e.g., intelligence, humor) (Hoffner, 1996).
Similarity
Sometimes labeled as homophily, similarity refers to the extent that people feel
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they are similar to characters (Moyer-Guse, 2008). Eyal and Rubin (2003) note that
similarity represents a subjective judgment of comparing personal attributes to a model.
Rogers and Bhowmik (1971) state that a central aspect of human communication is the
idea that message exchange occurs most often between two parties who share similarities.
Thus, this form of comparison between viewer and character should have significant
implications for effects. Researchers stress the importance of similarity as both
motivation to expose oneself to media (Hutchinson, 1982), and as an outcome of message
exposure (Eyal & Rubin, 2003). For example, perceived similarity with a character on a
television drama may motivate a viewer to watch that specific program more frequently,
and conversely, through exposure to the unfolding events in that character‘s life, viewers
may feel more similarity towards that character.
Hoffner and Cantor (1991) posit that models viewed as similar to oneself can
support the accuracy of one‘s own beliefs and values. In addition, as described in social
cognitive theory, similarity should play a crucial role in dictating the likelihood that one
pays attention to and is influenced by models (Bandura, 1994).
Liking
Viewers‘ positive assessments of characters are referred to as liking (Giles, 2002;
Hoffner & Cantor, 1991). Past research has described this concept as role attraction
(Bahk, 2001a) or affinity towards another (Moyer-Guse, 2008). Moyer-Guse notes that
liking represents the positive evaluation viewers have toward characters they are exposed
to for the first time. Raney (2004) notes that liking represents a foundation for one‘s
overall enjoyment with a particular narrative. One‘s enjoyment with a program will
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increase when liked characters experience positive results and/or when disliked
characters experience negative consequences. While liking establishes a foundation for
developing feelings of friendship with characters (Moyer-Guse, 2008), it does not
represent the more powerful form of positive feelings of kinship explained by parasocial
interaction.
Parasocial Interaction
Horton and Wohl (1956) define parasocial interaction (PSI) as ―a seeming faceto-face relationship between spectator and performer‖ (p. 215). Perceptions of friendship
develop with media characters due to increased feelings and emotions towards that
character. Ultimately, the relationships are akin to any other social relationship (Giles,
2002). Parasocial relationships, like interpersonal relationships, may develop over time
when the individual perceives that she shares similar features or attributes with that
character. Ultimately, parasocial relationships may foster increased perceptions of
closeness shared with characters (Eyal & Rubin, 2003). Rubin and McHugh (1987)
indicate that more long-term parasocial relationships increase perceptions of the
reliability of the character, and how much one believes she can predict that character‘s
behavior. Parasocial relationships are commonly regarded as quasi-friendships, such that
the character is not as close as one‘s friends, but more intimate than acquaintances
(Koenig & Lessen, 1985; Rubin, Perse, & Powell, 1985). However, as parasocial
relationships form, audiences are still strangers to the characters.
Although it was initially speculated that PSI served to fulfill a void in
companionship (e.g., loneliness) (McQuail, Blumler, & Brown, 1972; Rosengren &
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Windahl, 1972), later research did not find that PSI was used as an alternative to
interacting in social situations. Past research has applied relationship development
theories such as uncertainty reduction theory (Berger, 1986), social exchange theory
(Thibaut & Kelley, 1959), and personal construct theory (Delia, O‘Keefe, & O‘Keefe,
1982) to explain how parasocial relationships develop, with uncertainty reduction being
employed most frequently. Uncertainty reduction theory posits that as one gets to know a
mediated character more, the level of uncertainty decreases. Consequently, the ability to
predict that character‘s behavior increases liking. Liking ultimately leads to greater PSI
(Cole & Leets, 1999). Children and adults may form parasocial bonds with radio hosts,
newscasters, celebrities, and fictional TV characters (Hoffner, 1996; Rubin, Perse, &
Powell, 1985). Those forming parasocial relationships with mediated personae view them
as part of their social group and seek advice or assistance from them.
Comparisons of Different Dimensions of Character Involvement
There are three important distinctions between each of the five dimensions of
character involvement. This includes the positioning of the viewer, character evaluation,
and whether a comparison is made with the character. Table 1 helps to distinguish each of
these five dimensions based on the three categories. These differences are explicated in
the sections that follow.
Positioning of viewer. Moyer-Guse (2008) notes that one difference between all
five dimensions of character involvement is the perspective taken by the viewer. In
particular, a viewer may maintain her own perspective or adopt a character‘s perception.
For example, the character involvement dimension referred to as identification posits that
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during exposure the viewer loses her own identity while engaging with characters, and
thus, experiences events like the character. Conversely, during parasocial interaction,
liking, and similarity, the viewer completely maintains her own identity, while making
judgments about the character. Interestingly, wishful identification exists separately from
both of these experiences. While a viewer maintains self-awareness when making an
assertion that she wishes to be like the character, she also may fantasize about being that
character.
An applied example can help to illustrate this difference. If a viewer was exposed
to a safe-sex message within an entertainment program, that experience may be
significantly different depending on the type of character involvement the viewer
experiences. If the viewer identifies with the character practicing safe-sex, the viewer
would temporarily become that character, thinking as that character during the safe-sex
scene, and feeling emotionally as if she had practiced safe-sex. Conversely, while
watching the program the viewer may think as though she is a friend with that character,
likes the character, and/or is similar to the character, but may not think as though she
experienced the safe-sex experience as the character. Finally, if the viewer wishfully
identifies with this character, she may fantasize about having the safe-sex experience, but
may not, during exposure, actually feel as though she had become the character. Overall,
this applied example suggests that identification is a more powerful form of character
involvement than liking, similarity, and parasocial interaction such that a viewer feels as
if she is experiencing the events that are happening to the character. In each of these
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other dimensions, the viewer‘s perspective is that of the self. Conversely, during
identification, the viewer‘s perspective becomes that of the character.
It is somewhat unclear, however, whether identification is more powerful than
wishful identification. In particular, while identification suggests that during media
exposure viewers adopt a character‘s perspective, wishful identification posits that
viewers fantasize about being the character. Thus, while identification may be a more
powerful form of character involvement during media exposure, wishful identification
may represent a more powerful form of character involvement following exposure. It is
importantly to examine the association between both of these concepts and viewer health
beliefs and attitudes to see whether this important distinction matters.
Character evaluation. Another distinction relates to one‘s feelings toward
characters. Specifically, similarity and identification do not require a viewer to develop
positive feelings toward characters. Conversely, the process involving liking, parasocial
interaction, and wishful identification all entail developing more positively-valenced
judgments toward characters. For example, the viewer may feel similar to a character
based on different attributes (e.g., ethnicity, gender) but not have sufficient information
about the way the character acts or behaves toward others to develop positive feelings
about that character. In addition, a viewer may perceive that they are similar to a
character due to certain physical characteristics but dislike that character due to that
character‘s personality or demeanor. Finally, viewers may also dislike a character if one
of their more negative personality traits is portrayed by the character. Alternatively, when
the viewer wishfully identifies with a character, she has developed a positive feeling
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toward that character and wishes to emulate her.
Comparison with character. Finally, identification is different than similarity,
liking, parasocial interaction, and wishful identification based on the concept of
comparison. Comparison with characters refers to judgments the viewer makes regarding
a character. Unlike other dimensions of character involvement, Cohen (2001) argued that
identification did not require audience members to form judgments about characters.
Cohen noted that identification was not a comparative process, but strictly one where
viewers put themselves ―inside a textual reality‖ (p. 254). Thus, for example, when
exposed to a character practicing safe-sex, viewers may evaluate whether that character
possesses similar attributes as themselves. In addition, a viewer may evaluate whether
they like the character, feel as though they are friends with that character, and/or want to
be like that character. All of these evaluations a viewer makes toward the character
practicing safe-sex would represent comparisons. Alternatively, the viewer who identifies
with a character would not make judgments of similarity, liking, friendship, or emulation,
but rather, would actually become that character during exposure.
Associations Between Dimensions
While some literature suggests that the five dimensions of character involvement
represent distinct concepts (Cohen, 2001; Moyer-Guse, 2008), researchers have also
argued that some of these dimensions share conceptual overlap (Cohen, 2001; Giles,
2002; Hoffner & Cantor, 1991). Ultimately, certain dimensions provide the foundation
for stronger forms of relationships viewers develop with mediated personae. Specifically,
similarity has been posited as a prerequisite to three of the other dimensions of character
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involvement – identification, parasocial interaction, and wishful identification (Cohen,
2001; Giles, 2002; Hoffner & Cantor, 1991). Figure 1 provides a visual description of the
path leading from similarity to these other dimensions of character involvement. Cohen
noted that similarity was likely to lead to increased identification with characters. During
exposure, a viewer may make personal comparisons to a character, and feel as if the
character shares similar attributes as her. Once similarity is established, the viewer may
be more prone to lose her self-identity and subsequently feel and think like the character.
Past mediated path models that predicted effects from character involvement have
included both similarity and identification, but placed similarity as an intervening
variable between media exposure and identification (Moyer-Guse, 2007; Slater &
Rouner, 2002). This suggests that similarity may be a foundational aspect of
identification.
Similarity may also lead to parasocial interaction. As noted earlier, parasocial
relationships are like interpersonal relationships that develop over time, such that they are
formed through the perception that a viewer shares similar attributes as a character (Giles,
2002). Thus, a viewer may compare herself to a television character, and judge that they
are similar. Once this feeling of similarity is confirmed, the viewer may perceive that
character as being part of her social group and as a ‗pseudo-friend.‘ Such perceptions are
the foundation of parasocial interaction.
Finally, similarity is also posited to promote wishful identification. Researchers
have stated that by perceiving similarity in regards to certain attributes between self and
character, the individual may then believe that she has the ability to become like that
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character in other ways (Hoffner & Cantor, 1991). Thus, a viewer may first perceive that
she shares specific attributes with a mediated character. Following this comparison, the
viewer may believe that since she is similar to a character in one way (e.g., personality,
ethnicity), that it is also possible to become like a character in other ways (e.g., be
wealthy, have a successful relationship). This possibility should then lead to an increased
desire to emulate the character.
In addition, liking is seen as a prerequisite for parasocial interaction and wishful
identification (see Figure 2). Researchers have posited that liking is a foundational
element for developing parasocial relationships (Cohen, 2001; Rubin et al., 1985).
Viewers must like a character first before developing feelings of friendship toward that
character. Through increased viewing, liking may lead to more intense feelings of
friendship towards a character. Ultimately, liking is seen as a necessary but not sufficient
aspect of parasocial interaction. Viewers may have positive feelings toward a character,
but not so strong as to represent feelings of friendship.
Liking is also one aspect of wishful identification. A viewer first develops
feelings of liking towards a character, and may ultimately wish to emulate that character.
During wishful identification, a viewer must not only like a character, but also desire to
be like that character in order to wishfully identify. Many viewers may enjoy watching a
particular character on television, but, based on that character‘s physical appearance,
occupation, or bad behaviors, not wish to emulate the character. Conversely, when a
viewer has feelings of wishful identification, the viewer not only likes characters, but
fantasizes about being characters. Therefore, liking is also seen as a necessary but not
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sufficient aspect of wishful identification.
To review, of the five dimensions of character involvement, many share
conceptual overlap. Similarity is a foundational aspect of identification, parasocial
interaction, and wishful identification. Specifically, during media exposure viewers may
find that they have a lot in common with a character that makes it easier for viewers to
―become‖ that character. During media exposure, viewers may first assess whether they
share similarities with characters. Once viewers feel that they are similar to that
character, they may feel and think as the character. In addition, similarity serves as a
foundation for parasocial interaction. Viewers make comparisons to judge whether
characters share similar attributes as themselves. When similarity is established, a viewer
is more likely to include the character as an extension of her social network. Finally, by
realizing that one shares similar attributes as a character, this makes it possible for the
viewer to believe that she could be like a character in other ways. This increased
perception may ultimately lead to wishful identification.
In addition, liking is a foundation for building parasocial interaction with
characters. Ultimately, parasocial interaction represents feelings of friendship toward a
character that developed through one‘s initial liking of that character. The feelings of
attraction toward a character make it more likely that one will develop a parasocial
relationship with her. Finally, liking also represents a foundational aspect of wishful
identification. Feelings of liking develop first and can lead one to want to emulate a
character. Viewers who wishfully identify with characters must not only like characters
but also feel a desire to emulate characters. Overall, liking is a necessary component of
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both parasocial interaction and wishful identification, but alone is not sufficient for either
to occur.
Overall, the attributes shared by the character involvement dimensions indicate
that they are not mutually exclusive. This makes it challenging to address the individual
contribution of each character involvement dimension on viewer effects. An important
goal of this study is to examine whether the conceptual overlap across the five
dimensions of character involvement should lead to a reexamination of the
distinctiveness of these concepts. While the associations between the different
dimensions serves as a basis for examining paths from less powerful forms of character
involvement to those with a more direct impact on effects, it also indicates that it is
equally important to address whether it is even possible to isolate the predictive power of
each character involvement dimension.
The possibility that there are not five distinct dimensions of character
involvement dimensions represents the central challenge to testing the interrelationships
between the dimensions. In particular, although many past researchers have assumed that
these five dimensions exist independently of one another, the high degree of conceptual
overlap may suggest that specific character involvement dimensions are not unique
contributors to the explanation of media effects. However, even if the five dimensions of
character involvement are found to be unique predictors of effects, an analysis of
pathways leading from one form of character involvement to a more powerful form of
character involvement is limited without also proving that there is a causal relationship
between the dimensions.
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Causal Influence of Perceived Similarity
It is still unclear whether any of the five character involvement dimensions are
causally related to one another. This is a substantial limitation to research that assumes
certain character involvement dimensions lead to other, more powerful forms of character
involvement. The few studies that have looked at multiple dimensions of character
involvement have either examined each factor separately as a predictor of effects
(Hoffner, 1996) or strictly examined the correlations between different dimensions
(Moyer-Guse, 2007).
In particular, while perceived similarity is seen as the foundation for three other
forms of character involvement -- identification, wishful identification, and parasocial
interaction -- there is no causal evidence to support these associations. This makes it
difficult to assume that there is a directional relationship between these dimensions. For
example, a counterargument to the claim that perceived similarity leads to increased
wishful identification is the assertion that those who develop a desire to be like a
character on television may subsequently feel that they are similar to that character.
This study will manipulate perceived similarity to try to prove its causal influence
on other character involvement dimensions. Although character liking is also seen as a
foundation for other forms of character involvement, only viewer/character similarity is
seen as a foundation for the two most powerful forms of character involvement –
identification and wishful identification. In addition, similarity has specifically been
included in prior models as an exogenous factor leading to more powerful forms of
character involvement (Moyer-Guse, 2007; Slater & Rouner, 2006). Ultimately,
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perceived similarity is most frequently presented as the major driving force leading to
more powerful forms of character involvement. Therefore, examining the causal
influence of similarity should provide a more clear understanding of the process that
leads to different forms of character involvement.
Although there is a lack of mass communication research examining the
manipulation of perceived similarity, intergroup researchers have often manipulated this
concept in efforts to examine the causal influence of perceived similarity on perceptions
of outgroup members (e.g., Ames, 2004a/b; Maieron, Roberts, & Prentice-Dunn, 1996;
Roccas & Schwartz, 1993). Findings show that perceived similarity can lead to a
reduction in negative perceptions of outgroup members and decreased stereotyping
(Ames, 2004a, 2004b; Roccas & Schwartz, 1993). The findings from studies on
intergroup relations suggest that similarity may influence other judgments one makes
about characters.
Overall, while the central goal of this study is investigating the contribution of all
five dimensions of character involvement to viewer health outcomes, a secondary goal of
this study is to assess whether perceived similarity experienced prior to entertainment
programming exposure causally influences dimensions of character involvement formed
during viewing exposure. This will hopefully lead to a more clear understanding of the
cognitive processes occurring within viewers as they make evaluations of, and establish
connections with characters.
Character Involvement and Effects
A substantial body of research indicates that during media exposure, character
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involvement is associated with numerous kinds of post-viewing beliefs and attitudes. In
the following section, findings from mass media studies detailing the impact of character
involvement on viewer outcomes are reviewed. This section helps substantiate the need
to examine character involvement within the context of health.
Findings from media effects research show that both similarity and wishful
identification may influence viewer aggression (Eyal & Rubin, 2003; Greenwood, 2007;
Huesmann, Lagerspetz, & Eron, 1984; Huesmann, Moise-Titus, Podolski, & Eron, 2003;
Konijn, Bijvank, & Bushman, 2007). One study performed a longitudinal analysis to
examine the association between TV-violence viewing at ages 6 and 10 and adult
aggressive behavior (Huesmann et al., 2003). Results showed that when viewing violent
television programming, similarity with same-sex aggressive television characters as a
child correlated with self-report general aggression for both male and female adults. In
another study, researchers addressed the role that wishful identification plays during
exposure to violent video games (Konijn et al., 2007). Specifically, the researchers
randomly assigned adolescent boys to play either a realistic or fantasy violent or
nonviolent game. Following game play, adolescent boys were asked to take part in a
reaction time task against what they perceived to be another competitor. If the boy won
the task, he could give his competitor a blast of noise through headphones. Aggression
was operationalized as the higher decibel sound that boys agreed to administer to their
competitor following the reaction time task. Results showed that those who wished they
were like violent characters in the video game were the most aggressive. Overall,
findings suggest that both similarity and wishful identification with the characters viewed
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increases the influence of the media content, in this case influencing aggressive
tendencies.
Other research addressing prejudice and stereotyping found that identification and
parasocial interaction with television characters could reduce prejudicial attitudes
(Igartua, 2009; Ortiz & Harwood, 2007; Schiappa, Gregg, & Hewes, 2006). One study
examined the impact of identification with the television character Grace on Will and
Grace on anxiety toward interacting with a gay person (Ortiz & Harwood, 2007). Results
indicated that identification with Grace, a character whose best friend is gay on the show,
was associated with lower levels of anxiety toward interacting with gay people. In
another study that examined feelings toward characters on Will and Grace and prejudicial
attitudes, researchers examined parasocial interaction with the two gay characters on the
show (Schiappa et al.). Results showed that parasocial interaction toward the gay
characters on the show was negatively related to sexual prejudice toward gay men. Both
of these studies indicate that identification and parasocial interaction are associated with a
greater likelihood of effects, in this case a reduction in prejudice towards homosexuals
following viewing of this program.
Overall, the above findings indicate that different dimensions of character
involvement can impact viewer beliefs, attitudes, and behaviors following exposure to
narrative entertainment television programming. Researchers have also documented the
importance of different character involvement dimensions in programs that contain
socially responsible messages about health behavior (Bandura, 2004a; Brown & Fraser,
2004; Sood, 2002). The following section reviews studies that have tested the relationship
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between the different forms of character involvement that are prevalent during media
exposure, and subsequent viewer health beliefs and health attitudes.
Character involvement and health. A substantial body of media effects research
indicates that character involvement can influence viewer health beliefs and health
attitudes. Both survey and experimental research addressing the impact of mass media
exposure on different health behaviors have studied the role of character involvement.
Researchers have frequently addressed the role that character involvement plays
in the relationship between media exposure and viewer perceptions and attitudes toward
sexual health. For example, one study examined the impact of an Ethiopian radio drama
on viewer intention to practice safe sex (Smith, Downs, & Witte, 2007). Findings showed
that a combination of identification and wishful identification played a salient role in
effects. In particular, one character named Askale was portrayed as a responsible woman
who educated others about topics such as HIV and AIDS. Results showed that character
involvement with Askale, measured with a composite scale representing identification
and wishful identification, led to increased efficacy that in turn predicted behavioral
intentions to practice safe-sex. Conversely, identification with the character Elias,
described as a man that cheats on his wife with an HIV-positive woman and subsequently
transmits the virus to his wife, did not predict efficacy. However, identification with Elias
directly predicted behavioral intentions to practice safe-sex. The findings suggested that
depending on the character evaluated, character involvement may have both indirect and
direct effects on safe-sex behavioral intentions. Specifically, identification and wishful
identification with the more sexually responsible character led to efficacy. Efficacy then
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directly predicted behavioral intention. Conversely, identifying with the less sexually
responsible character directly predicted behavioral intention. These viewers had increased
behavioral intentions to practice safe-sex without necessarily having higher levels of
safe-sex efficacy. This may lead to the conclusion that entertainment dramas can
influence intentions to practice more sexually responsible behavior. However, these
intentions may be independent of one‘s perception of her ability to practice this behavior.
Other correlational research examined character involvement with media
celebrities and viewer sexual health beliefs and behaviors (Basil, 1996; Brown & Basil,
1995). These studies looked directly at character involvement as the independent
variable, rather than a moderator in the relationship between media exposure and effects.
One study investigated whether parasocial interaction with basketball star Magic Johnson
predicted health perceptions and behavioral intentions (Brown & Basil, 1995). Results
showed that parasocial interaction with Johnson positively predicted personal concern
about AIDS, concern about HIV risk to heterosexuals, and behavioral intention to reduce
risky sexual behaviors. Therefore, feelings of friendship toward Johnson were associated
with more serious thoughts about HIV and AIDS, and a greater likelihood to practice
safe-sex. In a follow-up study (Basil, 1996) the researcher found that similarity with
Magic Johnson predicted personal concern about AIDS and intention to change high-risk
sexual behaviors. Overall, these correlational findings indicate that both parasocial
interaction and similarity are associated with sexual health beliefs and more socially
responsible behavioral intentions. In sum, higher levels of parasocial interaction and/or
similarity in this context are associated with an increased likelihood of effects.
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Only one study has examined the intervening role of character involvement
during entertainment television exposure regarding safe-sex outcomes (Moyer-Guse,
2007). In this study, the researcher tested the impact that a single exposure to a narrative
entertainment program dealing with an unwanted pregnancy had on safe-sex attitudes.
This study included three dimensions of character involvement -- similarity, parasocial
interaction, and identification -- as predictors of safe-sex attitudes. In a test of a mediated
model, the researcher found that identification with characters (e.g., ―I feel what they are
feeling‖) dealing with an unwanted pregnancy was directly associated with increased
safe-sex attitudes. Along with showing that identification predicted safe-sex attitudes, in
one of the structural models examined, the researcher included similarity as an antecedent
to identification, which in turn was tested as a direct predictor of safe-sex attitudes.
Results showed that similarity predicted identification which in turn predicted safe-sex
attitudes. Although Moyer-Guse did not formally test whether identification mediated the
relationship between similarity and safe-sex attitudes, she did show that similarity was
not independently a direct predictor of safe-sex attitudes. Thus, while identification
played a significant role in predicting safe-sex attitudes, similarity was not a significant
predictor of this outcome.
Finally, Moyer-Guse looked at the association between parasocial interaction and
safe-sex attitudes. Results from a mediation analysis showed that parasocial interaction
was not a direct predictor of safe-sex attitudes. In conclusion, this study showed that
identification was a direct predictor of safe-sex attitudes following media exposure.
Similarity and parasocial interaction were not direct predictors of safe-sex attitudes.
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In addition to the studies examining viewer exposure to sex, correlational and
experimental work addressing mass media exposure to thin television characters, alcohol
use, and drug use has shown that character involvement with mediated personae predict
viewer health outcomes. Two survey studies have examined whether involvement with
thin television characters influenced female undergraduates‘ disordered eating attitudes
and behaviors (Greenwood, 2009; Harrison, 1997). Harrison (1997) found that character
involvement with thin television personalities, measured in a composite scale that
included liking, similarity, and wishful identification, positively predicted eating disorder
symptomology, anorexia, bulimia, and body dissatisfaction. In general, a combination of
feeling similar to thin television personalities, liking thin television personalities, and
wanting to be like thin television personalities was found to associate with feelings of
dislike or distrust for one‘s body, a desire to change one‘s body type by losing weight,
and specific attempts to lose weight through extreme dieting. Greenwood (2009)
examined perceived similarity, wishful identification, and parasocial interaction as
separate predictors of body surveillance (e.g., ―I often worry about whether the clothes I
am wearing make me look good,‖ p. 99) and body shame (e.g., ―I would be ashamed for
people to know what I really weigh,‖ p. 99). Results showed that higher levels of wishful
identification with one‘s favorite female television character, all of whom reflect a thin
ideal (see Greenwood, 2009), predicted higher levels of body surveillance and body
shame. The findings also showed that surprisingly, higher levels of perceived similarity
was associated with lower levels of body surveillance, suggesting that the type of
connection formed with these characters may have either helped to promote or deter
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viewers‘ body image concerns.
In a study similar to the Magic Johnson HIV study examining safe-sex practices,
researchers investigated the impact that identification with baseball star Mark McGuire
had on one‘s awareness of child abuse prevention, performance-enhancing drugs, and
desire to use performance-enhancing drugs (Brown, Basil, & Bocarnea, 2003). Results
showed that identification with McGuire positively predicted awareness of child abuse
prevention and awareness of performance enhancing drugs. Among less-educated men,
identification with McGuire positively predicted desire to try a performance-enhancing
drug. In another study, the researcher experimentally manipulated college students‘
exposure to a film dealing with alcohol use while examining the impact of character
liking on student attitudes toward alcohol use (Bahk, 2001a). In one condition, students
were exposed to a portion of a film that portrayed alcohol use with negative
consequences that included fighting and getting killed while driving under intoxication.
In the other condition, all negative consequences of drinking were removed and the main
character was depicted as a successful rock star. The researcher found that following
exposure to a positive depiction of alcohol use, viewers‘ level of liking toward the
character predicted more positive attitudes toward alcohol drinking. Finally, another
experimental study (Bahk, 2001b) manipulated exposure to a film detailing the negative
consequences of a fatal virus outbreak. The study addressed the impact of character liking
on health beliefs following exposure. Results showed that among women, character
liking positively correlated with weakened beliefs in self-control over health (e.g., ―good
health is largely a matter of fortune,‖ p. 196). The findings from these studies indicate
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that identification and character liking may impact viewer health beliefs, attitudes, and
behaviors related to drugs, alcohol, and serious viruses.
Overall, findings show that character involvement helps explain the impact of
entertainment programming on viewer health outcomes. The review above indicates that
all five dimensions of character involvement -- identification, wishful identification,
similarity, liking, and parasocial interaction -- may lead to changes in a range of viewer
health beliefs and health attitudes.
Challenges to Assessing the Direct Impact of Each Dimension of Character Involvement
Despite the conclusions offered above about the influence of character
involvement on viewer effects, it is still unclear which dimensions of character
involvement exert the most direct impact on viewer health outcomes. Two reasons why it
is challenging to assess the direct impact different dimensions of character involvement
have on viewer health outcomes are: mislabeling of concepts and the use of different
dependent measures in studying effects outcomes.
Mislabeling of dimensions. Cohen (2001) noted that identification was defined
and conceptualized in numerous ways by different scholars. For example, Hoffner and
Cantor (1991) described identification as feelings of liking, wishful identification, and
similarity. Cohen (2001) noted that within media research, identification has been used to
represent ―feelings of affinity, friendship, similarity, and liking of media characters or
imitation of a character by audience members‖ (p. 249). This broad definition
encompasses all four other dimensions of character involvement (wishful identification,
similarity, liking, parasocial interaction) under the identification term.
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In addition, when measuring character involvement in empirical studies,
researchers have incorrectly labeled specific character involvement dimensions. For
example, identification has been measured by items that actually refer to similarity (see
Brown & Basil, 1995; Basil, 1996), wishful identification (Smith, Downs, & Witte, 2007)
and general identification (Smith, Downs, & Witte, 2007). Therefore, while a variable
may be labeled as one form of character involvement, it may actually be testing a
different form of character involvement, at least in part.
Overall, the incorrect labeling of these concepts suggests that there remains a lack
of clarity regarding the differences between these dimensions. Are the five concepts
indeed mutually exclusive, or are they largely overlapping constructs that are
differentiated primarily by the varying labels that have been applied to them? A main
goal of this study is to validly measure the five dimensions of character involvement to
understand whether true distinctions exist.
Different dependent measures. Finally, researchers rarely have tested each of the
dimensions simultaneously as predictors of the same dependent variable. For example,
one study found that identification with characters predicted safe-sex health attitudes
(Moyer-Guse, 2007), while another study found that liking of characters predicted more
favorable drinking attitudes (Bahk, 2001a). Researchers have yet to include identification
and liking in the same model to examine whether one is a more direct predictor of a
specific health attitude than the other within a single empirical study.
In sum, there is a lack of consistency in how researchers have labeled and studied
character-involvement dimensions. Furthermore it is rare that each dimension has been
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tested on the same dependent variable. Taken together, these issues make it difficult to
draw conclusions about which dimensions of character involvement are more direct
predictors of viewer health beliefs and attitudes than others. In particular, certain
dimensions of character involvement may mediate the impact of other dimensions of
character involvement on viewer health beliefs and attitudes. The goal of this study is to
use the conceptual underpinnings of each of the five dimensions to make predictions
about how these dimensions may operate together to predict effects.
In this study, the five character involvement dimensions will be examined within
the context of a television program portraying binge drinking behavior. In particular, this
study examines how viewer involvement with television characters may impact changes
in young adults‘ binge drinking beliefs and attitudes. The following two sections explain
why it is relevant to examine this particular health behavior depicted on entertainment
programming. The first section details the prevalence of alcohol abuse and binge drinking
among young adults. This is followed by a review of research examining the prevalence
and nature of alcohol depictions on television and its effect on viewers.
Binge Drinking Prevalence Among Young Adults and the Role of Mass Media
The following sections detail the frequency of excessive drinking among college
students and address how mass media may contribute to this risky behavior.
Binge Drinking Among Young Adults
Binge drinking is referred to as a pattern of excessive alcohol consumption (Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention [CDC], 2008). Specifically, this behavior reflects the
consumption of large quantities of alcohol in roughly two hours or less. College students
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are particularly prone to engaging in binge drinking. Data show that around 90% of
alcoholic drinks consumed by youth under the age of 21 are in the context of binge
drinking (CDC). Furthermore the percentage of drinkers who also binge drink is highest
among those between the ages of 18 and 20 (Naimi, Brewer, Mokdad, Denny, Serdula, &
Marks, 2003).
A recent study showed that binge drinking incidences among 18-24 year olds has
been increasing since 1998 (Hingston et al., 2005). Importantly, it appears that the
college environment may foster excessive drinking behavior. Two recent studies
document the differences in binge drinking behavior between college students and peers
not attending college (Dawson et al., 2004; Timberlake et al., 2007). Dawson et al. (2004)
conducted personal interviews with over 13,000 young people between the ages of 18-29
and found that rates of heavy episodic drinking were significantly higher for college
students than for non-college students. Timberlake et al. conducted a longitudinal study
of adolescents and young adults that included an initial assessment of drinking behavior,
a one-year follow-up and a 6-year follow-up. Results showed that while college students
reported less frequent binge drinking behavior than their non-college attending peers
prior to college (17.9% compared to 31.5%), between 18 and 19 years of age, college
students reported binge drinking at equivalent rate as their non-college peers. More
importantly, by their early 20‘s, college students reported binge drinking substantially
more frequently than their non-college attending peers (65.9% for college-students
compared to 53.2% for non-college students).
There are numerous health problems that result from binge drinking including, but
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not limited to: liver disease, cardiovascular disease, alcohol poisoning, and sexual
dysfunction. In addition, binge drinking is linked to other risky behaviors, including
unprotected sex (Hingson et al., 2005). Data show that roughly 400,000 18-24 yr. olds
engage in unprotected sexual intercourse under the influence of alcohol and 100,000 1824 yr. olds report being too intoxicated to know whether they gave their partner
permission to have sex with them (Hingson et al., 2005). Overall, binge drinking is linked
to numerous serious health consequences. Among college students, binge drinking
behavior is common and often leads to other risky behaviors.
This section described how binge drinking behavior is a particularly relevant issue
for college-aged adults. Data show that college students are an at-risk population for
engaging in binge drinking behavior and experiencing the negative consequences
associated with this behavior. While there are a variety of environmental factors that
contribute to one‘s desire to drink, television is also a resource for learning about
normative drinking behavior.
Television Presence and Portrayal of Alcohol Use
This section examines the presence and portrayal of media messages regarding
alcohol use in entertainment media and the effects associated with exposure to these
messages.
Presence. Studies show that there is a prevalence of alcohol portrayals in
entertainment television programming (Christenson et al., 2000; Godbold & Albada,
2000; Mathios et al., 1998). Mathios et al. (1998) looked at more than 200 primetime
television programs during the 1994-1995 season. Findings showed that alcohol was
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portrayed more frequently than any other food or beverage. In a similar study,
Christensen et al. (2000) examined 168 episodes from the 42 top-rated primetime
comedies and drama programs. In total, alcohol was seen in 77 percent of all episodes
and consumed in 71 percent of all episodes. Finally, Godbold and Albada (2000)
examined 24 hours worth of prime-time content during Spring 1999. Results indicated
that there were nearly 500 instances of alcohol shown or consumed.
Portrayal. Beyond the sheer presence of alcohol shown on television, the nature
of portrayals is often positive. Wallack, Grube, Madden, and Breed (1990) performed a
content analysis on a three-week composite sample of television programs. The
researchers rated alcohol incidents as either attractive, unattractive or neutral and found
that 60% of incidences were neutral and 25% were attractive. In addition, the researchers
found that regular characters were more likely to drink than non-regular characters and
that those who did drink tended to be of higher status. Christensen et al.‘s (2000) content
analysis of the top-rated primetime programs found that only 23% of episodes contained
negative consequences associated with alcohol use and only 1 percent of episodes
showed refusal to use. In addition, they found that more than 75% of the top rated teen
and adult shows included alcohol references. Finally, Mathios et al. (1998) examined the
personality of characters in their content analysis of primetime television programs.
Results showed that adult characters engaged in alcohol experiences were portrayed more
positively than adult characters not engaged in alcohol experiences.
Overall, results indicate that there is a substantial amount of alcohol shown and
used on television programming. Furthermore, when alcohol is shown on television the
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portrayals are frequently positive. In particular, there are rarely negative consequences
associated with alcohol use, and those consuming alcohol tend to be recurring characters
portrayed positively.
Effects of Exposure to Alcohol Messages in Media
Alcohol messages on television may be associated with the development of
certain alcohol-related beliefs and attitudes. Wallack et al. (1990) note that while
exposure to television may not change viewers‘ drinking behavior, the frequency and
nature of alcohol use on television raises questions regarding the role of television in
shaping and/or reinforcing the beliefs and behaviors associated with alcohol use.
Unfortunately, there is a lack of research examining the impact of entertainment
television programming on young adults‘ alcohol beliefs and/or attitudes. Specifically,
the majority of research examining the influence of television alcohol-related messages
on viewer beliefs and attitudes has tested the impact of television advertising on child and
adolescent perceptions of alcohol use (e.g., Atkin, Hocking, & Block, 1984; Austin,
Chen, & Grube, 2006; Austin & Knaus, 2000; Grube, 1993; Wallack, Cassady, & Grube,
1990). Including the Bahk (2001a) study reviewed in the previous section on character
involvement and health, there have only been a few studies that have looked at the
influence of media portrayals of alcohol use on college students‘ alcohol perceptions
(Engels, Hermans, Van Baaren, Hollenstein, & Bot, 2009; Kulick & Rosenberg, 2001;
Mathios et al., 1998; Stitt, 2008). With the exception of Stitt‘s (2008) research, all of the
studies examined exposure to movies depicting alcohol use. Engels et al. examined
whether alcohol portrayals influenced actual drinking behavior of male college students
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in the Netherlands. Participants were randomly assigned to one of two movie conditions
that contained either many or few alcohol portrayals. Results showed a main effect of
movie condition on alcohol consumption, such that those exposed to the movie with more
alcohol portrayals consumed more beer and/or wine than those exposed to the movie
containing fewer alcohol portrayals. Kulick and Rosenberg (2001) randomly assigned
college students to watch either six film clips depicting positive consequences related to
consumption of distilled spirits or five film clips depicting negative consequences related
to consumption of distilled spirits. Results showed that those in the positive condition had
more positive expectations about alcohol use than those in the control condition.
Surprisingly, there were no significant differences between those in the positive and
negative conditions; however, results did approach conventional levels of statistical
significance (p = .09). Finally, Stitt (2008) examined changes in college students‘ binge
drinking beliefs following exposure to a negative portrayal of excessive alcohol
consumption on an entertainment program. Results showed a significant increase in
story-consistent beliefs following exposure to the entertainment television program.
Overall, the findings across studies suggest that exposure to entertainment media
influences college students‘ beliefs and attitudes about drinking alcohol. The majority of
work has primarily examined exposure to movies rather than television programming.
However, one recent study that did examine entertainment programming exposure (Stitt,
2008) found results consistent with findings from studies involving movie exposure.
Character Involvement and Binge Drinking
The findings above show that entertainment programming impacts college
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students‘ alcohol perceptions. However, further analysis is needed to examine how the
five dimensions of character involvement operate as an intervening influence on viewer
effects. Only one study (Bahk, 2001a) has examined character involvement as an
intervening factor explaining how media influence college students‘ alcohol perceptions.
That study examined only one dimension of character involvement -- character liking -as a factor contributing to effects. Given that drinking is frequently depicted on
television, it is important to assess the specific processes underlying character
involvement that help explain effects on viewers. Drawing from social cognitive theory
and the conceptual and empirical research on character involvement, entertainment
television messages regarding alcohol use should be magnified by models that viewers
feel similar toward and form some connection with. However, the path leading to effects
on viewers likely involves multiple forms of engagement with television characters.
This study will examine how the five dimensions of character involvement
operate together to influence changes in binge drinking beliefs and attitudes. The
following section makes specific predictions about the relationship between each
dimension of character involvement and changes in beliefs and attitudes toward this
health behavior.
Research Questions and Hypotheses Involving Character Involvement
The review of the five different character-involvement dimensions indicates that
all of these forms of viewer-character interaction are associated with viewer health beliefs
and health attitudes following exposure to entertainment media content. While empirical
findings do not offer definitive conclusions that certain forms of character involvement
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are more direct predictors of viewer health beliefs and health attitudes than others,
conceptual aspects of these dimensions suggest that the relationship between some forms
of character involvement and viewer beliefs and attitudes will flow through more
powerful character involvement dimensions. In particular, when examining the
associations between the different dimensions of character involvement, it was noted that
certain dimensions were prerequisites to more powerful forms of character involvement.
This suggests that a process exists whereby specific connections viewers form with
characters play a more indirect role in predicting health beliefs and health attitudes
whereas other connections viewers form with characters operate as direct predictors. The
following passages offer predictions regarding the path from weaker forms of character
involvement to those dimensions with a direct impact on viewer binge drinking beliefs
and attitudes.
This dissertation proposes that identification and wishful identification represent
proximal predictors of viewer binge drinking beliefs and attitudes while similarity, liking,
and parasocial interaction are predicted to act as distal predictors of viewer effects. This
assertion leads to three groups of hypotheses/research questions. The first group
examines identification as a mediator in the relationship between similarity, liking, and
parasocial interaction and viewer binge drinking beliefs and attitudes. The second group
examines wishful identification as a mediator in the relationship between similarity,
liking, and parasocial interaction and viewer binge drinking beliefs and attitudes. Finally,
a third group of hypotheses examines identification and wishful identification as direct
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predictors of viewer binge drinking beliefs and attitudes. The rationale for all of these
hypotheses is explicated below.
Overall, the main goal of this study is to test a series of path models as a means to
address the direct and indirect impact of different forms of character involvement. The
research design for this study involves exposing participants to a television episode
depicting alcohol use. Ultimately, the path models are designed to examine the
intervening roles that different forms of character involvement play in explaining the
influence of entertainment programming exposure on viewer binge drinking beliefs and
attitudes.
While the path models help to provide an understanding of the associations
between different forms of character involvement and viewer binge drinking beliefs and
attitudes, they cannot explain any causal relationship between the character involvement
dimensions. Thus, a final research question addresses the causal impact of perceived
similarity formed prior to entertainment television exposure on character involvement
during exposure. The causal impact of perceived similarity on other character
involvement dimensions is specifically examined because this dimension is viewed as the
central mechanism that leads to more powerful forms of character involvement. This
dimension will be manipulated in an effort to examine the causal impact of perceived
similarity formed prior to viewing exposure on the other character involvement
dimensions and what may drive an overall model of character involvement.
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Identification and Similarity
As noted above, identification with characters during entertainment television
exposure should operate as a direct predictor of viewer health beliefs and health attitudes.
Conversely, similarity with characters during entertainment television exposure should
indirectly predict viewer health beliefs and health attitudes through its impact on
identification (see Figure 3). As previously noted, similarity is often seen as a
prerequisite to identification (Cohen, 2001; Slater & Rouner, 2002). Similarity is likely to
lead to identification (Slater & Rouner, 2002); however, when both dimensions are tested
together, similarity should not independently explain a significant amount of viewer
health beliefs and health attitudes. Recall that Moyer-Guse‘s experiment investigated
media exposure on sexual health and found that similarity did not independently predict
safe-sex attitudes. Conversely, identification was a positive predictor of safe-sex
attitudes. Conceptually, while similarity refers strictly to a judgment that characters share
similar characteristics or attributes as the viewer, identification represents a more
powerful experience where viewers temporarily adopt the perspective of characters.
When a viewer identifies with a character, the experience goes beyond a judgment that
the viewer can relate to that character based on physical or personality attributes, and
leads to the viewer actually immersing herself in the character. At this point, the viewer
sees the world through the character‘s eyes. Ultimately, the identification process should
be a direct predictor of viewer health beliefs and attitudes, whereas similarity should
indirectly predict health beliefs and health attitudes through the process of identification.
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Therefore, the following is predicted:
Hypothesis 1a: While viewing the stimulus program, identification with the binge
drinking character will mediate the relationship between similarity with the
character and changes in viewer binge drinking beliefs, such that similarity with
the character will positively predict identification with the character that in turn
will predict changes in viewer binge drinking beliefs.
Hypothesis 1b: While viewing the stimulus program, identification with the binge
drinking character will mediate the relationship between similarity with the
character and changes in viewer binge drinking attitudes, such that similarity with
the character will positively predict identification with the character that in turn
will predict changes in viewer binge drinking attitudes.
Identification and Parasocial Interaction
Identification with characters during entertainment television exposure should
also operate as a mediator between parasocial interaction with characters and viewer
health beliefs and health attitudes. By perceiving that a character is part of one‘s social
group and is a ‗pseudo-friend,‘ the viewer may have an easier time taking the perspective
of that character. In particular, parasocial interaction should allow the viewer to think and
feel as the character does. This may include a scenario where a character experiences a
particular health problem or engages in a specific health behavior. As noted earlier,
similarity with a character serves as a basis for developing a parasocial relationship with
a character. Given that similarity is expected to predict identification (see H1/a & b), it is
not surprising that parasocial interaction and identification should also be correlated. This
suggests that identification with characters may also mediate the impact of parasocial
interaction with characters on viewer health beliefs and health attitudes (see Figure 4). In
particular, by first seeing a character as an extension of one‘s social group, this may make
it easier for the viewer to adopt the perspective of the character. The loss of self within
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the identification process and complete immersion into the character means that viewers
will experience all events the same way characters do. Parasocial interaction entails both
a positive evaluation and feelings of pseudo-friendship with characters. While
developing strong bonds with characters is a powerful form of character involvement,
this dimension of involvement does not directly involve an emotional and cognitive
process of actually becoming that character. Rather, the viewer maintains her own
identity when forming a parasocial interaction with a character. Ultimately, the impact
that parasocial interaction has on viewer health beliefs and attitudes should occur
indirectly through identification.
One recent study may aid in understanding the associations between parasocial
interaction and identification and the implications for health effects. As reviewed earlier,
an empirical study that tested both parasocial interaction and identification as predictors
of the same health outcome found that identification, but not parasocial interaction,
predicted health attitudes (Moyer-Guse, 2007). However, the researcher also found that
parasocial interaction and identification were strongly correlated (r = .51). Through
parasocial interaction, one may view a character as an extension of his or her social
group, and this may then lead to an identification process whereby the viewer adopts the
character‘s perspective. Ultimately, parasocial interaction may indirectly influence health
beliefs through increased identification. This leads to the following predictions:
Hypothesis 2a: While viewing the stimulus program, identification with the binge
drinking character will mediate the relationship between parasocial interaction
with the character and changes in viewer binge drinking beliefs, such that
parasocial interaction with the character will positively predict identification with
the character that in turn will predict changes in viewer binge drinking beliefs.
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Hypothesis 2b: While viewing the stimulus program, identification with the binge
drinking character will mediate the relationship between parasocial interaction
with the character and changes in viewer binge drinking attitudes, such that
parasocial interaction with the character will positively predict identification with
the character that in turn will predict changes in viewer binge drinking attitudes.
Identification and Liking
It is unclear whether identification will mediate the relationship between liking
and viewer health beliefs and health attitudes. Liking represents positive evaluations of
characters, whereas identification does not necessarily suggest any positive feelings
towards characters. Ultimately, it is not clear whether there is a direct association
between liking and identification. Liking is associated with parasocial interaction, which
is predicted to impact identification. However, it is unclear whether liking acts as an
independent predictor of identification. One important distinguishing element of liking as
opposed to other character involvement dimensions is that there has not been a clear link
established between liking and similarity. As previously noted, similarity provides a
foundation for parasocial interaction, identification, and wishful identification. Therefore,
if liking is directly associated with similarity, one may posit that liking may also predict
identification. Unfortunately, there is a lack of media research showing an association
between liking and similarity. This indicates that it is unclear whether identification plays
a mediating role when examining the relationship between liking and viewer health
beliefs and health attitudes. Ultimately, without clear conceptual support or empirical
evidence, one cannot predict the association between liking and identification.
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This leads to the following research questions:
RQ1a: While viewing the stimulus program, does identification with the binge
drinking character mediate the relationship between liking of the character and
changes in viewer binge drinking beliefs?
RQ1b: While viewing the stimulus program, does identification with the binge
drinking character mediate the relationship between liking of the character and
changes in viewer binge drinking attitudes?
Wishful Identification and Similarity
Similarity with character should also operate as an indirect predictor of viewer
health beliefs and health attitudes through increased wishful identification. Wishful
identification entails both a positive evaluation of a character and a desire to emulate that
character. This is founded on perceptions of similarity to a character. As noted earlier,
viewers first make judgments of whether they share similar attributes as a model. When
perceiving that there are similarities, the viewer may then believe that it is possible to
become that character in other ways. This should lead subsequently to wishful
identification. Wishful identification should in turn predict viewer health beliefs and
health attitudes (see Figure 5). For example, a viewer may perceive similar attributes
between herself and a character dealing with an eating disorder. When the viewer feels
that she is similar to that character because she also has an eating disorder, this may
increase the viewer‘s perception that she could become like the character in other ways.
Specifically, the character may have been able to deal with the disorder in an effective
manner, through the support of friends or medical treatment. The viewer who felt
similarity to this character in regards to the eating disorder could subsequently wish that
she could deal with the disorder the same way the character did. Overall, the impact of
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similarity on viewer health beliefs and health attitudes should also occur indirectly
through wishful identification. This leads to the following predictions:
H3a: While viewing the stimulus program, wishful identification with the binge
drinking character will mediate the relationship between similarity with the
character and changes in viewer binge drinking beliefs, such that similarity with
the character will positively predict wishful identification with the character that
in turn will predict changes in viewer binge drinking beliefs.
H3b: While viewing the stimulus program, wishful identification with the binge
drinking character will mediate the relationship between similarity with the
character and changes in viewer binge drinking attitudes, such that similarity with
the character will positively predict wishful identification with the character that
in turn will predict changes in viewer binge drinking attitudes.
Wishful Identification and Liking
Character liking should play an indirect role in predicting viewer health beliefs
and health attitudes through increased wishful identification. In particular, liking should
lead to increased wishful identification, that in turn, leads to greater health beliefs and
health attitudes (see Figure 6). As previously noted, wishful identification represents both
feelings of liking and a desire to be like someone else. While it is necessary to like a
character to wishfully identify with that character, it is not sufficient to lead to that same
outcome. Rather, the viewer‘s feelings toward that character go beyond a positive
evaluation to wishing to become that character. This may entail wishing one was living
where the character lives, sharing that character‘s views, and/or acting the same way as
the character. For example, in a health context, the viewer who wishfully identifies with a
character may not only like a character that practices safe-sex, but also wish that she was
that character. Therefore, the viewer may wish to act like that character, which in this
scenario means practicing safe-sex. Overall, wishful identification involves positive
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feelings toward a character and a perception that the character possesses certain attributes
that one would like to emulate. First, viewers must develop positive feelings toward a
character. Once these feelings have been established, it is more likely that one will
wishfully identify with a character. The character, viewed as somewhat of a role model,
should be an important source for learning health beliefs and health attitudes. Ultimately,
this role model should be particularly influential in determining viewers‘ health beliefs
and attitudes. This leads to the following predictions:
Hypothesis 4a: While viewing the stimulus program, wishful identification with
the binge drinking character will mediate the impact of liking of the character on
changes in viewer binge drinking beliefs. Liking of the character will positively
predict wishful identification with the character that in turn will predict changes in
viewer binge drinking beliefs.
Hypothesis 4b: While viewing the stimulus program, wishful identification with
the binge drinking character will mediate the impact of liking of the character on
changes in viewer binge drinking attitudes. Liking of the character will positively
predict wishful identification with the character that in turn will predict changes in
viewer binge drinking attitudes.
Wishful Identification and Parasocial Interaction
It is unclear how parasocial interaction and wishful identification may operate
together to predict viewer health beliefs and health attitudes. Parasocial interaction and
wishful identification are both dimensions of character involvement that entail positive
evaluation. However, beyond this shared attribute, there are distinct differences. As
reviewed earlier, wishful identification encompasses attraction towards characters, but
does not require that viewers develop pseudo-friendships with characters. Conversely,
those who develop parasocial relationships with characters may see them as friends but
may not wish to emulate these characters. Thus, parasocial interaction stresses that
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viewers see characters as an extension of their social network, whereas wishful
identification stresses viewers‘ desire to become like the character.
The extent to which these differences matter when addressing the impact of
character involvement during media exposure on viewer health beliefs and health
attitudes is unclear. There is a lack of empirical research examining health outcomes or
any other viewer outcome that can provide some support that one dimension is a stronger
predictor of effects than another. None of the studies reviewed earlier directly tested these
two variables simultaneously as predictors of the same outcome. Ultimately, it is unclear
whether wishful identification and parasocial interaction are associated with one another.
Furthermore, even if an association is found, there is not a conceptual framework
addressing whether wishful identification will mediate the impact of parasocial
interaction on viewer health beliefs and health attitudes. With both a lack of conceptual
arguments and empirical findings supporting any clear association between these
measures, the following research questions are posed:
RQ2a: While viewing the stimulus program, does wishful identification with the
binge drinking character mediate the relationship between parasocial interaction
with the character and changes in viewer binge drinking beliefs?
RQ2b: While viewing the stimulus program, does wishful identification with the
binge drinking character mediate the relationship between parasocial interaction
with the character and changes in viewer binge drinking attitudes?
Identification and Wishful Identification
Wishful identification and identification should both operate as direct predictors
of viewer binge drinking beliefs and attitudes (see Figure 7). As noted, within the
identification process viewers become absorbed in a character and feel and think as that
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character does. This process should have a direct impact on viewer beliefs and attitudes.
A viewer who wishfully identifies with a character may not necessarily take on the role
of the character during media exposure, but still wish that she could become that
character. This represents a positive reaction to the character that extends beyond the
viewing situation. Therefore, wishful identification may also directly influence viewer
beliefs and attitudes, but through a process of emulation, rather than loss of self.
Wishful identification does share the same foundational aspect of similarity with
identification, making it more likely that one experiences events as the character. Thus,
although these are distinct processes, they may be associated with one another. However,
wishful identification also posits that viewers wish they were like the character; which
indicates that viewers have not experienced events as the character, but want to emulate
that character in the future. Overall, conceptual and empirical research does not suggest
that one dimension must precede the other when predicting effects. This leads to the
following predictions:
H5a: While viewing the stimulus program, identification with the binge drinking
character and wishful identification with the binge drinking character will both be
direct predictors of changes in viewer binge drinking beliefs.
H5b: While viewing the stimulus program, identification with the binge drinking
character and wishful identification with the binge drinking character will both be
direct predictors of changes in viewer binge drinking attitudes.
While there is no research suggesting that identification will lead to wishful
identification, it may be possible that after vicariously experiencing events as a character,
viewers may want to be more like or less like that character. Identification reflects an
emotional connection with characters during viewing exposure, whereas wishful
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identification represents a response to characters that continues following exposure.
Ultimately, although identification should directly predict changes in viewer binge
drinking beliefs and attitudes, it may also lead to changes in this outcome through wishful
identification. Thus, a viewer may become so absorbed in a character during exposure
that she either wishes to become more like or less like that character following viewing.
Ultimately, through this two-step process there may be changes in viewers‘ binge
drinking beliefs and attitudes. As noted above, there is a lack of conceptual or empirical
research supporting this argument. Therefore, the following research questions are posed:
RQ3a: While viewing the stimulus program, does wishful identification with the
binge drinking character partially mediate the relationship between identification
with the character and changes in viewer binge drinking beliefs?
RQ3b: While viewing the stimulus program, does wishful identification with the
binge drinking character partially mediate the relationship between identification
with the character and changes in viewer binge drinking attitudes?
Overall, during entertainment television exposure, identification and wishful
identification with a binge drinking character is expected to directly predict viewer binge
drinking perceptions. In contrast, parasocial interaction, liking, and similarity are
expected to act as distal predictors of viewer binge drinking perceptions. Figure 8
presents a conceptual character involvement-effects model that links all five dimensions
of character involvement and viewer binge drinking perceptions. Figure 9 includes the
specific hypotheses/research questions that examine the direct and indirect relationships
each dimension of character involvement is predicted to have with viewer binge drinking
beliefs and attitudes. All five dimensions of character involvement are expected to be
intervening variables when examining the impact of exposure to the stimulus program on
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viewer binge drinking beliefs and attitudes. However, only identification and wishful
identification are hypothesized to act as direct predictors of viewer binge drinking
outcomes. Parasocial interaction, liking, and similarity will predict identification and
wishful identification that in turn should predict viewer binge drinking beliefs and
attitudes.
Perceived Similarity Prior to Exposure
The hypotheses presented above that involve perceived similarity will be
examined through evaluations of self-reported character involvement. This type of
analysis does not allow the researcher to specifically address the causal impact of this
dimension on other forms of character involvement. Earlier sections explained that
perceived similarity is a prerequisite to parasocial interaction as well as identification and
wishful identification -- the two proximal predictors of viewer health beliefs and
attitudes. Overall, perceived similarity has been posited as the central foundation for
more powerful forms of character involvement. However, no prior study has directly
manipulated this concept to examine its causal impact on other character involvement
dimensions. Models that have conceptually and/or operationally examined the links
between perceived similarity and other character involvement dimensions have assumed
a causal relationship without proving that such a relationship exists (Moyer-Guse, 2007;
Slater & Rouner, 2006). While similarity is a driving force that is predicted to lead to
more powerful forms of character involvement, experimental research is needed to prove
that this dimension influences changes in these other character involvement dimensions.
In this study, perceived similarity with a television character will be manipulated
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experimentally prior to television exposure in an effort to examine the causal effect of
this construct on the five dimensions of character involvement.
Overall, manipulating perceived similarity with a character prior to exposure may
help assess the causal relationship between different character involvement dimensions.
Perceived similarity is viewed as a foundation of character involvement and as a
prerequisite to more powerful engagement with characters. Thus, perceived similarity
with a television character prior to entertainment programming exposure is examined in
this study as a driving mechanism for the character-involvement effects model. This leads
to the following research question:
RQ4: Do differences in perceived similarity with an entertainment program
character prior to program exposure influence dimensions of character
involvement during exposure?
Narrative Involvement
The above review and proposed hypotheses address character involvement. This
represents one form of viewer involvement. Another form of viewer involvement is
narrative involvement (Moyer-Guse, 2008). Narrative involvement refers to the level of
viewer interest in events occurring in a story (Moyer-Guse). The following section
examines findings detailing the association between narrative involvement and viewer
health beliefs. By studying the influence of narrative involvement on viewer beliefs,
researchers have expanded on the explanations for effects posited by social cognitive
theory (Bandura, 1986). Slater and Rouner (2002) note that social cognitive theory is
used almost exclusively to explain effects resulting from exposure to entertainment
programming. Narrative involvement offers another explanation for viewer belief change
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following media exposure (Slater & Rouner, 2002).
The following review first gives a conceptual overview of narratives. Second, the
theoretical underpinnings of transportation theory, a perspective that links narrative
involvement to effects, are examined. Next, transportation is examined in relation to
character involvement. Finally, hypotheses and research questions examining the
interrelationships between transportation and character involvement are posed.
Narratives
To understand why narrative involvement may influence viewer beliefs, it is
necessary to address viewer attraction to narratives and the psychology leading to effects.
Fisher (1984) defined the act of narration as symbolic words and actions that portray a
sequence of events that are meaningful for those living the narrative, creating the
narrative, or interpreting the narrative. In addition, Fisher noted that people are
predisposed to tell stories, and that by telling stories, the narrator can best appeal to one‘s
reasoning. Stories can be represented by entertainment television dramas that examine
different events unfolding within the course of the program. Overall, entertainment
television narratives may be an influential means of shaping audience beliefs and
attitudes.
Bruner (1986) stated that narratives focus on explaining events by using stories.
Specifically, narrative thought occurs by translating ―one‘s own and others‘ experiences
into stories that integrate facts, perceptions, emotions, intentions, actions, and
consequences into coherent meaning‖ (Cole, 1997, p. 331). Thus, in an entertainment
television context, the television producer may create a narrative that includes some
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embedded health message. That message will typically be presented in the form of a story
that portrays different characters and events in a sequential manner. In sum, narratives
represent symbolic words and actions that explain in a sequential manner events that
occur. Narratives have meanings for both those dictating the events and those interpreting
them. The following section explains how the narrative process leading to viewer effects
differs from traditional persuasion processes.
Narratives compared to persuasion. One particular aspect of entertainment
narratives unique from messages strictly designed to persuade is that people may
naturally engage in processing messages without being instructed to do so (Smith,
Downs, & Witte, 2007). Narratives may not be perceived by those exposed to the
message as direct persuasive attempts (Moyer-Guse, 2008). Rather, those exposed to
fictional narratives may perceive narrative messages as serving an entertainment rather
than informative function. As explicated earlier, Green (2004) posits that narratives are
often portrayed as entertainment as opposed to education. The narrative structure makes
it more likely that viewers become engaged in programming (Moyer-Guse, 2008). Thus,
the message receiver may be more involved with narratives that serve this entertainment
function rather than direct persuasive messages. For example, a viewer exposed to an
entertainment television program that deals with binge drinking behavior may become
cognitively and emotionally invested in the program due to the intriguing elements of the
story. Conversely, a viewer exposed to a direct persuasive message such as a public
service announcement may pay less attention and be less emotionally or cognitively
involved in the information presented.
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Researchers suggest that this form of natural engagement with messages can have
implications for effects. More specifically, the way narratives influence viewers is
distinct from traditional persuasion theories. Narrative researchers tend to compare the
process involved with narrative engagement to that of a specific persuasion theory, the
elaboration likelihood model (Petty & Cacioppo, 1986). Briefly stated, the elaboration
likelihood model is a persuasion model that examines the impact of different intentional
persuasive arguments on one‘s attitudes. An important aspect of this model is the concept
of elaboration. Elaboration refers to the extent of effortful processing one devotes to
message arguments. High levels of elaboration are referred to as central processing
whereas low levels of elaboration are referred to as peripheral processing. While central
and peripheral processing are important when understanding attitude change following
exposure to intentionally persuasive messages, these different forms of message
elaboration cannot clearly be distinguished within narrative settings (Slater & Rouner,
2002). Ultimately, embedded messages that influence viewer beliefs and/or attitudes will
be impacted by viewer engagement with narratives, not by the level of involvement one
has with the specific issue being presented.
Furthermore, when employing the elaboration likelihood model, researchers
would predict that the extent that a message is relevant to the individual plays a crucial
role in dictating whether viewers will centrally process messages. Conversely, when
employing a narrative perspective, personal relevance does not appear to moderate belief
and/or attitude change (Green & Brock, 2002). For example, Prentice, Gerrig, and Bailis
(1997) found that personal relevance moderated the impact of weakly supported
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intentional arguments. Specifically, at higher levels of personal relevance, weakly
supported intentional arguments were less persuasive. However, Wheeler, Green, and
Brock (1999) found that within narrative settings, weakly supported arguments could
influence viewers regardless of personal relevance.
Finally, the elaboration likelihood model posits that one‘s need for cognition
should moderate the impact of overt persuasive arguments on belief and attitude change
(Cacioppo & Petty, 1982; Cacioppo, Petty, Kao, Feng, & Rodriguez, 1986). Need for
cognition refers to the extent that one enjoys participating in effortful thought processes
(Cacioppo & Petty, 1982). While need for cognition is important when examining
messages created to persuade, need for cognition has not been found to influence belief
change or character evaluations following exposure to narratives that are not specifically
designed to persuade viewers (Green & Brock, 2000; 2002).
Overall, the way that narratives impact viewers is impacted by one‘s level of
engagement with a story. In the present study, the story is represented by an
entertainment television program. Transportation theory (Green & Brock, 2000) offers
specific explanations about why exposure to narrative entertainment programs influences
viewer beliefs. Ultimately, examining the concept of transportation as well as the specific
predictions made regarding viewer outcomes can help to explain why narrative
involvement during entertainment programming exposure has implications for viewer
health beliefs.
Transportation
The concept of transportation offers a detailed account of how narrative
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involvement within entertainment television programs influences viewer beliefs.
Transportation may be defined as the extent to which one is emotionally and cognitively
absorbed in a story (Slater & Rouner, 2002). Green and Brock (2000) describe
transportation as a process of convergence where all mental capacities are cued to events
happening in the story. Transportation is founded upon Gerrig‘s (1993) traveling analogy,
in which people ‗travel‘ to a different world when encountering textual narratives.
Although this analogy refers to text, transportation is not limited to type of modality. That
is, a ‗reader‘ can also be defined as a listener or viewer. Furthermore, whether the content
is fictional or nonfiction, the same transported process is predicted to occur. This
indicates that transportation can occur across different media contexts. Overall,
transportation represents a powerful convergent process stemming from media exposure.
The following section outlines the specific outcomes of transportation.
Outcomes of transportation. Green and Brock (2000) note two main
consequences that occur following transportation. The first is that one‘s world of origin
becomes temporarily inaccessible. Specifically, the reader cannot seek out real-world
information, but rather, accepts information from the narrative world. This can occur
psychologically when the viewer distances him or herself from reality. Ultimately,
inaccessibility to real-world information means that there is a reduced likelihood that
real-world facts can contradict information a viewer is exposed to within a narrative. A
second consequence of transportation is that readers experience more intense emotions
and motivations (Green & Brock, 2000). Researchers note that emotional response to
narratives should play a potent role in impacting viewers (Brock, Strange, & Green,
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2002; Oatley, 2002). The emotional and motivational responses and loss of real-world
accessibility among viewers has implications for audience effects. The next section
outlines the specific means by which these two consequences of transportation influence
viewer beliefs.
Effects process. Transportation theory predicts that one‘s level of absorption into
narratives can influence real-world beliefs (Green, 2004; Green & Brock, 2000). Green
and Brock (2000) identified the specific process by which transportation is likely to
influence belief change. They noted that when transported, viewers should be less likely
to counterargue story claims. Second, through intense absorption, viewers may see
narrative experiences more like real-world experiences. Because personal experiences
can have a direct impact on attitude change (Fazio & Zanna, 1981) narratives that lead to
a dissolution of type of experience can have an effect on viewers. Finally, Green and
Brock (2000) note that transportation may lead to strong emotions toward sympathetic
characters, and that the events unfolding for that character, as well as the character‘s own
perceptions and beliefs, can influence viewers‘ thoughts. Overall, transportation may
influence viewer beliefs through three different processes. First, by being absorbed into a
narrative world, viewers are less likely to counterargue story arguments. Second, when
transported, viewers may see the story-world similarly to the real-world. Finally,
transportation can lead to intense emotional responses toward sympathetic characters
within that storyline. All three of these processes make the viewer‘s beliefs more
susceptible to story messages. The following section provides empirical findings
supporting the link between transportation and viewer beliefs.
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Effects Findings of Transportation
Researchers have found that transportation helps to explain the impact of dramatic
stories containing social and public policy issues on viewers (Green, 2004; Green &
Brock, 1999; Green & Brock, 2000; Slater, Rouner, & Long, 2006; Strange & Leung,
1999; Wheeler, Green, & Brock, 1999). One study examined the influence of exposure to
a story regarding a murder at a shopping mall (Green & Brock, 2000). Results showed
that readers who were more transported by the story had more story-consistent beliefs
and evaluated sympathetic characters more positively. In addition, results showed that
factual as opposed to fictional labeling of the narrative did not influence transportation
levels. Another study assessed how transportation may influence support for specific
legal policies (Slater et al., 2006). The researchers exposed participants to a television
program that promoted either gay marriage and partnership rights or support for the death
penalty. Results showed that following exposure, greater transportation positively
predicted support for gay marriage and partnership rights. Overall, transportation can
significantly explain changes in viewer beliefs. The following section reviews findings
showing an association between transportation and viewer health outcomes.
Transportation and health. Recent studies have examined the relationship
between transportation with stories or entertainment programs and subsequent health
beliefs (Green, 2004; Morgan et al., 2009; Stitt, 2008). One recent study examined the
link between transportation during entertainment television programming and viewer
beliefs related to organ donation (Morgan et al., 2009). Results showed that emotional
involvement predicted perceived learning about the organ donation process, motivation to
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become an organ donor, and perceived accuracy of the health information presented in
the program.
One study examined the role that transportation played on readers‘ safe-sex
beliefs following exposure to a narrative involving a homosexual man attending a
fraternity reunion (Green, 2004). Results showed that transportation influenced storyconsistent beliefs related to the effectiveness of condoms against AIDS.
Finally, Stitt (2008) examined transportation with entertainment television
programming as a predictor of story-consistent health belief change. Aggregated health
belief change scores were created based on significant over-time changes in binge
drinking, safe-sex, and problem-eating beliefs. Results showed that transportation was a
significant positive predictor of aggregated health belief change scores.
The findings across studies suggest that transportation plays a significant role in
explaining why entertainment television programming influences viewer health beliefs.
In particular, past work in the area of organ-donation, safe-sex, binge drinking, and
problem eating beliefs has shown that increased absorption into entertainment narratives
is associated with more story-consistent beliefs.
As established earlier, the impact of transportation on viewer health beliefs may
be impacted by one‘s degree of character involvement. As a complement, the following
section examines the association between transportation and character involvement, and
the implications this holds for subsequent health beliefs.
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Transportation and Character Involvement
As noted earlier, one of the ways that transportation may lead to effects is through
an emotional response to a character. Numerous researchers have suggested that character
involvement is elicited by increased absorption into the narrative (Green, 2004; Green &
Brock, 2000; Kincaid, 2002; Slater & Rouner, 2002). Thus, viewers may not only
become engaged in the narrative, but become highly involved with some characters that
inhabit that fictional world. Two particular forms of character involvement -identification and liking -- are expected to result from transportation.
Green, Brock, and Kaufman (2004) posit that one must first be transported into a
narrative before identifying with characters. The researchers note that identification
entails seeing the character‘s point of view as their own, and that such an ―altered state of
awareness‖ is dependent on transportation into the narrative world (p. 319). Overall, the
relationship between transportation and identification may be explained partly by the
conceptual overlap between these concepts. Specifically, both transportation and
identification entail some form of absorption by the viewer (Moyer-Guse, 2008).
Transportation focuses on losing one‘s sense of reality to enter the story or program
world, whereas identification focuses on losing one‘s sense of self and adopting the
perspective of a character. In addition, transportation may predict increased liking for
―sympathetic protagonists‖ (Green, Brock, & Kaufman, 2004, p. 702).
Green and Brock (2000) note that characters are a driving force in narrative
fiction. Characters represent central aspects of narratives (Bal, 1997; Rimmon-Kenan,
1983). Thus, viewer attachment to characters may play a significant role in belief change.
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Overall, this suggests that the impact of transportation on viewer health beliefs may flow
partially through increased liking and identification toward characters. Specifically,
transportation should lead to an emotional response to characters through identification
and/or liking. The increased emotional response to characters should make it more likely
that character experiences or thoughts influence viewer beliefs (Green, 2004).
Conceptually, it is less clear what direct relationships exist between the three
other dimensions of character involvement -- parasocial interaction, wishful
identification, similarity -- and transportation, as well as what implications these
relationships have for effects. Specifically, there is a lack of research specifically
addressing associations between transportation and either parasocial interaction or
wishful identification. However, because transportation may increase liking of
sympathetic characters, through its association with liking, transportation may also
indirectly lead to higher levels of parasocial interaction and/or wishful identification.
Slater and Rouner (2002) created a model that placed similarity with characters as a
prerequisite to transportation. This suggests that perceptions of similarity may actually
precede transportation. However, there is a lack of a conceptual argument explaining why
similarity precedes transportation.
Empirical findings. Two studies have directly investigated how transportation
may lead to increased character involvement (Green & Brock, 2000; Moyer-Guse, 2007).
In Green and Brock‘s (2000) study, mentioned above, participants read a fictitious story
about a murder at a mall. Results showed that transportation was positively related to
more positive evaluations of the story characters. Furthermore, a follow-up experimental
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manipulation of transportation showed that those in a high transportation condition
expressed more positive evaluations of story protagonists than those in the low
transportation condition.
Moyer-Guse (2007) examined how the interrelationships between transportation
and character involvement were associated with safe-sex attitudes. The researcher tested
a structural model that included identification as an intervening variable in the
relationship between transportation and viewer safe-sex attitudes (Moyer-Guse, 2007).
The researcher examined these relationships following exposure to a television program
concerning an unwanted pregnancy. The researcher found that transportation in the
entertainment program positively predicted identification with the character (e.g., ―When
I watched Theresa on the program, I imagined myself doing the same thing she was
doing‖) that in turn positively predicted safe-sex attitudes. Finally, although not a focus
of Moyer-Guse‘s study, a close examination of the correlation table showed that
transportation was significantly associated with parasocial interaction. As noted above,
transportation is predicted to lead to increased liking toward sympathetic characters.
Given that liking is viewed as a prerequisite for parasocial interaction (see Figure 2), it is
possible that transportation increased liking for the main characters that in turn increased
parasocial interaction.
The findings presented above show that character involvement and transportation
are associated with one another and may work together to influence changes in viewer
beliefs. Research suggests that the impact of transportation on changes in viewer health
beliefs may partially flow through character involvement. Overall, the conceptual aspects
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of transportation indicate that increased absorption into an entertainment television
program narrative may lead to emotional responses to characters. In particular, liking of
characters and identification with characters may result from increased transportation
during media exposure. The emotional response toward characters that occurs through
transportation should directly impact viewer beliefs. As reviewed earlier, responses to
characters represent only one of three different consequences of transportation posited by
Green and Brock (2000). The other two responses to transportation -- increases in one‘s
perception of the realism of the story and reduced counterarguing -- may also mediate the
impact of transportation on viewer health beliefs. This suggests that transportation may
still remain a direct predictor of viewer health beliefs when character involvement is
examined as a mediating factor. Overall, it is likely that emotional response to characters
resulting from transportation only partially mediates the relationship between
transportation and viewer health beliefs.
Hypotheses Involving Transportation and Character Involvement
The previous section outlined the interrelationships between transportation and
specific dimensions of character involvement. This helps lay a foundation for predicting a
specific process whereby transportation and character involvement operate together to
predict viewer health beliefs. This section presents hypotheses examining path models
whereby transportation indirectly predicts viewer binge drinking beliefs through
character involvement. In particular, this section draws on the conceptual relationships
between transportation and character involvement to make predictions about the process
leading from transportation to changes in viewer binge drinking beliefs. There is a lack of
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conceptual and empirical research supporting any relationship between transportation in
entertainment programming and viewer health attitudes. Thus, the following hypotheses
will focus only on viewer health beliefs as the dependent variable.
Dimensions of character involvement are examined as mediators in the
relationship between transportation and viewer binge drinking beliefs. Conceptual and
empirical research showed that transportation is likely to lead to specific emotional
responses to program characters. In turn, emotional responses to characters may lead to
changes in one‘s binge drinking beliefs. This is predicated on the conceptual foundations
of different character involvement dimensions examined in the first portion of the
literature review. Therefore, there should be a path that flows from transportation to
changes in character involvement to influences on viewers‘ beliefs. Thus, identification
and liking are examined as mediating factors in the relationship between transportation
and viewer binge drinking beliefs.
Transportation and Identification
As noted earlier, transportation may result in an emotional response toward
characters that leads to identification. For example, a viewer may become completely
absorbed in a program, to the point where she feels a part of the program or story world.
This can lead the viewer to adopt the perspective of a character in that program or story.
Conceptually, both processes involve a form of absorption (Moyer-Guse, 2008). In
particular, transportation indicates that a viewer is more engaged in the storyline than her
real-world environment. Identification refers to a complete absorption into a character
such that the viewer loses her sense of self-awareness. Therefore, these conceptual
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similarities between dimensions should have strong implications for health outcomes. In
particular, when viewers are transported into programs that contain embedded health
messages, they may be more likely to identify with a character in the storyline.
Ultimately, identification can lead to changes in one‘s health beliefs.
This indicates that the association between transportation and viewer binge
drinking beliefs may be mediated by identification. However, transportation may impact
viewer beliefs independent of identification with the binge drinking character. As noted
earlier, transportation can also lead to reduced counterarguing and increased perceived
realism. Both of these factors may also influence viewer health beliefs. Ultimately,
although identification with the binge drinking character should partially mediate the
relationship between transportation in the stimulus program and viewer binge drinking
beliefs, transportation in the stimulus program may also predict viewer binge drinking
beliefs independent of identification with the binge drinking character. Based on the
conceptual foundations of transportation, identification with the binge drinking character
should partially mediate the influence of transportation on viewer binge drinking beliefs
(see Figure 10). Overall, the following hypotheses are posed:
H6a: Identification with the binge drinking character will partially mediate the
relationship between transportation in the stimulus program and changes in
viewer binge drinking beliefs, such that transportation in the stimulus program
will predict identification with the binge drinking character that in turn will
predict changes in viewer binge drinking beliefs.
H6b: Transportation in the stimulus program will be directly associated with
changes in viewer binge drinking beliefs.
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Transportation and Liking
As previously noted, transportation may lead to positive evaluations of
sympathetic story characters. Viewers who become transported into a program may
subsequently develop positive feelings toward characters. These positive evaluations may
have strong implications for effects. The character-involvement effects model proposed
earlier predicted that liking would not directly predict viewer binge drinking beliefs.
Rather, liking is predicted to lead to increased wishful identification, that in turn directly
associates with viewer binge drinking beliefs. Thus, liking of the binge drinking character
should indirectly contribute to the influence of exposure to the stimulus program on
viewer binge drinking beliefs. Ultimately, transportation may lead to liking that in turn,
predicts wishful identification. Increases in wishful identification should directly predict
viewer binge drinking beliefs. This indicates that there is also a three-step process
flowing from transportation to viewer binge drinking beliefs. The process begins with
transportation leading to increased liking of the binge drinking character. Liking will
directly predict wishful identification. Finally, wishful identification will directly predict
viewer binge drinking beliefs. Thus, for example, a viewer can be transported into a
narrative. This may lead to a positive emotional response to a character. The positive
feelings the viewer develops toward the character may make it more likely that the
viewer wishes to emulate that character. Finally, the increased desire to emulate a
program character should directly predict viewer binge drinking beliefs (see Figure 11).
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Overall, a three-step flow process that includes transportation, liking and wishful
identification is predicted:
H7: Liking of the binge drinking character will mediate the relationship between
transportation in the stimulus program and wishful identification with the binge
drinking character, such that transportation in the stimulus program will positively
predict liking of the character that in turn will positively predict wishful
identification with the character. Wishful identification will predict changes in
viewer binge drinking beliefs.
Summary of Narrative Involvement and Predicted Findings
In review, narrative involvement, represented by viewer engagement with
entertainment television programs, has strong implications for health effects. This form
of engagement is referred to as transportation. When examining entertainment television
exposure, one‘s level of transportation into a program leads to story-consistent health
beliefs. In particular, during exposure to the stimulus program, transportation within a
television program is predicted to be associated with viewer binge drinking beliefs. This
direct relationship should remain even after including character involvement within the
model. However, character involvement should partially mediate the relationship
between transportation in a television program and viewer binge drinking beliefs.
Specifically, one major result of transportation is emotional responses to characters. Both
liking of characters and identification with characters will result from transportation in
television programs. Based on the conceptual foundations of these two dimensions of
character involvement, this study predicts that identification with a binge drinking
character as well as liking of this character should intervene in the relationship between
transportation in the stimulus program and viewer binge drinking beliefs. In particular,
identification should mediate the relationship between transportation in the stimulus
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program and viewer binge drinking beliefs, such that transportation will result in
increased identification with the binge drinking character that in turn will directly predict
viewer binge drinking beliefs. Liking of the binge drinking character is also expected to
play a mediating role in the relationship between transportation in television programs
and viewer binge drinking beliefs; however, this path involves an extra step. Specifically,
a three-step model is predicted based on the mediated model posed in the character
involvement section noted earlier. In that section, wishful identification with the binge
drinking character was predicted to mediate the relationship between liking of the binge
drinking character and viewer binge drinking beliefs. Thus, including transportation in
this model adds a preliminary step to this process. During exposure to the stimulus
program, transportation in the program will predict liking of the binge drinking character
that in turn will predict wishful identification with binge drinking characters. Wishful
identification with binge drinking character will predict viewer binge drinking beliefs.
The present study extends upon the few past studies that have examined the
interrelationship between transportation and character involvement. Researchers have yet
to test multiple character involvement dimensions as mediators between transportation
and viewer health beliefs. Furthermore, past findings have been limited to the context of
sexual health. The present study will examine whether multiple character involvement
dimensions serve as mediators between transportation and changes in viewer binge
drinking beliefs.
Figure 12 depicts a conceptual representation of the program involvement-effects
model that includes transportation and the three character involvement dimensions –
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identification, wishful identification, and liking. Figure 13 includes the specific
hypotheses that examine the direct and indirect relationship transportation predicted to
have with viewer binge drinking beliefs. A direct association between transportation and
viewer binge drinking beliefs is predicted to remain even after including the intervening
character involvement variables in the model. However, identification, wishful
identification, and character liking will act as partial mediators in the process leading
from transportation to changes in viewer binge drinking beliefs.
Review of Study Goals and Predictions
The literature review explained the important role that viewer involvement plays
in predicting viewer binge drinking beliefs and attitudes. Two different forms of viewer
involvement – character involvement and narrative involvement – were examined as
important factors that help explain how entertainment television exposure impacts viewer
binge drinking outcomes. While past researchers have examined some of these concepts
within the context of entertainment television exposure, studies have yet to examine all
concepts simultaneously.
The present study aims to uncover which forms of viewer involvement have a
direct impact on changes in viewer binge drinking beliefs and attitudes following
exposure to a dramatic program dealing with excessive drinking behavior, and which
other variables are more indirect predictors of these outcomes. By testing all forms of
viewer involvement simultaneously, this study will provide a clearer understanding of the
process leading from entertainment television exposure to changes in viewer binge
drinking beliefs and attitudes.
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There are five unique dimensions of character involvement that have implications
for media effects. In particular, identification, wishful identification, similarity, liking,
and parasocial interaction have been noted as distinct dimensions of character
involvement that are associated with viewer health beliefs and attitudes. While all five
dimensions are expected to relate to binge drinking beliefs and attitudes, only
identification and wishful identification are predicted to act as proximal predictors of this
outcome. Similarity, parasocial interaction, and liking are expected to indirectly predict
viewer binge drinking beliefs and attitudes through identification and wishful
identification.
Transportation is a specific form of narrative involvement that predicts viewer
health beliefs. Conceptual and empirical research indicates that transportation results in
emotional reactions to characters. In this study, the relationship between transportation
and viewer binge drinking beliefs is expected to be partially mediated by specific
character involvement dimensions. This includes identification, wishful identification,
and liking.
Overall, a character involvement-effects model and program involvement-effects
model have been proposed that explain the unique contributions that different forms of
viewer involvement have on viewer health perceptions. Both models will be applied to
binge drinking behavior.
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METHOD
The following section describes the methods employed to test the
hypotheses/research questions posited above. To review, the first goal of this study is to
examine whether different character involvement dimensions act as direct or indirect
predictors of changes in viewer binge drinking beliefs and attitudes. Thus, the five
dimensions of character involvement, examined at posttest, serve as the main predictor
variables examined to explain changes in binge drinking perceptions. A second goal of
this study is to employ an experimental manipulation to address the causal impact of
perceived similarity prior to viewing on character involvement during exposure. This
manipulation may provide a more clear explanation of a directional link between
character involvement dimensions. Finally, a third goal of this study is to address the
interrelationship between transportation and the character involvement dimensions. It is
predicted that specific character involvement dimensions should serve as mediators in the
relationship between transportation with the entertainment program and changes in binge
drinking beliefs.
The method section first describes the design, sample, and stimuli used in this
study. Second, the specific procedure employed for this study is explained. Third, the
measurement of the predictor, outcome, and control measures are explicated. Finally, the
method section provides results of a manipulation check testing viewer attention to the
program content.
Design
To test the relationship between viewer involvement and changes in binge drinking
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perceptions, both a between - and within-group experimental design were employed.
Specifically, differences in binge drinking perceptions were examined across three
different conditions. Two of these conditions involved the priming of either high or low
similarity with a program character, while participants in the control condition were not
provided with any character information. In addition, a pre-test/post-test design assessed
changes within individuals at two time periods.
The complete design for the study is provided in Appendix A. Participants first
completed a survey containing all pre-test dependent measures. Following completion of
the survey, participants took part in the lab portion of the study. During the lab session,
participants completed the same survey items, as well as items assessing the predictor and
control variables.
At least three days prior to their lab session, participants completed a survey
containing only measures concerning beliefs and attitudes toward binge drinking.
Following this pre-test, participants attended a lab session. Participants were randomly
assigned to one of three treatment groups. In the two manipulated conditions, participants
read a brief passage about a fictitious television character. To prime either high or low
perceived similarity, each condition emphasized different attributes of this character.
Those in the control condition did not read any passage. All participants were then
exposed to the same one-hour entertainment television program that addressed binge
drinking behavior. Following exposure, participants filled out a survey containing viewer
involvement items, control items, and outcome measures. Overall, participant beliefs and
attitudes towards binge drinking were operationalized as changes in beliefs and attitude
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scores between Time 1 and Time 2.
Sample
A convenience sample of undergraduate communication students at a large
southwestern university was selected for this study. As noted in the literature review,
binge drinking behavior is prevalent among this population. Participants were recruited
from undergraduate communication courses at the University of Arizona. Modest extra
credit was given to students who participated in the study.
A total of 382 people completed the Time 1 survey and 349 people completed the
Time 2 survey. This reflects a mortality rate of 8.6%. Additional participants were
removed from the study for either: a) having viewed the stimulus program before; b)
falling outside the desired age range; or c) failing the manipulation check. As noted
above, the design of this study examines how exposure to a specific television episode
influences changes in viewers‘ binge drinking beliefs and attitudes. Therefore,
participants were removed from the final analysis if they had already viewed the
program. In total, 16 people were removed from the final analysis because they had
previously viewed the episode.
In addition, because this study examined the influence of entertainment
programming exposure on changes in young adults‘ binge drinking beliefs and attitudes,
only participants between 18-25 years old were examined in the final analysis. Prior
researchers examining young adults binge drinking behavior have often studied
individuals from 18 through mid-to-late-twenties (e.g., Dawson et al., 2004; Hingston et
al., 2005; Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration, 2003).
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Therefore, the findings from this study will serve as a complement to existing research
examining binge drinking and young adults. A total of 15 participants did not fall within
the desired age category and were subsequently dropped from the final analysis.
Finally, it was important that participants exposed to the stimulus program paid
sufficient attention to the episode to recall specific aspects of the character engaging in
binge drinking behavior. Two manipulation check items were asked of participants that
pertained directly to the character of interest in the entertainment program. Participants
who answered at least one of the manipulation check questions correctly were included in
the final analysis (see manipulation check section for specific survey items and statistical
rationale for retaining participants). Four people answered both questions incorrectly and
were removed from the final analysis. This left a total of 314 participants in the final
analysis.
The mean age of participants was 20.92 (SD = 1.25). Women comprised 65.3% of
the sample (n = 205) and men 34.7% (n = 109). White participants represented 76.4% of
the sample, 13.4% were Hispanic/Latino, 4.8% were Asian-Americans, 3.2% were
African-American, 0.3% were Native-Americans, and 1.9% were other/unknown.
Stimulus Material
All participants viewed an hour-long episode of the primetime television drama
Party of Five. This program was selected because it features a central plot concerning
binge drinking behavior and alcohol abuse and features characters in the same age range
as the subject population. A description of the plot of this program is presented below.
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Episode Description
Party of Five was a popular dramatic primetime television program that aired in
the 1990‘s that focused on the lives of a group of siblings. In this particular episode
(Season 3, aired April 17, 1997), Bailey, one of the main characters in the program, is
depicted as a young adult who frequently engages in excessive drinking behavior. When
Will, one of Bailey‘s best friends, pays Bailey a surprise visit from college, they both go
out for a night of drinking. The next morning, both characters are depicted with
hangovers that include headaches from drinking too much. While Will attempts to sober
up, Bailey starts drinking again. In a later scene, Bailey is kicked out of a coffee shop
because he is intoxicated and cannot maintain his balance. The show portrays the
negative physical consequences associated with drinking, such as nausea, dizziness, and
loss of balance. In addition, the show details the social costs tied to his drinking
behavior. This is first reflected in Bailey‘s decision to distance himself from family
matters after being sought out for advice from his sister. Bailey continues to drink
excessively throughout the episode, which leads Will to confront Bailey about the
problem. Ultimately, Bailey alienates himself from Will in an attempt to avoid
confrontation. Although Bailey experiences many negative outcomes from drinking too
much, he does not seem to express much regret or remorse for his behavior. Furthermore,
his attitude toward drinking remains unchanged although he sees what problems may
arise from overconsumption.
Overall, this program depicts many negative consequences related to drinking too
much alcohol. In particular, viewers may learn that their physical health and social life
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can be negatively affected when they drink excessively. However, the main character
refuses to acknowledge the problems associated with his behavior.
Experimental Manipulation
The goal of the experimental manipulation was to influence perceived similarity
with a specific television character prior to exposure to the entertainment television
program. The character chosen for the manipulation was Bailey, the character engaging
in heavy binge drinking behavior in the stimulus program. Participants in both
experimental conditions were asked to read a brief passage about Bailey. Those in the
control condition would not read any information about Bailey prior to exposure to the
stimulus program. To increase the believability of each passage, participants were told
that the excerpt was taken from www.tv.com, a website that provides information about
television series.
High similarity. The high similarity prime was designed to increase participants
perceived similarity with Bailey. Participants in this condition were told that Bailey was
in college throughout the series, and that many of the storylines involving Bailey
revolved around his experiences as a college student. His experiences included living
with roommates, trying to maintain good grades, and developing relationships with other
students (see Appendix B).
Low similarity. The low similarity condition was created to decrease participants
perceived similarity with Bailey. Participants in this condition were told that Bailey‘s
parents died in a tragic car accident and that he was raised by his older brother. In
addition, participants were told that many of the storylines involving Bailey revolved
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around how Bailey‘s parents‘ death impacts his rebellious behavior (see Appendix B).
Pilot test. The two experimental conditions were pilot tested among a small
sample (N = 47) of college students. Participants were randomly assigned to one of the
conditions and were then asked to complete a brief survey. This contained two items
assessing viewer familiarity with Bailey, and four items measuring perceived similarity
with Bailey (see Appendix C). All four similarity items were measured on a 1 (strongly
disagree) to 5 (strongly agree) scale. The reliability for the four similarity items was α =
.94. These items were summed together then averaged to create a perceived similarity
scale. Results indicated that there were significant differences in perceived similarity with
Bailey between that those in the high similarity and low similarity conditions (t(40.1) =
12.08, p < .001). In particular, those in the high similarity condition (n = 24, M = 3.76)
had significantly higher levels of perceived similarity with Bailey than those in the low
similarity condition (n = 23, M = 1.39). These findings indicate that the experimental
manipulation was successful at creating differences in participants‘ perceived similarity
with Bailey. The results section provides an analysis of a manipulation check integrated
into the actual study to support the findings of this pilot test.
Procedure
Participants were recruited from communication courses. The first portion of the
study entailed completing an online survey whereas the second portion of the study took
place in a research lab. First, participants completed an online survey through Survey
Monkey that assessed their beliefs and attitudes related to binge drinking. The researcher
had access to the data to ensure that participants completed the survey at least three days
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prior to attending their lab session. Participants then came to a research lab to complete
the second phase of the study. Participants completed this phase of the study at individual
computer stations. Audio headphones were provided to each participant in order to
minimize distractions resulting from other participants or any other environmental
factors. The computer software program MediaLab was used for this experimental
design. Media Lab software allows researchers to: a) randomly assign participants to
different experimental conditions, b) show video clips, and c) include questionnaire items
for participants to complete following video exposure. Following the experimental
manipulation (if applicable), participants were exposed to the Party of Five episode. The
program was presented commercial-free to avoid interruption and allow participants to
devote more cognitive effort to the program content.
When the program ended, participants completed a survey. The survey contained
all predictor and outcome variables. This included each of the five character-involvement
dimensions and narrative involvement. It also included the outcome variables related to
viewer beliefs and attitudes toward binge drinking. In addition, a variety of control
variables were assessed, including: gender, television exposure, perceived realism of the
program, prior experience with binge drinking, self-efficacy, and counterarguing. Finally,
two manipulation check items were included to ensure that participants were actively
attending to the entertainment program. Once participants completed the survey, the
researcher debriefed each participant regarding the nature and purpose of the study.
Participants were told not to discuss what occurred during the experiment. Each session
took roughly one hour to complete.
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Measurement
The measures used in this study are presented in order of conceptual importance.
The first section describes the main predictor variables employed in this study. This
includes all five dimensions of character involvement and narrative involvement. The
second section includes the main dependent variables assessed. This includes belief,
attitude, and behavioral measures. The third section describes the control variables that
were examined in relation to the main predictor variables. Finally, the fourth section
explicates the results of the manipulation check employed to assess viewer attention to
the program messages.
Character Involvement Variables
All five dimensions of character involvement were tested as predictor variables in
this study. The following section provides only the operational definitions of each of
these concepts. A confirmatory factor analysis was run to test a five-factor model of
character involvement. The results of this analysis and the subsequent scales that were
created are presented in the results section. In addition, the reliabilities for these
dimensions are included in the results section.
Identification. As noted earlier, identification refers to a process of adopting the
perspective of a character and losing one‘s self-awareness. To measure identification , a
modified eight-item scale recently adopted by Moyer-Guse (2007) was used (see
Appendix D). This scale taps into the process of a viewer vicariously experiencing
emotions and thoughts as the program character. All items were measured on a 5-point
scale ranging from strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (5). Example items included:
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―While viewing the show, I could feel the emotions Bailey portrayed,‖ and ―When I
watched Bailey on the program, I imagined myself doing the same thing he was doing.‖
Parasocial interaction. Parasocial interaction represents the development of a
‗quasi-friendship‘ with a character, and feeling like the character is part of one‘s social
network. Rubin and Perse‘s (1987) parasocial interaction scale was employed to measure
parasocial interaction. Parasocial interaction was measured on a strongly disagree (1) to
strongly agree (5) scale (see Appendix D). Sample items include, ―Bailey makes me feel
comfortable as if I am with friends,‖ and ―I would like to meet Bailey in person.‖
Wishful identification. Conceptually, wishful identification relates to a viewer‘s
desire to be like a character. To measure this concept (see Appendix D), Hoffner‘s (1996)
wishful identification scale was employed. This five-item scale is measured from strongly
disagree (1) to strongly agree (5). The items address the degree to which viewers wish to
emulate characters by being or acting like them. Example items include, ―Bailey is the
sort of person I want to be like myself,‖ and ―I‘d like to do the kinds of things Bailey
does on the show.‖
Similarity. Similarity refers strictly to the process of making a comparative
judgment that a viewer and character share similar attributes. To measure similarity,
McCroskey, Richmond, and Daly‘s (1975) attitude and value homophily scale was used
(see Appendix D). This scale addresses how much a character thinks and acts like the
viewer. Viewers compared attributes with Bailey. An example item is, ―Bailey is like me
(1) to is unlike me (7).‖ Items were reverse-coded such that higher values reflected more
similarity towards Bailey.
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Liking. As noted earlier, liking refers to positive evaluations of a character
(Moyer-Guse, 2008). Items were adapted from Bahk (2001a). Liking was measured by
items on a 1-7 scale ranging from dislike very much (1) to like very much (7) that
addressed different aspects of Bailey (see Appendix D). The scale asked items pertaining
to Bailey‘s personality, the way Bailey deals with other people, and the way Bailey talks.
In addition, a fourth item assessing the way the Bailey treats people he knows was added
by the author.
Narrative Involvement Variable
To examine the association between narrative involvement and viewer binge
drinking beliefs, viewers‘ level of transportation into the entertainment television
program was examined. The following section provides a conceptual and operational
definition of transportation.
Transportation. The concept of transportation refers to being absorbed cognitively
and emotionally into the fictional world portrayed in the program. A modified eight-item
version of Green and Brock‘s (2000) transportation scale, created by Moyer-Guse (2007),
was employed to measure this experience (see Appendix E). All items were measured on
a 5-point scale ranging from strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (5). Example items
include, ―When I was watching this program, I felt like I was really one of the people in
the story,‖ and ―I was mentally involved in the program while watching it.‖ The
reliability for the transportation items was α = .76. To create a transportation scale, all
items were summed together and averaged.
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Outcome Variables
There are two central outcome measures employed in this study: binge drinking
beliefs and binge drinking attitudes. Both of these measures were assessed at pretest and
following exposure to the stimulus program. Pretest measures were subtracted from
posttest measures to create difference scores.
In addition, a third outcome variable, information-seeking behavior, was
measured to examine whether the stimulus program had any influence on a specific
action. This was only measured following exposure to the entertainment program. The
following section explicates the outcome measures that are tested in the study.
Perceived vulnerability. Perceived vulnerability reflects one of the two binge
drinking belief measures examined in this study. Vulnerability refers to one‘s perception
of the likelihood that she is in danger (Umeh, 2004; Witte, 1992). Researchers have
posited that perceived vulnerability to health problems influences behavior (Rogers,
1975; Witte, 1992). When there is strong belief in personal vulnerability to a threat, a
person is more likely to adapt to the situation.
To measure vulnerability, three items were adapted from previous scales
addressing personal likelihood of suffering specific problems (Cox, Koster, & Russell,
2004; Gibbons, Gerrard, Blanton, & Russell, 2003; Lee, 2004; see Appendix F). First,
participants were asked how dangerous binge drinking would be for them, measured on a
not at all dangerous (1) to extremely dangerous (7) scale. The second item asked how
likely the chances are that the participant would suffer a serious health problem by
drinking excessive amounts of alcohol. This item was measured on a not at all likely (1)
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to very likely (5) scale. Finally, a third item asked participants to make a comparative
vulnerability assessment. Participants were asked, ―Compared to others your age, how
likely is that you will suffer a serious health problem by drinking excessive amounts of
alcohol?‖ This item was measured on a not at all likely (1) to very likely (5) scale.
The initial reliability for the pretest vulnerability scale was α =.64. To improve the
reliability of this scale, the item, ―In general, how dangerous do you think binge drinking
would be for you?‖ was removed from the scale. This increased the reliability to α = .72.
The initial reliability of the posttest vulnerability scale was α = .61. The same item that
was removed from the pretest vulnerability scale was also removed from the posttest
vulnerability scale. This increased the reliability to α = .74. Overall, both the pretest and
posttest vulnerability scales consisted of only two items that were summed and averaged
together. The item that was removed from both the pretest and posttest vulnerability
scales was analyzed purely for exploratory purposes and not to make definitive
conclusions. This item will be referred to as perceived personal danger throughout the
rest of this study.
Story-consistent beliefs. Participants were also asked to complete items assessing
beliefs related to specific information provided in the program. A 13-item scale
addressing binge drinking behavior was used (see Appendix G). Eleven of these items
were taken from a prior study by Stitt (2008). The two items that were added were,
―Drinking lots of beer leads to nausea,‖ and ―Drinking excess amounts of alcohol can
lead to health problems.‖ All thirteen items were measured on a strongly disagree (1) to
strongly agree (7) scale. The initial reliability assessment for the pretest scale was α =
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.77, and for the posttest scale was α = .79. The reliability analysis showed that removing
the item ―Drinking lots of beer does not cause speech slurring‖ would increase the
posttest scale from α = .793 to α = .801 and the pretest scale from α = .765 to α = .769.
Although the increased alpha seemed modest, examination of the corrected item-total
correlation for this item was also very low (r = .20 for pretest, r = .16 for posttest).
Therefore, this item was removed prior to creating the final scales for analysis. For both
pretest and posttest measures, responses to these items were summed together, then
averaged to create a story-consistent belief scale.
Binge drinking attitudes. To examine attitudes toward binge drinking, five
semantic differential items were used (Johnston & White, 2003; see Appendix H). These
items addressed one‘s attitude toward drinking to get drunk. All items begin with the
stem, ―I think drinking large quantities of alcohol really quickly is.‖ All items were
measured on a 1-7 scale, with scale end points representing the following adjectives:
satisfying/unsatisfying, unpleasant/pleasant, favorable/unfavorable, bad/good,
unenjoyable/enjoyable. The reliability for the pretest attitude scale was α = .91 and the
reliability for the posttest attitude scale was α = .94. For both pretest and posttest
measures, items were summed together, then averaged to create a binge drinking attitude
scale.
Information-seeking behavior. While beliefs and attitudes were the main outcome
measures examined in this study, information-seeking behavior related to binge drinking
was also examined. Pamphlets on alcohol from the Pace University counseling website
were made available in an effort to measure information-seeking behavior following
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exposure to the program (Pace University Counseling Services, 2009). This particular
pamphlet provides a description of alcohol abuse, problems that result from drinking, and
ways to get help for problematic drinking behavior. Thus, in the present study,
participants had the opportunity to take one of these pamphlets following completion of
the experiment.
The procedure to collect this information occurred as follows: A stack of papers
were placed next to each computer terminal prior to participants entering the research lab.
The sheets of paper were of two different colors: blue and white. Blank white papers
were stacked on top of the pile so that participants were not distracted during the study.
Following the last survey item, a message appeared on the computer screen. The message
told participants that, ―if you would like more information on drinking for yourself or for
someone you know, blue pamphlets can be found in the stack of papers to your right.‖
When all participants left the research lab, the stacks of paper next to each computer
terminal were examined to see whether anyone had taken a pamphlet, and if so, how
many. Participants were able to take up to four blue informational pamphlets on drinking.
Unfortunately, over the course of the study, a total of only four pamphlets were
taken. Therefore, it was not possible to conduct any formal analysis pertaining to this
outcome measure. This variable was ultimately dropped from the final analysis.
Control Variables
A variety of control variables were included in this study. Each one of these
variables has implications for effects on one‘s binge drinking beliefs and attitudes. In the
following section, conceptual and operational definitions of each of these measures are
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given.
Television exposure. Greater overall television exposure may impact viewer
beliefs and attitudes. Researchers have long asserted that there is a link between longterm television exposure and viewer beliefs and attitudes (Gerbner & Gross, 1976;
Gerbner, Gross, Morgan, & Signorielli, 1986; Gerbner, Morgan, & Signorielli, 1982).
Past researchers have found a significant relationship between greater exposure to sexual
content on television and more permissive attitudes regarding sexuality among collegeaged adults (Aubrey, Harrison, Kramer, & Yellin, 2003; Ward, 2002). Theoretically,
there may also be an association between television exposure and beliefs/attitudes toward
binge drinking. In particular, viewers who watch more television are likely to be exposed
to more mediated portrayals of alcohol use than those who watch less television. One
content analysis study that addressed alcohol portrayals on television examined
primetime programs on four major networks across two one-week periods (Mathios et al.,
1998). Results showed that there was an average of two scenes involving alcohol use per
television program. Therefore, heavy television viewers are likely to be exposed to a
moderate amount of alcohol portrayals on television. The frequent portrayals of alcohol
use on television may have an impact on one‘s views toward drinking behavior.
To measure overall television exposure, this study employed a weighting
procedure used in prior research (Finnerty, 2007). Viewers were asked to indicate how
many hours on an average weekday and average weekend day they watched television
(see Appendix I). Average viewing for the weekday was multiplied by five and the
average weekend day was multiplied by two. Weekday viewing and weekend viewing
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were then added together and divided by seven to yield an average daily exposure metric.
Because viewers were specifically shown a television drama, viewing of this genre of
programming was also assessed. A single-item measure asked participants how often they
viewed television dramas. The response options for this measure ranged from never (1) to
very often (7).
Perceived realism of the program. The extent that viewers believe the events in a
television program to be real could also influence their beliefs and attitudes. Perceived
realism represents a perception that content occurring in mediated portrayals is likely to
occur in the real world (Potter, 1988). Within social cognitive theory, perceived realism is
predicted to play a crucial role on whether viewers model learned behavior (Bandura,
1986). Past research examining exposure to mediated portrayals of sexual activity and
mediated portrayals of alcohol use has found that perceived realism plays a significant
mediating role in explaining effects on viewers (Bahk, 2001a; Taylor, 2005). For
example, one study exposed viewers to a film where the main character experienced
negative outcomes from alcohol use (Bahk, 2001b). Results showed that perceived
realism was negatively associated with attitudes toward alcohol drinking.
To measure perceived realism, this study used an adapted version of Rubin‘s
(1981) measure of perceived realism (Finnerty, 2007; see Appendix J). Four items
ranging from strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (5) were employed to test this
concept. Example items include, ―The program I just watched showed me an accurate
portrayal of young people‘s lives,‖ and ―The program I just watched showed realistic
situations that young people have to deal with.‖
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The initial reliability for this scale was α = .74. To improve the reliability, the
item, ―The program I just watched allowed me to see what happened in the character‘s
lives, as if I were really there,‖ was removed. This increased the reliability to α = .77. The
remaining three items were summed together, then averaged to create a perceived realism
of program scale.
Counterarguing. As noted in the literature review, transportation may influence
viewer beliefs through reduced counterarguing as well as through emotional responses to
characters (Green & Brock, 2000). Therefore, it is important to examine this variable as a
control variable when assessing the impact of both transportation and character
involvement on viewer health perceptions. Counterarguing is defined as ―the generation
of thoughts that dispute or are inconsistent with the persuasive argument‖ presented in
the stimulus materials (Slater & Rouner, 2002, p. 180). A four-item scale used previously
by Moyer-Guse (2007) was employed to measure counterarguing (see Appendix K).
Items were measured on a 1-5 scale ranging from strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree
(5). An example item is, ―While watching the program, I found myself thinking of way I
disagreed with what was being presented.‖ The reliability for these items was α = .72.
The reliability of this scale would not have increased by removing any items. All items
were summed together, then averaged to create a counterarguing scale.
Previous experience. Prior experiences with binge drinking may impact how
viewers respond to questions regarding their beliefs and attitudes regarding drinking
behavior. For example, research shows that past sexual risk behaviors, such as failing to
use condoms, predict sexual attitudes and future behaviors (Sheeran & Orbell, 1998;
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Sutton, 1994).
To measure prior binge drinking experience, men were asked how frequently they
consumed five or more drinks in two hours or less, whereas women were asked how
frequently they consume four or more drinks in two hours or less (see Appendix L).
These items represent specific binge drinking behavior for each gender (CDC, 2008).
Specifically, researchers define binge drinking as five drinks or more in two hours or less
for men, and four drinks or more in two hours or less for women. Both items were
measured on a scale from never (1) to 3 or more times a week (5). In addition, both men
and women were asked how frequently they drink to get drunk, and how frequently they
get sick from drinking too much. Both of these items were measured on a scale from
never (1) to 3 or more times a week (5) (see Appendix L). Initially, a reliability analysis
was run on subgroup of men and women to examine the consistency between the
drinking frequency, drink to get drunk, and frequency of getting sick from drinking items.
For men, the initial reliability was α = .75. Removal of the getting sick from drinking
item increased the reliability to α = .87. The remaining two items were summed together,
then averaged to create a male binge drinking experience scale. For women, the initial
reliability was α = .78. Removal of the frequency of getting sick from drinking item
increased the reliability to α = .87. The remaining two items were summed together then
averaged to create a female binge drinking experience scale. While the initial analysis
employed two separate scales for men and women, the correlation between the men‘s and
women‘s scales were extremely high (r = .94). Thus, a three-item scale was created for
all participants that included both frequency of binge drinking items (4 and 5 drinks per
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hour) and the frequency of getting drunk item. The overall reliability for this scale was α
= .93.
Unlike the other three items, frequency of getting sick from drinking item reflects
a specific negative consequence, and thus, may have different implications for effects on
one‘s binge drinking perceptions. Therefore, this item remained in the analysis for
exploratory purposes.
Self-Efficacy. One‘s perception of self-confidence may impact viewer attitudes
toward health topics. Self-efficacy refers to the perception that one can successfully carry
out actions necessary that lead to desired outcomes (Bandura, 1982; 1986). Bandura
(2004b) noted that self-efficacy is an important factor impacting health behavior because
it affects one‘s actions directly and indirectly through its impact on other variables. When
measuring self-efficacy in a health context, researchers typically use measures that tap
directly into the behavior of interest (Berman, 2006; Moyer-Guse, 2007; Sitharthan, Job,
Kavanagh, Sitharthan, & Hough, 2003). Therefore, for this study, controlled drinking
self-efficacy was the specific efficacy measure related to binge drinking behavior.
The ability to control how much alcohol one consumes may be an important
factor impacting one‘s binge drinking beliefs and attitudes. Items were taken from the
controlled drinking self-efficacy scale [CDSES] (Sitharthan et al. 2003; see Appendix
M). This scale addresses one‘s ability to drink moderately. Scale items were measured on
a 0% to 100% scale ranging from not at all confident (0%) to very confident (100%). An
example item is, ―How confident are you that you will not drink heavily when you are at
a party with friends,‖ and ―How confident are you that you will not drink heavily when
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you are bored.‖ The reliability for this scale was α = .93. All items were summed
together, then averaged to create a controlled drinking self-efficacy scale.
Gender. There may be gender differences when addressing participants‘ binge
drinking behavior. For example, gender has been found to moderate the effects of
television exposure on one‘s sexual attitudes and behaviors (Knox, Sturdivant, &
Zusman, 2001; Oliver & Hyde, 1993). Thus, participants were asked to provide
information regarding their gender (see demographic measures, Appendix N).
Race. The race of Bailey in the entertainment television program may play a
significant role in determining the influence of his behavior on changes in viewer binge
drinking beliefs and attitudes. In particular, Bailey being white may make it more or less
likely that participants are engaged in watching his behavior, and subsequently, are
influenced by his actions, depending on the race of the respondent. Participants were
asked to indicate whether they are: American Indian or Alaskan Native, African
American, Asian or Pacific Islander, African American, Hispanic/Latino, White, or
Other/Unknown. For the statistical analyses involving race, participants who indicated
anything besides white were collapsed into a non-white category (see demographic
measures, Appendix N).
Manipulation Check
As noted earlier, two manipulation check items were asked to participants to
examine how well they paid attention to the stimulus program. This included: ―Who was
Will‘s best friend?‖ and ―In the television program, what problem was Bailey dealing
with?‖ (Stitt, 2008; see Appendix O). Roughly 87% of participants (n = 272) answered
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both questions correctly. To examine whether participants who answered one as opposed
to both manipulation check questions correctly differed on levels of viewer involvement
as well as levels of binge drinking beliefs and attitudes, a series of independent sample ttest were run. Results showed that there were no statistically significant differences
between the two groups of participants on any of the viewer involvement measures and
that were no significant differences between these two groups on any of the binge
drinking belief and attitude measures. In addition, there were only modest differences in
the correlations between viewer involvement items and the dependent measures when
comparing a total sample that included participants who answered at least one question
correctly to a subgroup that answered both questions correctly.
There were also no significant differences across the three experimental
conditions in the total number of correct items (X2 = .54, p =.76). Thus, this suggests that
there were no significant differences across the three conditions in viewer recall.
Furthermore, there were no significant differences in the total number of correct items
between men and women (X2 = .25, p =.62) or between whites and non-whites (X2 = .002,
p =.97).
Overall, the manipulation check examining viewer attention to the program
indicates that there were no significant differences in viewer recall based on experimental
condition, gender, or race.
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RESULTS
The results section is presented in the following order. First, the findings of a
confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) are provided to assess how distinct the five
dimensions of character involvement are from one another. This analysis is used as a
framework for understanding the individual contribution of each dimension of character
involvement on changes in viewer binge drinking perceptions. Following this analysis is
an examination of the impact of the five dimensions of character involvement on changes
in viewer binge drinking beliefs and attitudes. Mediation models will be examined to
assess how the interrelationships between the character involvement dimensions help
explain changes in viewer binge drinking perceptions. Next, this chapter assesses whether
the manipulation of perceived similarity prior to viewing exposure influenced character
involvement during exposure. The goal of this analysis is to address the causal
relationship between perceived similarity and other character involvement dimensions.
Following this section is an assessment of the interrelationships between the dimensions
of character involvement and transportation. This specific analysis will assess whether
dimensions of character involvement mediate the relationship between transportation and
viewer binge drinking beliefs. Finally, the results chapter concludes with an examination
of the influence of moderating variables on binge drinking belief and attitude change. The
goal of this part of the results chapter is to assess whether viewer involvement
dimensions remain significant predictors of binge drinking belief and attitude change
when moderating variables are included in predictor models.
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Confirmatory Factor Analysis Findings
The goal of the confirmatory factor analysis was to test whether there were five
distinct dimensions of character involvement. Thus, it was determined a priori that a fivefactor model would fit the data best. Overall, the aim of this test was to attempt to
support the conceptual distinctions between character involvement dimensions posited by
prior scholars (Cohen, 2001; Moyer-Guse, 2007).
Hu and Bentler (1999) recommend the following guidelines when assessing the
model fit for a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA): SRMR ≤ .10 and CFI ≥ .95 or SRMR
≤ .10 and RMSEA ≤ .06. The findings from the initial test of the five-factor model
although promising, were slightly inadequate, χ2 (340) = 963.41, p < .001, CFI = .87,
SRMR = .07, RMSEA = .08. Furthermore, eleven error covariances had standardized zvalues exceeding 2.58, also indicating a lack of model fit (Joreskog & Sorbom, 1988).
Results showed that the parasocial interaction item, ―I feel sorry for Bailey when he
makes a mistake,‖ failed to load significantly on the parasocial factor (F = .09, p > .05).
In addition, the item, ―I think I have a good understanding of Bailey,‖ loaded poorly on
the identification factor (F = .33, p < .05). Hair, Anderson, Tatham, and Black (1998)
indicate that factor loadings under .40 are considered low. Therefore, both items were
removed from the analysis and a second confirmatory factor analysis was run. The
second analysis led to a slight improvement in model fit, χ2 (289) = 846.67, p < .001, CFI
= .88, SRMR = .07, RMSEA = .08. Two outcomes are of particular interest here. First,
modification indices showed that ten measured items loaded onto more than one factor.
The most problematic of these items was the liking measure pertaining to Bailey‘s
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personality. This item loaded onto three other factors – similarity, identification, and
parasocial interaction. In addition, four measured items pertaining to wishful
identification loaded onto three other latent factors. This suggests that many measured
items are associated with more than one latent dimension.
The second major finding relates to the issue of whether the five latent
dimensions of character involvement can be assessed as distinct concepts. Cohen, Cohen,
West, and Aiken (2003) note that factor correlations equaling or exceeding .85 are
frequently used as a cutoff standard when examining problems with discriminant validity.
Latent factors with correlations that equal or exceed this criterion should be combined
into one single dimension. In this model, the correlations between the five latent factors
of character involvement ranged from .51 to .73. While these correlations are lower than
the .85 criterion for poor discriminant validity, it does suggest that the five dimensions
are highly related.
To improve the model fit, cross-loaded items were removed one at a time based
on the expected improvement in model fit. In total, nine items had to be removed to
achieve an acceptable model fit, χ2 (142) = 261.48, p < .001, CFI = .97, SRMR = .04,
RMSEA = .05. In total, four identification items, two parasocial interaction items, two
wishful identification items, and one liking item were removed from the model (see Table
2). Table 3 shows the items that were retained in the revised five-factor model of
character involvement and lists the factor loadings for each of these items. Finally, Table
4 shows the correlations between the latent dimensions of character involvement. These
correlations ranged from .39 to .72.
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Conclusions. Overall, the CFA findings suggest that the five dimensions of
character involvement may be assessed as independent predictors of effects. The revised
CFA achieved acceptable model-fit after removing several cross-loaded items.
Specifically, the most problematic of these items were removed from the CFA model,
which was reduced from 28 down to 19 items. The removal of these items helped
discriminate the latent character involvement dimensions from one another. However,
even after removing these items, the associations between the five dimensions remained
high (range of r = .39 to r = .72), indicating that there is still a high level of shared
variance between these constructs. While these correlations do not violate assumptions
about discriminant validity, it does suggest that the dimensions likely vary together and
may exert a similar impact on other variables.
In the following sections, the five dimensions of character involvement will be
examined as predictors of viewer binge drinking belief and attitude change. The goal of
these sections is to assess the individual contribution of each character involvement
dimension on viewer binge drinking belief and attitude change. Results of these sections
will also provide a clearer understanding of how the character involvement dimensions
operate together to predict effects.
Testing the Interrelationships Between Character Involvement Dimensions
The first set of hypotheses/research questions examine the direct and indirect
influence of the five character involvement dimensions on changes in viewers‘ binge
drinking beliefs and attitudes. This analysis tests whether certain forms of character
involvement mediate the influence of other forms of character involvement on changes in
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viewer binge drinking perceptions. This portion of the results is arranged in the following
order. First, preliminary analyses and proposed statistical procedures are discussed.
Second, the results of analyses testing the specific hypotheses and research questions are
presented. The third section provides an assessment of the best-fit models to explain
changes in beliefs and attitudes.
Final character involvement scales. Scales were created for each character
involvement dimension, based on the CFA findings presented above. Recall that four
identification items, two parasocial interaction items, two wishful identification items,
and one liking item had to be dropped from the CFA analysis in order to improve the
model fit. Scales were created for the modified version of each character involvement
dimension. Items were summed together, then averaged to create each character
involvement scale. The identification scale (α = .83), parasocial interaction scale (α =
.82), liking scale (α = .83), similarity scale (α = .93), and wishful identification scale (α =
.84) were all adequately reliable.
Descriptive statistics. Table 5 provides the means and standard deviations of all
viewer involvement variables. While participants reported moderate levels of
identification with Bailey (M = 2.99, SD = .88) for all other character involvement
measures, mean scores were below mid-scale levels.
Gender differences. Analyses were also run to assess whether character
involvement with Bailey varied across gender. Results of a series of t-tests showed that
male participants had significant higher levels of each character involvement dimension
than female participants (see Table 6).
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Over-time changes in dependent measures. Prior to presenting the results, changes
in belief and attitude scores from Time 1 to Time 2 were examined (see Table 7). Results
of a repeated-measures ANOVA showed that mean story-consistent belief scores
significantly increased from Time 1 (M = 5.15, SD = .84) to Time 2 (M = 5.33, SD = .87),
F (1, 313) = 12.82, p < .001, η2 = .04. This shows that participants reported binge
drinking beliefs more consistent with the television program. There were no significant
differences in overall vulnerability between Time 1 (M = 2.84, SD = 1.09) and Time 2 (M
= 2.90, SD = 1.16), F (1, 313) = .690, p > .05. However, for the single-item measure of
perceived personal danger from alcohol consumption [perceived personal danger], results
indicated a significant increase in scores from Time 1 (M = 5.18, SD = 1.54) to Time 2
(M = 5.45, SD = 1.55), F (1, 313) = 8.07, p < .01, η2 = .02. Again, since this is a single
item measure, this finding should be examined with caution. Finally, results showed that
there were no significant differences in mean binge drinking attitudes from Time 1 (M =
3.01, SD = 1.35) to Time 2 (M = 2.95, SD = 1.50), F (1, 313) = .504, p > .05.
Associations between the five dimensions. Prior to testing the mediating models,
correlations between the five character involvement dimensions were assessed. Results
showed that correlations between scales ranged from .33 to .61, with all associations
significant at p < .001 (see Table 8). The lowest correlation was between wishful
identification and identification (r = .33) and the highest correlation was between wishful
identification and parasocial interaction (r = .61). Although these correlations are high,
follow-up tests showed that there were not any significant multicollinearity problems
between scales. In particular, collinearity diagnostics were run on the five dimensions of
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character involvement for each regression model presented in this study. When running
regression analyses, variance inflation index (VIF) scores above 10 indicate high
multicollinearity between items (Stevens, 2002). In all of the regression models that
included character involvement scales, VIF scores were never greater than 2.5. Thus,
there did not appear to be any significant multicollinearity issues between the character
involvement dimensions.
Statistical analysis. The hypothesized mediating models that assess the
interrelationships between the character involvement dimensions were tested through a
series of regression analyses. This involves a series of four steps (Baron & Kenny, 1986;
Kenny, Kashy, & Bolger, 1998). To test for mediation, the researcher must first show that
the independent variable is associated with the dependent measure. Second, the
researcher must show that the independent variable is associated with the mediator. The
correlation findings presented above indicate the satisfaction of this requirement. Third,
the mediator must be associated with the outcome measure while controlling for the
independent variable. Finally, this same model that includes both the independent
variable and mediator is examined to see whether the inclusion of the mediator reduces
the impact of the independent variable on the outcome measure. Full mediation
technically occurs only when the inclusion of the mediator reduces the relationship
between the independent variable and the outcome measure to zero. Following this
analysis, a Sobel test may be run to formally assess whether the mediator carries the
impact of an independent variable to the dependent measure (MacKinnon, Warsi, &
Dwyer, 1995; Sobel, 1982).
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Kenny (1998) states that statistical significance between variables is not necessary
in order to determine mediation. Thus, consider a scenario where a mediating variable
does not significantly predict an outcome measure. This variable may still act as a
mediator if the inclusion of it in a multiple regression model reduces the strength of the
relationship between the independent variable and the outcome measure. While this study
provides the beta coefficients reflecting the relationship between an independent variable
and an outcome measure when the mediator is added to the model, the Sobel test will be
used to as the formal standard to determine mediation. The analyses that follow engage
each of these steps in order.
Correlations between character involvement and binge drinking beliefs and
attitudes. Table 8 details the correlations between the five character involvement
dimensions and the dependent measures. None of the character involvement dimensions
were associated with Time 2 perceived vulnerability (see column 12). Thus, this variable
was not included in any further analyses.
Results also showed that only four of the character involvement dimensions were
significantly associated with story-consistent belief change scores (see column 7).
Surprisingly, identification was not associated with this measure. While technically
identification could still be examined as a mediating variable, recall that the goal of this
study was to assess how this measure acted as a powerful form of character involvement
through which weaker forms of character involvement flowed through to influence binge
drinking beliefs and attitudes. Clearly, this finding suggests that identification is not a
powerful predictor of story-consistent belief change. Therefore identification was not
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examined as a mediator in the relationship between other character involvement
dimensions and story-consistent belief change. Overall, the original hypotheses and
research questions that examined identification as a mediator between other character
involvement dimensions and story-consistent belief change were not tested.
Although these hypotheses/research questions were not examined, the correlation
table showed that identification and the four other character involvement measures were
significantly associated with Time 2 story-consistent beliefs (see column 9). While
identification may not help explain why viewers changed binge drinking beliefs
following exposure to the entertainment program, this variable may still be useful for
explaining beliefs people hold following exposure. Therefore, mediation models
involving identification were tested with Time 2 story-consistent beliefs serving as a
‗surrogate‘ for story-consistent belief change, as the outcome variable. These are referred
to subsequently in the text as ―modified‖ hypotheses.
The correlation table also indicates that none of the five character involvement
dimensions were significantly associated with perceived personal danger change scores
(see column 8). Thus, character involvement does not help explain why viewers
perceived personal danger increased from Time 1 to Time 2. Examining how nonsignificant relationships between character involvement dimensions and perceived
personal danger change are impacted when other, non-significant measures would not
have been highly informative. Therefore, these mediated models were not examined.
However, the correlation table shows that all five character involvement dimensions were
associated with Time 2 perceived personal danger scores (see column 10). Character
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involvement may play an important role in explaining why viewers feel different levels
of perceived personal danger following exposure. Therefore, mediation models were
tested with Time 2 perceived personal danger, serving as a ‗surrogate‘ for perceived
personal danger change, as the outcome variable.
Finally, the correlation table shows that all five character involvement dimensions
were significantly associated with Time 2 binge drinking attitude scores (see column 11).
Therefore, mediated models were tested with Time 2 binge drinking attitude scores,
serving as a ‗surrogate‘ for binge drinking attitude change, as the outcome variable.
Negative correlations were found between all five character involvement
dimensions and binge drinking beliefs. This indicates that the stronger the connection the
viewer formed with Bailey, the lower the viewer‘s binge drinking beliefs were. In
particular, higher levels of character involvement were associated with lower levels of
story-consistent belief change, Time 2 binge drinking beliefs, and Time 2 perceived
personal danger. Conversely, positive correlations were found between character
involvement dimensions and Time 2 binge drinking attitudes. Recall that binge drinking
attitudes were measures on a semantic differential scale with high values indicating more
favorable attitudes toward binge drinking. Thus, results indicate that the stronger the
connection the viewer formed with Bailey, the more favorable the viewer‘s attitudes were
towards binge drinking. A thorough rationale for the direction of the relationships
between character involvement and binge drinking beliefs and attitudes will be provided
in the discussion section.
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The gender differences in character involvement presented above appeared to
have mostly a minor impact on the correlations between character involvement
dimensions and binge drinking perceptions. In particular, when comparing these
correlations across gender, results showed that while the associations between character
involvement and binge drinking perceptions were higher among men than women, out of
15 comparisons there were only 4 showing a statistically significant correlation among
men but not women (see columns 3-5 in Table 9). Furthermore, there was no variability
between men and women in regards to which character involvement dimension
(perceived similarity) had the strongest association with binge drinking outcomes.
The findings below present the results of multiple regression analyses examining
the associations between the character involvement dimensions and the binge drinking
outcome measures. The first set of analyses that test identification as a mediator will only
examine Time 2 measures of story consistent beliefs, perceived personal danger, and
binge attitudes as outcome variables. The second set of analyses that test wishful
identification as a mediator will examine story-consistent belief change, Time 2 storyconsistent beliefs, Time 2 perceived personal danger, and Time 2 binge drinking attitudes
as outcome variables. Where beta coefficients are provided, specific alpha levels are
reported for values < .10.
The first analyses examined below test identification as a mediator between
similarity, parasocial interaction, and liking and binge drinking beliefs and attitudes.
Recall that these original hypotheses/research questions involved identification as a
mediator between similarity, parasocial interaction, and liking, and changes in binge
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drinking beliefs/attitudes. Because identification was not associated with either of the
binge drinking belief change measures, none of these hypotheses were supported.
Furthermore, because there was no significant change in binge drinking attitudes between
Time 1 and Time 2, it was not informative to examine binge drinking attitude change as
an outcome variable. The results below are explained in relation to the original
hypotheses by examining identification as a mediator variable between the other
character involvement dimensions and Time 2 binge drinking beliefs/attitudes. All of the
hypotheses/research questions are referred to as ‗modified versions‘ of the original
hypotheses/research questions.
Identification as mediator between similarity and Time 2 story-consistent beliefs.
The modified version Hypothesis 1a examined whether identification mediated the
relationship between similarity and Time 2 story-consistent beliefs. Multiple regression
analysis showed that when identification was included in the model with similarity,
similarity was actually a stronger negative predictor of Time 2 story-consistent beliefs (β
= -.61, p < .001). This suggests that there was some shared variance between similarity
and identification. Conversely, identification was not significantly associated with Time 2
story-consistent beliefs (β = .09, p > .05, see Figure 14). In order to prove mediation, the
relationship between a given independent variable and a dependent variable should shrink
when the mediator is included in the model (Preacher & Hayes, 2008). Overall, these
findings indicate that identification did not mediate the relationship between similarity
and Time 2 story-consistent beliefs. Therefore, the modified version of Hypothesis 1a
was not supported.
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Identification as mediator between similarity and Time 2 perceived personal
danger. The second test of the modified version of Hypothesis 1a involving similarity
and identification examined Time 2 perceived personal danger as the outcome measure.
Identification was assessed as a mediator in the relationship between similarity and Time
2 perceived personal danger. When identification was included in a multiple regression
model, similarity was actually a strong negative predictor of Time 2 perceived personal
danger (β = -.36, p < .001). However, identification did not significantly predict Time 2
perceived personal danger when similarity was included in the multiple regression model
(β = .01, p > .05, see Figure 15). Overall, because identification did not reduce the
association between similarity and Time 2 perceived personal danger, it was not a
significant mediator. Therefore, the modified Hypothesis 1a is also not supported with
Time 2 perceived personal danger as the outcome variable.
Identification as mediator between similarity and Time 2 binge drinking attitudes.
The modified version of Hypothesis 1b examined whether identification mediated the
relationship between similarity and Time 2 binge drinking attitudes. Multiple regression
analysis showed that identification was not significantly associated with Time 2 binge
drinking attitudes when similarity was included in the model (β = -.04, p > .05).
Conversely, similarity was a stronger positive predictor of Time 2 binge drinking
attitudes (β = .63, p < .001, see Figure 16) with identification included in the model.
These findings again show that identification did not reduce the association between
similarity and the outcome measure. In addition, the findings suggest that identification
does not explain any unique variance in Time 2 binge drinking attitudes beyond that
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explained by similarity. Overall, the modified version of Hypothesis 1b was not
supported.
Identification as mediator between parasocial interaction and Time 2 storyconsistent beliefs. The modified version of Hypothesis 2a tested identification as a
mediator in the relationship between parasocial interaction and Time 2 story-consistent
beliefs. Multiple regression analysis showed that when identification was included in the
model, parasocial interaction was only a slightly weaker negative predictor of Time 2
story-consistent beliefs (β = -.34, p < .001). However, identification did not significantly
predict Time 2 story-consistent beliefs (β = -.05, p > .05, see Figure 17). Results of a
Sobel test showed that identification did not significantly mediate the relationship
between parasocial interaction and Time 2 story-consistent beliefs (z = -.83, p > .05).
Overall, the modified version of Hypothesis 2a was not supported.
Identification as mediator between parasocial interaction and Time 2 perceived
personal danger. The second analysis of the modified version of Hypothesis 2a tested
identification as a mediator in the relationship between parasocial interaction and Time 2
perceived personal danger. A multiple regression analysis indicated that the association
between parasocial interaction and Time 2 perceived personal danger was not statistically
significant (β = -.12, p = .07) when identification was included in the regression model.
However, identification was also not a significant predictor of this outcome (β = -.11, p =
.09, see Figure 18). While the overall model was significant (R2 = .04, F (2, 311) = 6.57,
p < .01), this finding indicates that when both parasocial interaction and identification
were included together, neither explained unique variance in Time 2 perceived personal
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danger. Furthermore, results of a Sobel test showed that identification did not
significantly mediate the relationship between parasocial interaction and Time 2
perceived personal danger (z = -1.65, p = .09). Overall, the modified version of
Hypothesis 2a was not supported with perceived personal danger as the outcome variable.
Identification as mediator between parasocial interaction and Time 2 binge
drinking attitudes. The modified version of Hypothesis 2b tested identification as a
mediator in the relationship between parasocial interaction and Time 2 binge drinking
attitudes. Multiple regression analysis showed that when identification was included in a
model, the positive association between parasocial interaction and Time 2 binge drinking
attitudes dropped slightly (β = .34, p < .001). However, results showed that identification
was not a significant predictor of Time 2 binge drinking attitudes (β = .11, p = .07, see
Figure 19). Furthermore, results of a Sobel test showed that identification did not
significantly mediate the relationship between parasocial interaction and Time 2 binge
drinking attitudes (z = 1.88, p = .06).Thus, identification did not significantly mediate the
relationship between parasocial interaction and Time 2 binge drinking attitudes. Overall,
the modified version of Hypothesis 2b was not supported.
Identification as mediator between liking and Time 2 story-consistent beliefs. The
modified version of research question 1a tested identification as a mediator in the
relationship between liking and Time 2 story-consistent beliefs. The multiple regression
analysis showed that when identification was included in the model, liking was a slightly
weaker negative predictor of Time 2 story-consistent beliefs (β = -.31, p < .001).
Identification was also a significant, yet weaker negative predictor of Time 2 story-
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consistent beliefs (β = -.11, p < .05, see Figure 20). Results of a Sobel test showed that
identification did not significantly mediate the relationship between liking and Time 2
story consistent beliefs (z = -1.77, p = .08). Thus, the relationship between liking and
Time 2 story-consistent beliefs did not flow through identification.
Identification as mediator between liking and Time 2 perceived personal danger.
A second analysis of the modified version of Research Question 1a tested tested
identification as a mediator in the relationship between liking and Time 2 perceived
personal danger. A multiple regression analysis showed that liking remained a fairly
strong negative predictor of Time 2 perceived personal danger (β = -.21, p < .001) when
identification was included in the model. Conversely, identification was not a significant
predictor of Time 2 perceived personal danger (β = -.10, p > .05, see Figure 21).
Furthermore, results of a Sobel test showed that identification did not significantly
mediate the relationship between liking and Time 2 perceived personal danger (z = -1.74,
p = .08).
Identification as mediator between liking and Time 2 binge drinking attitudes.
The modified version of Research Question 1b tested identification as a mediator in the
relationship between liking and Time 2 binge drinking attitudes. The results of a multiple
regression indicate that when identification was included in the model, the positive
relationship between liking and Time 2 binge drinking attitudes dropped slightly (β = .30,
p < .001). Identification was a significant (β = .18, p < .01) although weaker, positive
predictor of this outcome (see Figure 22). While the Sobel test indicates that
identification partially mediated this relationship (z = 2.82, p < .01), liking remained a
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powerful positive predictor of binge drinking attitude change, and a more powerful
predictor of this outcome than identification. However, this was the one mediation test
involving identification that was statistically significant. The findings suggest that part of
the relationship between liking and Time 2 binge drinking attitudes flowed through
identification.
Summary of tests involving identification as mediator. The results above offer
little support for identification as a mediator between three other character involvement
dimensions --similarity, parasocial interaction, and liking -- and binge drinking beliefs
and attitudes. In the majority of the tests, identification was not significantly associated
with the outcome variable when included in a model with one of these other character
involvement dimensions. More importantly, none of the modified hypotheses were
supported. The one test that supported identification as a mediator was the analysis
involving identification as a mediator between liking and Time 2 binge drinking attitudes
(modified version of Research Question 1b). Results showed that identification partially
mediated the relationship between liking and Time 2 binge drinking attitudes. Character
liking positively predicted identification that in turn positively predicted Time 2 binge
drinking attitudes.
The following tests examine wishful identification as a mediator between
similarity, parasocial interaction, and liking and binge drinking beliefs and attitudes.
Wishful identification was significantly associated with story-consistent belief change,
therefore, the original hypotheses/research questions involving wishful identification as a
mediator between these other character involvement dimensions and binge drinking
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belief change can be tested. However, because wishful identification was not
significantly associated with perceived personal danger change, the original
hypotheses/research questions are only examined with story-consistent belief change as
the outcome variable. All other tests involve Time 2 beliefs and attitudes as outcome
variables. Hypotheses that look at Time 2 beliefs and attitudes as outcome variables are
referred to as ―modified versions‖ of the original hypotheses.
H3a: Wishful identification as mediator between similarity and changes in storyconsistent beliefs. This analysis tested whether wishful identification mediated the
relationship between similarity and story-consistent belief change. Multiple regression
analysis showed that when both similarity and wishful identification were included as
predictors of story-consistent belief change, similarity remained a significant, although
slightly weaker negative predictor (β = -.16, p < .05) of effects. However, wishful
identification was not a significant predictor of belief change (β = -.08, p > .05).
Furthermore, results of a Sobel test showed that wishful identification did not
significantly mediate the relationship between similarity and story-consistent belief
change (z = -1.26, p > .05). Thus, Hypothesis 3a was not supported (see Figure 23).
Wishful identification as mediator between similarity and Time 2 story-consistent
beliefs. The modified version of Hypothesis 3a examined wishful identification as a
mediator in the relationship between similarity and story-consistent belief scores at Time
2. Results of a multiple regression analysis showed that when both similarity and wishful
identification were included as predictors of Time 2 story-consistent beliefs, similarity
remained a significant negative predictor (β = -.50, p < .01) of this variable. Wishful
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identification was a significant, yet weaker negative predictor of Time 2 story-consistent
beliefs (β = -.11, p < .05) (see Figure 24). Results of a Sobel test showed that wishful
identification partially mediated the relationship between similarity and Time 2 storyconsistent beliefs (z = -2.07, p < .05). This indicates that part of the relationship between
similarity and Time 2 story-consistent beliefs flows through wishful identification. Thus,
the modified version of Hypothesis 3a is partially supported. However, the results of the
multiple regression analysis indicate that the majority of the relationship between
similarity and Time 2 story-consistent beliefs did not flow through wishful identification.
Wishful identification as mediator between similarity and Time 2 perceived
personal danger. The second test of the modified version of Hypothesis 3a tested wishful
identification as a mediator in the relationship between similarity and Time 2 perceived
personal danger. Results of a multiple regression analysis showed that similarity
remained a strong negative predictor of Time 2 perceived personal danger (β = -.33, p <
.001) when wishful identification was included in the multiple regression model. Wishful
identification, however, did not significantly predict Time 2 perceived personal danger (β
= -.05, p > .05) when similarity was included in the multiple regression model (see Figure
25). Furthermore, results of a Sobel test showed that wishful identification did not
significantly mediate the relationship between similarity and Time 2 perceived personal
danger (z = -0.83, p > .05). This indicates that the modified version of Hypothesis 3a was
not supported with Time 2 perceived personal danger as the outcome variable.
Wishful identification as mediator between similarity and Time 2 binge drinking
attitudes. The modified version of Hypothesis 3b tested wishful identification as a
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mediator in the relationship between similarity and Time 2 binge drinking attitudes.
Multiple regression analysis showed that similarity also remained a strong positive
predictor of Time 2 binge drinking attitudes (β = .56, p < .001) when wishful
identification was included in the model. Conversely, wishful identification was no
longer associated with this outcome (β = .10, p = .06, see Figure 26). Furthermore, results
of a Sobel test showed that wishful identification did not significantly mediate the
relationship between similarity and Time 2 binge drinking attitudes (z = -1.26, p > .05).
Overall, the modified version of Hypothesis 3b was not supported.
RQ2a: Wishful identification as mediator between parasocial interaction and
changes in story-consistent beliefs. This research question examined whether wishful
identification mediated the relationship between parasocial interaction and storyconsistent belief change. Multiple regression analysis showed that parasocial interaction
no longer significantly predicted story-consistent belief change (β = -.06, p > .05) when
wishful identification was included in the model. However, wishful identification also did
not significantly predict story-consistent belief change in this model (β = -.12, p = .08)
(see Figure 27). Thus, although the overall model was significant (R2 = .03, F (2, 311) =
4.46, p < .05), the high level of shared variance between predictors appeared to impact
the individual contribution of each measure. Furthermore, results of a Sobel test showed
that wishful identification did not significantly mediate the relationship between
parasocial interaction and story-consistent belief change (z = -1.73, p = .08).
Wishful identification as mediator between parasocial interaction and Time 2
story-consistent beliefs. The modified version of research question 2a examined whether
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wishful identification acted as a mediator in the relationship between parasocial
interaction and Time 2 story-consistent beliefs. Results of a multiple regression analysis
showed that parasocial interaction was a weaker negative predictor of Time 2 storyconsistent beliefs (β = -.22, p < .01) when wishful identification (β = -.23, p < .001) was
included in the multiple regression model (see Figure 28). Results of a Sobel test showed
that wishful identification partially mediated the relationship between parasocial
interaction and Time 2 story-consistent beliefs (z = -3.50, p < .001). This indicates that
part of the relationship between parasocial interaction and Time 2 story-consistent beliefs
flows through wishful identification.
Wishful identification as mediator between parasocial interaction and Time 2
perceived personal danger. The second analysis of the modified version of research
question 2a tested wishful identification as a mediator in the relationship between
parasocial interaction and Time 2 perceived personal danger. Multiple regression analysis
showed that when wishful identification was included in the model, parasocial interaction
was not significantly associated with Time 2 perceived personal danger (β = -.07, p > .05)
(see Figure 29). Wishful identification was a significant predictor of Time 2 perceived
personal danger in this model (β = -.17, p < .05). A Sobel test indicated that wishful
identification significantly mediated the relationship between parasocial interaction and
this outcome (z = -2.39, p < .05). Overall, the findings suggest that the relationship
between parasocial interaction and Time 2 perceived personal danger flowed through
wishful identification.
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Wishful identification as mediator between parasocial interaction and Time 2
binge drinking attitudes. The modified version of Research Question 2b tested wishful
identification as a mediator in the relationship between parasocial interaction and Time 2
binge drinking attitudes. Results of a multiple regression analysis indicated that
parasocial interaction remained a significant positive predictor of Time 2 binge drinking
attitudes (β = .26, p < .001) when wishful identification was included in the model.
Wishful identification was also a significant positive predictor of Time 2 binge drinking
attitudes (β = .23, p < .001). Results of a Sobel test showed that wishful identification
partially mediated the relationship between parasocial interaction and Time 2 binge
drinking attitudes (z = 3.31, p < .001) (see Figure 30). Overall, part of the relationship
between parasocial interaction and Time 2 binge drinking attitudes flowed through
wishful identification.
H4a: Wishful identification as mediator between liking and changes in storyconsistent beliefs. This analysis examined whether the significant relationship between
liking and story-consistent belief change would be significantly reduced by the inclusion
of wishful identification in the model. Results of the multiple regression analysis show
that liking remained a significant negative predictor of story-consistent belief change (β =
-.13, p < .001) when wishful identification was included in the model. Wishful
identification was not a significant predictor of changes in binge drinking beliefs (β = .11, p = .08). Furthermore, results of a Sobel test showed that wishful identification did
not significantly mediate the relationship between liking and story-consistent belief
change (z = -1.77, p = .08). Overall, Hypothesis 4a was not supported (see Figure 31).
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Wishful identification as mediator between liking and Time 2 story-consistent
beliefs. The modified version of Hypothesis 4a tested whether wishful identification
mediated the relationship between liking and Time 2 story-consistent beliefs. Results of a
multiple regression analysis showed that the negative relationship between liking and
Time 2 story-consistent beliefs (β = -.24, p > .001) was substantially reduced when
wishful identification was included in the model. In this model, wishful identification was
a slightly stronger negative predictor of Time 2 story-consistent beliefs (β = -.27, p >
.001, see Figure 32). Results of a Sobel test showed that wishful identification
significantly mediated the relationship between liking and Time 2 story-consistent beliefs
(z = -4.37, p < .001). Therefore, part of the relationship between liking and Time 2 storyconsistent beliefs flowed through wishful identification. Overall, the modified version of
Hypothesis 4a was partially supported.
Wishful identification as mediator between liking and Time 2 perceived personal
danger. The second analysis of the modified version of Hypothesis 4a tested wishful
identification as a mediator in the relationship between liking and Time 2 perceived
personal danger. A multiple regression analysis showed that liking was a slightly weaker
negative predictor of Time 2 perceived personal danger (β = -.19, p < .01) when wishful
identification was included in the model. Wishful identification was also a significant
negative predictor of Time 2 perceived personal danger (β = -.14, p < .05) in this model
(see Figure 33). Results of the Sobel test showed that wishful identification partially
mediated the relationship between liking and Time 2 perceived personal danger (z = 2.20, p < .05). This again indicates that the relationship between liking and Time 2
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perceived personal danger can be partly explained by the association between liking and
wishful identification. Overall, the modified version of Hypothesis 4a was partially
supported.
Wishful identification as mediator between liking and Time 2 binge drinking
attitudes. The modified version of Hypothesis 4b tested wishful identification as a
mediator in the relationship between liking and Time 2 binge drinking attitudes. Results
of a multiple regression analysis showed that the inclusion of wishful identification in the
model led to a substantial decline in the positive association between liking and Time 2
binge drinking attitudes (β = .25, p < .001). Wishful identification was also a significant
positive predictor of this outcome (β = .28, p < .001) in this model (see Figure 34). The
Sobel test indicated that wishful identification partially mediated this relationship (z =
4.45, p < .001). This indicates that wishful identification partially mediated the
relationship between liking and Time 2 binge drinking attitudes. Overall, the modified
version of Hypothesis 4b was partially supported.
H5a: Identification and wishful identification as direct predictors of changes
in story-consistent beliefs. It was predicted that identification and wishful identification
would act as direct, independent predictors of changes in viewing binge drinking
perceptions. However, the results of the prior analyses indicate that wishful identification
and identification were not significant predictors of story-consistent belief change either
when examining simple correlations (identification) or when other character involvement
dimensions were included in multiple regression models testing mediation (wishful
identification). This indicated that hypotheses 5a was not supported.
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Recall that there was no significant over-time change in attitudes. Therefore,
Hypothesis 5b, which predicted that identification and wishful identification would be
significant predictors of attitude change, was not tested.
Wishful identification as partial mediator between identification and Time 2
story-consistent beliefs. The modified version of research question 3a examined whether
the relationship between identification and Time 2 story-consistent beliefs may be
partially explained by the relationship between identification and wishful identification.
Results of the multiple regression model showed that both identification (β = -.12, p <
.05) and wishful identification (β = -.33, p < .05) were significant negative predictors of
Time 2 story-consistent beliefs. This finding indicated that wishful identification was a
slightly more powerful predictor of story-consistent belief change than identification.
Results of a Sobel test indicate that wishful identification partially mediated the
relationship between identification and Time 2 story-consistent beliefs (z = -4.50, p <
.001) (see Figure 35). Thus, part of the relationship between identification and Time 2
story-consistent beliefs flowed through wishful identification.
Wishful identification as partial mediator between identification and Time 2
perceived personal danger. The second test of the modified version of research question
3a tested whether wishful identification partially mediated the relationship between
identification and Time 2 perceived personal danger. Results showed that identification
was a weaker negative predictor of Time 2 perceived personal danger (β = -.12, p < .05)
when wishful identification (β = -.18, p < .01) was included in the model (see Figure 36).
The Sobel test indicated that wishful identification partially mediated the relationship
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between identification and Time 2 perceived personal danger (z = -2.82, p < .05). Overall,
part of the relationship between identification and Time 2 perceived personal danger can
be explained by the relationship between identification and wishful identification.
Wishful identification as partial mediator between identification and Time 2 binge
drinking attitudes. The modified version of research question 3b examined whether
wishful identification mediated the relationship between identification and Time 2 binge
drinking attitudes. Results of a multiple regression analysis showed that both
identification (β = .18, p < .01) and wishful identification (β = .33, p < .01) were
significant positive predictors of Time 2 binge drinking attitudes. Wishful identification
was also a more powerful predictor of Time 2 binge drinking attitudes than identification.
The results of a Sobel test indicate that wishful identification did partially mediate the
relationship between identification and Time 2 binge drinking attitudes (z = 4.41, p <
.001) (see Figure 37). Overall, results indicate that wishful identification was a more
powerful predictor of Time 2 story-consistent beliefs and Time 2 binge drinking attitudes
than identification. Furthermore, the results indicate that wishful identification partially
mediated the relationship between identification and these binge drinking perceptions.
Summary of tests involving wishful identification as mediator. The findings from
the analyses involving wishful identification as a mediator between the other four
dimensions of character involvement and binge drinking beliefs and attitudes indicates
that wishful identification acted as a fairly consistent mediating variable. In particular,
out of the 15 mediation tests that were run, wishful identification was found to be a
statistically significant mediator in ten of them. Wishful identification did not mediate the
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relationship between similarity, parasocial interaction, and liking, and story-consistent
belief change. Rather, when included with these other variables in separate multiple
regression models, wishful identification did not significantly predict story-consistent
belief change. However, wishful identification was a consistent partial mediator in the
relationships between parasocial interaction, liking, and identification and Time 2 binge
drinking beliefs and attitudes. Thus, several of the revised hypotheses were partially
supported.
Best-fit models of character involvement. The findings above show that wishful
identification and identification were not proximal predictors of story-consistent belief
change. Specifically, the initial examination of the bivariate correlation between
identification and story-consistent belief change was not even significant. In addition,
wishful identification did not significantly predict changes in binge drinking perceptions
when other character involvement dimensions were included in the model. Conversely,
similarity and liking remained significant predictors of this outcome when wishful
identification was included in a multiple regression model. Recall that the proposed
character involvement-effects model predicted that similarity, liking, and parasocial
interaction would be distal predictors of binge drinking perceptions whereas
identification and wishful identification would be proximal predictors of this outcome.
The results clearly do not support these predictions. Overall, this indicates that the full
character-involvement effects model was rejected.
Because identification and wishful identification were not proximal predictors of
story-consistent belief change, a full character involvement-effects model could not be
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tested. However, similarity and liking could still be tested together in a multiple
regression model to examine each factor‘s independent influence on story-consistent
belief change. Recall that both of these measures remained significant predictors of storyconsistent belief change when either identification or wishful identification was included
in multiple regression models. A multiple regression model that included similarity and
liking showed that only similarity (β = -.15, p < .05) was a significant predictor of storyconsistent belief change. To examine the best-fit model, liking was removed from the
analysis. The final model including only similarity (β = -.20, p < .01) explained 4% of the
variance in story-consistent belief change (R2 = .04, F (1, 312) = 12.46, p < .01) (see
Table 10). Overall, similarity was a strong negative predictor of story-consistent belief
change.
A second analysis examined the best-fit model of character involvement
predicting Time 2 story-consistent beliefs. In the initial multiple regression model,
similarity, liking, parasocial interaction, and wishful identification were all included as
predictors. The prior analyses showed that these four variables remained significant
predictors of Time 2 story-consistent beliefs in the mediation models. Results showed
that similarity (β = -.49, p < .001) was the only significant predictor of Time 2 storyconsistent beliefs. The other three variables were removed from the model and a simple
regression was run with similarity as the only predictor. Results showed that similarity
explained 31% of the variance [R2 = .31, F (1, 312) = 141.94, p < .001] in Time 2 storyconsistent beliefs (see Table 11). Overall, similarity was also a strong, negative predictor
of Time 2 story-consistent beliefs.
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The third analysis examined the best-fit model of character involvement
predicting Time 2 perceived personal danger. This model included similarity, liking, and
parasocial interaction. The previous mediation analyses showed that these three variables
remained significant predictors of Time 2 perceived personal danger when identification
or wishful identification was included in multiple regression models. Results showed that
only similarity (β = -.35, p < .001) was a significant predictor of Time 2 perceived
personal danger. Therefore, liking and parasocial interaction were removed from the
follow-up analysis of the best-fit model. Results showed that similarity (β = -.35, p <
.001) explained more than 12% of the variance in Time 2 perceived personal danger [R2 =
.12, F (1, 312) = 44.29, p < .001, see Table 12]. This indicates that similarity was a
strong, negative predictor of Time 2 perceived personal danger.
Finally, the fourth analysis examined the best-fit model of character involvement
predicting Time 2 binge drinking attitudes. This model again included similarity, liking,
and parasocial interaction. These three variables remained significant predictors of Time
2 binge drinking attitudes when identification or wishful identification was included in
multiple regression models. Results of a multiple regression analysis showed that only
similarity (β = .56, p < .001) was a significant predictor of Time 2 binge drinking
attitudes. Parasocial interaction and liking were not significant predictors of Time 2 binge
drinking attitudes. A final multiple-regression was run to examine the best-fit model. The
model including only similarity (β = .61, p < .001) explained significant variance in Time
2 binge drinking attitudes (R2 = .38, F (1, 312) = 187.92, p < .001, see Table 13). This
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measure accounted for 38% of the variance in Time 2 binge drinking attitudes. Overall,
similarity was a strong, positive predictor of Time 2 binge drinking attitudes.
Conclusions. The central goal of this section was to investigate whether
identification and wishful identification played a mediating role in the relationship
between other character involvement dimensions and binge drinking beliefs and attitudes.
Table 14 provides a summary of the analyses that were performed to investigate these
relationships. Results show that identification did not play a strong mediating role in the
relationship between the other character involvement dimensions and binge drinking
beliefs and attitudes. In particular, identification only partially mediated one relationship.
These findings contradict the prediction from the original hypotheses and the proposed
character involvement-effects model that identification is one of the most powerful forms
of character involvement.
Wishful identification was not a significant mediator when examining storyconsistent belief change. Therefore, all of the original hypotheses involving wishful
identification as a mediator between other character involvement measures and storyconsistent belief change were not supported. However, when examining the revised
hypotheses/research questions, results showed that wishful identification was a fairly
consistent, partial mediator in the relationship between parasocial interaction, liking, and
identification and Time 2 binge drinking beliefs and attitudes (see Table 14). This
suggests that part of the relationship between these other character involvement
dimensions and Time 2 binge drinking beliefs and attitudes flowed through wishful
identification.
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Finally, an important finding of these analyses is that similarity represented the
most powerful form of character involvement. Similarity was found to be the only
character involvement dimension explaining unique variance in story-consistent belief
change, Time 2 story-consistent beliefs, Time 2 perceived personal danger, and Time 2
binge drinking attitudes. When examining the best-fit model predicting story-consistent
belief change, similarity alone explained 4% of the variance in story-consistent belief
change. Furthermore, similarity explained 12% or more variance in Time 2 storyconsistent beliefs, Time 2 perceived personal danger, and Time 2 binge drinking
attitudes. Similarity negatively predicted story-consistent belief change, Time 2 storyconsistent beliefs, and Time 2 perceived personal danger, and positively predicted Time 2
binge drinking attitudes.
Causal Influence of Perceived Similarity Prior to Exposure
A second goal of this study was to examine whether manipulating perceived
similarity prior to viewing exposure influenced character involvement during viewing
exposure. The aim of this analysis was to prove a causal relationship between the most
foundational element of character involvement -- perceived similarity -- and other
character involvement dimensions. This section first presents the results of a
manipulation check. This analysis assesses whether the manipulation of perceived
similarity led to significant differences in viewer perception of similarity with the
character across conditions. Second, this section examines whether there were any
differences across conditions in any of the five dimensions of character involvement.
These analyses test the main goals for this section. Third, this section assesses whether
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there were differences across conditions in binge drinking beliefs and attitudes. Although
this was not a central goal of the experimental manipulation, the results may provide
some insight into the causal impact of character involvement on changes in binge
drinking perceptions. Finally, the section concludes with an analysis of any interactions
between the experimental manipulation and character involvement dimensions on binge
drinking beliefs and attitudes. Where beta coefficients or F-statistics are provided,
specific alpha levels are reported for values < .10.
Manipulation check. A manipulation check was performed on the different
conditions of perceived similarity to confirm the results of the pilot test. The same 4-item
perceived similarity scale used in the pilot test was employed for the manipulation check
(α = .88). Results of an independent samples t-test showed that mean similarity scores
among those in the high similarity condition (n = 107, M = 3.35, SD = .76) were
significantly higher than those in the low similarity condition (n = 105, M = 1.87, SD =
.87), t(205.45) = 13.28, p < .001. Findings indicate that the experimental manipulation
was successful at influencing differences in perceived similarity with Bailey prior to
viewing exposure. There was not a significant interaction between condition and gender
[F(1, 208) = .66, p > .05], indicating that gender did not moderate the main effect of the
experimental manipulation on perceived similarity scores.
RQ4: Differences in perceived similarity prior to program exposure influencing
dimensions of character involvement during exposure. Research Question 4 addressed
whether the manipulation of perceived similarity prior to viewing exposure influenced
changes in viewer involvement with characters during exposure. A one-way ANOVA
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was run to examine differences in the five types of character involvement across the three
conditions: high similarity, low similarity, control. Results showed that there were no
significant differences in identification [F(2, 311) = .16, p > .05], wishful identification
[F(2, 311) = .66, p > .05], parasocial interaction [F(2, 311) = .09, p > .05], similarity
[F(2, 311) = 1.40, p > .05] or liking [F(2, 311) = .40, p > .05] across the three conditions
(see Table 15). This finding indicated that perceived similarity with Bailey prior to
viewing exposure did not influence character involvement during viewing exposure.
Influence of experimental manipulation on binge drinking beliefs and attitudes.
While the goal of the experimental manipulation was to see the influence of perceived
similarity prior to exposure on character involvement during viewing exposure, it was
also of interest to see whether the experimental manipulation had a direct impact on binge
drinking beliefs and attitudes. The first analysis addressed whether the experimental
prime of perceived similarity influenced binge drinking belief change and binge drinking
attitude change. Results of a series of one-way ANOVA‘s showed that there were no
significant differences in story-consistent belief change, F(2, 311) = 2.46, p = .09, and
perceived personal danger change, F(2, 311) = 2.80, p = .06, across the three
experimental conditions.
A closer examination of over-time differences within conditions did show that the
effects of the television program on story-consistent belief change and perceived personal
danger change appeared to be more substantial in the low perceived similarity condition
than the high similarity or control conditions (see Table 16). Specifically, only in the low
perceived similarity condition were there significant changes in story-consistent beliefs
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[F (1, 104) = 15.91, p < .001, η2 = .13] and perceived personal danger of alcohol use [F
(1, 104) = 14.50, p < .001, η2 = .12], between Time 1 and Time 2. In the low similarity
condition, mean story consistent belief scores increased significantly from Time 1 (M =
5.14, SD = .83) to Time 2 (M = 5.46, SD = .88). Similarly, perceived personal danger
scores increased significantly from Time 1 (M = 5.18, SD = 1.52) to Time 2 (M = 5.74,
SD = 1.35).
Analyses also addressed the main effect of the experimental manipulation on
Time 2 beliefs and attitudes (see Table 17). Results showed that there were no significant
differences in Time 2 story-consistent beliefs, F(2, 311) = 1.94, p > .05, and Time 2
binge drinking attitudes F(2, 311) = .683, p > .05, across the three perceived similarity
conditions. There was, however, a significant difference in Time 2 perceived personal
danger across the three conditions F(2, 311) = 3.25, p < .05, η2 = .02. Results of a posthoc Scheffe test showed that mean Time 2 perceived personal danger scores were
significantly higher in the low perceived similarity condition (M = 5.74, SD = 1.35) than
the high perceived similarity condition (M = 5.21, SD = 1.59). This indicates that the high
similarity prime with Bailey led viewers to perceive less danger from engaging in
drinking behavior than those primed to perceive less similarity to Bailey. This is slightly
counter-intuitive given the negative consequences Bailey experienced from engaging in
binge drinking behavior. A broader rationale for this finding is provided in the discussion
section.
A separate multiple regression analysis was run to examine whether the main
effect of the perceived similarity manipulation on Time 2 perceived personal danger
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persisted when similarity during viewing exposure was included in the model. Recall that
similarity was the only character involvement measure representing the best-fit model of
character involvement predicting Time 2 perceived personal danger. The three perceived
similarity conditions were dummy coded with the low condition being defined as the
reference group. Results showed that the main effect of the high vs. low perceived
similarity manipulation remained significant (β = .13, p < .05, rsp2 = 01) after including
similarity in a multiple regression model. Overall, this result confirms that even after
controlling for perceived similarity during exposure, the manipulation of perceived
similarity remained a significant factor influencing viewer perceived personal danger.
Interaction effect of experimental manipulation and character involvement on
binge drinking beliefs and attitudes. Follow-up tests were done to examine whether the
significant relationships between dimensions of character involvement and binge
drinking beliefs and attitudes varied depending on the perceived similarity condition. To
examine interactions, the experimental condition variable had to be dummy coded. Two
separate analyses were performed. The first used the low similarity condition as the
reference group. The second used the control condition as the reference group.
Hierarchical multiple regressions were then run with the main effect of experimental
condition and the given character involvement dimension in the first block and the two
interaction variables included in the second block.
A total of eight significant interactions were found between experimental
condition and character involvement dimension on binge drinking beliefs and attitudes.
The first significant interaction found involved wishful identification and the high vs.
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control similarity condition on changes in perceived personal danger of alcohol use [β =
.20, p < .05, ∆R2 = .02, ∆F (2, 308) = 3.27, p < .05]. Separate regression models testing
the relationship between wishful identification and perceived personal danger change
were examined at the high and control perceived similarity conditions. Results showed
that in the high perceived similarity condition, wishful identification was a significant
positive predictor of perceived personal danger change (β = .23, p < .05). Conversely,
among those in the control condition, wishful identification was not a significant
predictor of perceived personal danger change (β = -.07, p > .05, see Figure 38). Overall,
these results suggest that among participants primed to believe that Bailey is highly
similar to them, wishful identification had a positive impact on perceived personal danger
change whereas wishful identification did not predict perceived personal danger change
for those not primed with high similarity thoughts toward Bailey.
The other seven significant interactions involved Time 2 measures as the outcome
variables. The first interaction was between identification and the high vs. low perceived
similarity conditions on Time 2 story-consistent beliefs [β = -.18, p < .05, ∆R2 = .02, ∆F
(2, 308) = 3.67, p < .05]. Results showed that in high perceived similarity condition,
identification was a significant, negative predictor of Time 2 story consistent beliefs (β =
-.33, p < .01), whereas identification was not significantly associated with Time 2 storyconsistent beliefs in the low perceived similarity condition (β = -.02, p > .05, see Figure
39). In this same model, a second significant interaction emerged between the low vs.
control similarity conditions (β = -.18, p < .05). In the control condition, identification
was also found to be a significant, negative predictor of Time 2 story-consistent beliefs (β
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= -.33, p < .01) (see Figure 39). These findings indicate that when primed with low
similarity to Bailey, identification had no significant impact on Time 2 story-consistent
beliefs, whereas when primed with high similarity or not given any stimulus,
identification was a significant, negative predictor of Time 2 story-consistent beliefs.
The third interaction found was between parasocial interaction and the low vs.
control similarity conditions on Time 2 story-consistent beliefs [β = .19, p < .05, ∆R2 =
.02, ∆F (2, 308) = 3.58, p < .05]. Results showed that parasocial interaction was a
stronger negative predictor of Time 2 story consistent beliefs in the control condition (β =
-.41, p < .001) than in the low perceived similarity condition (β = -.23, p < .05) (see
Figure 40). The results indicate that parasocial interaction did not play a significant role
in explaining Time 2 story-consistent beliefs when participants were primed to feel less
similar to Bailey.
The fourth and fifth significant interaction effects both involved identification and
Time 2 perceived personal danger (see Figure 41). The first interaction found was
between identification and the high vs. low perceived similarity conditions [β = -.16, p <
.05, ∆R2 = .02, ∆F (2, 308) = 3.18, p < .05]. Results showed that in the high perceived
similarity condition, identification was a strong, negative predictor of Time 2 perceived
personal danger, (β = -.25, p < .01). However, in the low perceived similarity condition,
identification was not significantly related to Time 2 perceived personal danger (β = .02,
p > .05). The second interaction was found between identification and the low vs. control
perceived similarity condition on Time 2 perceived personal danger (β = -.17, p < .01).
Results showed that in the control condition, identification was a significant, negative
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predictor of Time 2 perceived personal danger (β = -.26, p < .01). Overall, these results
indicate that only when primed to feel less similar to Bailey did identification not
significantly predict Time 2 perceived personal danger. This may indicate that the low
similarity prime helped immunize viewers from the negative impact identification may
have had on perceived personal danger. Conversely, when viewers were primed to feel
more similarity with Bailey, identification during exposure could have reduced perceived
personal danger.
The sixth interaction was found between identification and the high vs. control
perceived similarity conditions on Time 2 binge drinking attitudes [β = .19, p < .05, ∆R2
= .02, ∆F (2, 308) = 3.50, p < .05]. Results showed that identification was a stronger
predictor of Time 2 binge drinking attitudes in the high perceived similarity condition (β
= .41, p < .001) than in the control condition (β = .32, p < .001, see Figure 42). Thus,
when primed to feel greater similarity to Bailey, identifying with this character had a
greater impact on more positive attitudes toward binge drinking than when not primed
with similarity. Therefore, the high similarity prime helped identification become a
salient predictor of more positive attitudes toward binge drinking.
The final interaction effect emerged between wishful identification and the low
vs. control similarity conditions on Time 2 binge drinking attitudes [β = -.20, p < .01, ∆R2
= .02, ∆F (2, 308) = 4.31, p < .05]. Results showed that wishful identification was a
significant positive predictor of Time 2 binge drinking attitudes (β = .49, p < .001) in the
low perceived similarity condition, but was not significantly related to Time 2 binge
drinking attitudes in the control condition (β = .18, p = .08, see Figure 43). This result
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indicates that the desire to be like Bailey was a significant predictor of more positive
binge drinking attitudes following a low perceived similarity prime than in the absence of
this prime.
Conclusions involving experimental manipulation. The goal of this section was to
examine whether the manipulation of perceived similarity prior to viewing exposure
influenced character involvement during viewing exposure. The initial manipulation
check showed that the experiment was successful at priming differences in perceived
similarity with the character Bailey across the high and low experimental conditions.
However, findings showed that differences in perceived similarity with the program
character (Bailey) had no impact on any of the five character involvement dimensions.
Therefore, in this analysis, there was no causal relationship between perceived similarity
prior to exposure and character involvement during exposure. Ultimately, the results
suggest that it is still unclear whether there is any causal impact of certain character
involvement dimensions on other forms of character involvement.
This section also examined whether the priming of perceived similarity prior to
viewing exposure had any impact on binge drinking belief and attitude change. Results
showed that the experimental manipulation of similarity only influenced Time 2
perceived personal danger. Those primed to feel more similarity with Bailey prior to
viewing the program had lower mean Time 2 perceived personal danger scores than those
primed to feel less similarity with Bailey. In addition, a closer assessment of over-time
differences in story-consistent beliefs and perceived personal danger within each group
revealed substantial differences. In particular, those in the low perceived similarity
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condition showed significant story-consistent belief change and perceived personal
danger change between Time 1 and Time 2, whereas those in the high perceived
similarity condition and control condition did not show significant changes. These results
suggest that the impact of the television program on viewer binge drinking beliefs and
attitudes was more palpable among those with lower perceived similarity with Bailey
prior to program exposure.
Finally, the analysis of interaction effects between the perceived similarity
manipulation and the character involvement dimensions showed that the perceived
priming manipulation moderated the main effect of specific character involvement
dimensions on binge drinking beliefs and attitudes. In particular, results indicated that
there was a significant interaction between high vs. control similarity prime and wishful
identification on Time 2 perceived personal danger change. Specifically, among those in
the high perceived similarity condition, wishful identification was a significant positive
predictor of Time 2 perceived personal danger change. Conversely, wishful identification
was not significantly associated with Time 2 perceived personal danger change among
those in the control condition. The other seven interactions all involved Time 2 belief and
attitude measures. In many of these interactions, the relationship between character
involvement and a specific binge drinking outcome was non-significant in the low
perceived similarity condition. These results suggest that priming less similarity with
Bailey prior to exposure may have weakened the impact of character involvement on
binge drinking perceptions.
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Examining the Interrelationship between Character Involvement Dimensions and
Narrative Involvement
The final goal of this study was to examine whether character involvement acted
as a mediator in the relationship between transportation and binge drinking belief change.
Prior work has found that transportation is a direct predictor of story-consistent beliefs
(Green & Brock, 2000; Slater, Rouner, & Long, 2006). However, conceptual and
empirical research also suggests that character involvement may act as a mediating factor
in the relationship between transportation and this outcome (e.g., Green & Brock, 2000;
Moyer-Guse, 2007). The analyses presented below all examined mediated models. The
same technique used in the prior section on character involvement was employed here.
Descriptive statistics. Table 4 indicates that participants reported having slightly
above mean scale-levels of transportation in the program (M = 3.06, SD = .75). This
suggests that participants were at least moderately engaged in the program.
Correlations between transportation and beliefs. Importantly, the correlation table
(see Table 6) indicates that transportation was not significantly correlated with storyconsistent belief change, or perceived personal danger change. This indicates that
transportation was not a significant independent predictor of binge drinking belief
change. Thus, Hypothesis 6b was not supported. These results also indicate that character
involvement dimensions cannot be examined as mediators in the relationship between
transportation and binge drinking belief change. Thus, Hypotheses 6a and Hypothesis 7
could not be tested and were not supported.
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Transportation was significantly correlated with Time 2 story-consistent beliefs
and Time 2 perceived personal danger (see Table 8). Thus, while transportation did not
significantly predict changes in binge drinking beliefs, it may play a significant role in
explaining Time 2 binge drinking beliefs. Therefore, the following analyses involving
transportation examined mediating models with Time 2 beliefs as ‗surrogate‘ measures.
These tests examine what are referred to as ‗revised versions‘ of the original
hypotheses/research questions involving transportation.
Identification as mediator between transportation and Time 2 story-consistent
beliefs. The revised version of Hypothesis 6a examined whether identification would
partially mediate the relationship between transportation and Time 2 story-consistent
beliefs. Multiple regression analysis showed that when identification was included in the
model, transportation remained a significant positive predictor of Time 2 story-consistent
beliefs (β = .22, p < .001). Identification was also a significant negative predictor of Time
2 story-consistent beliefs in this model (β = -.26, p < .001, see Figure 44). Surprisingly,
the influence of transportation on story-consistent belief change increased when
identification was included in the model. This finding indicated that there was high
shared variance between the dimensions. It also shows that the inclusion of identification
in the model did not reduce the strength of the relationship between transportation and
Time 2 story-consistent beliefs. Overall, identification did not mediate the relationship
between transportation and Time 2 story-consistent beliefs. Thus, the revised version of
Hypothesis 6a was not supported.
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Transportation, identification, and Time 2 perceived personal danger. The second
analysis of the revised version of Hypothesis 6a examined whether identification
mediated the relationship between transportation and Time 2 perceived personal danger.
Results showed that the positive association between transportation and Time 2 perceived
personal danger increased when identification was included in the regression model (β =
.21, p < .001), with identification being a significant, negative predictor of Time 2
perceived personal danger (β = -.21, p < .001, see Figure 45). This suggests that there
may be a substantial amount of shared variance between these measures. Furthermore, it
indicates that the inclusion of identification in the model did not reduce the association
between transportation and Time 2 perceived personal danger. This indicates that
identification does not mediate the relationship between transportation and Time 2
perceived personal danger. Overall, the second analysis of the revised version of
Hypothesis 6a, with Time 2 perceived personal danger as the outcome measure, was not
supported.
Liking of television characters and wishful identification with television
characters as partial mediators in the relationship between transportation and Time 2
story-consistent beliefs. The revised version of Hypothesis 7 examined a three-step
process involving transportation, liking, and wishful identification. First, transportation
would predict liking of television characters. Liking would in turn predict wishful
identification which would directly predict Time 2 story-consistent beliefs. A structural
equation model was performed to test the two-step model. Results of this analysis
indicated that model fit was inadequate: [2 (2) = 18.96, p < .001), CFI = .87, RMSEA =
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.17, SRMR = .07]. In particular, the path between transportation and liking was not
significant, (β = -.06, p > .05, see Figure 46). This indicated that liking did not mediate
the relationship between transportation and story-consistent belief change. Overall, the
three-step model was not supported, indicating that the revised version of Hypothesis 7
was not supported.
Transportation, liking, wishful identification, and Time 2 perceived personal
danger. The second analysis of the revised version of Hypothesis 7 examined whether
there was a three-step process that began by transportation predicting character liking.
Liking would in turn predict wishful identification, that in turn would predict Time 2
perceived personal danger. Results of this analysis showed that model fit was slightly
inadequate: [2 (2) =11.40, p < .05), CFI = .90, RMSEA = .12, SRMR = .05]. More
importantly, however, was the finding that transportation was not significantly associated
with liking (β = -.06, p > .05, see Figure 47). Overall, the proposed three-step model was
not supported. This indicates that the second analysis of the revised version of Hypothesis
7, with Time 2 perceived personal danger as the outcome measure, was not supported.
Best-fit models of program involvement. The findings above indicate that both the
original program involvement-effects model, and any revised model with Time 2 beliefs
as outcome measures, must be rejected. First, simple correlations showed that
transportation was not associated with story-consistent belief change. Therefore, the
original program involvement-effects model was not supported. Second, when examining
Time 2 beliefs, results showed that transportation was not associated with liking, and
thus, liking did not mediate the relationship between transportation and wishful
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identification. Thus, the program involvement-effects model must also be rejected when
Time 2 beliefs were the outcome variables.
In light of these findings, a new model was proposed. This revised program
involvement-effects model examined the possible relationships between transportation,
identification, and wishful identification. Liking was eliminated from this model because
the prior analyses showed that transportation was not correlated with this measure. The
revised model included paths from transportation to identification and to Time 2 storyconsistent beliefs (see Figure 48). Wishful identification remained in the model as a
partial mediator between identification and Time 2 story-consistent beliefs. Results of the
structural equation model showed an adequate model fit [2 (1) = .02, p > .05), CFI =
1.00, RMSEA = .00, SRMR = .003]. Transportation (β = .22, p < .001), identification (β
= -.15, p < .01), and wishful identification (β = -.33, p < .001) were all significant
predictors of Time 2 story-consistent beliefs. Results showed that while transportation
directly predicted Time 2 story-consistent beliefs, it also impacted this result indirectly by
influencing identification. Transportation positively predicted identification that in turn,
negatively predicted Time 2 story-consistent beliefs. The subsequent impact of
identification on Time 2 story-consistent beliefs was both direct and indirect through its
significant relationship with wishful identification.
The same model was tested to examine the impact of these variables on Time 2
perceived personal danger. The findings of this test were nearly identical to the previous
structural model examining Time 2 story-consistent beliefs: [2 (1) = .02, p > .05), CFI =
1.00, RMSEA = .00, SRMR = .002]. The results showed that transportation (β = .21, p <
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.01), identification (β = -.15, p < .01) and wishful identification (β = -.18, p < .01) were
all significant predictors of Time 2 perceived personal danger (see Figure 49). Overall,
transportation influenced Time 2 perceived personal danger directly and indirectly
through its relationship with identification. The subsequent impact of identification on
Time 2 perceived personal danger was both direct and indirect through its significant
relationship with wishful identification.
Finally, tests were done to assess the overall best-fit model involving all viewer
involvement constructs. Recall that similarity was the only character involvement
variable representing the best-fit model of relationship between character involvement
and Time 2 story-consistent beliefs. Results of multiple regression analysis showed that
transportation remained a significant positive predictor of Time 2 story-consistent beliefs
(β = .18, p < .01, rsp2 = .03) when similarity was included in the model. The overall model
explained 35% of the variance in Time 2 story-consistent beliefs [R2 = .35, F (2, 311) =
82.14, p < .001, see Table 18]. This reflects a 4% increase in explained variance from the
previously described best-fit model.
The second best-fit model examined whether transportation explained any unique
variance in Time 2 perceived personal danger. Recall that similarity was also the only
character involvement dimension that independently predicted Time 2 perceived personal
danger. Results of a multiple regression model showed that transportation remained a
significant positive predictor of Time 2 perceived personal danger (β = .18, p < .01, rsp2 =
.03) when similarity was included in the model (see Table 19). The overall model
explained 16% of the variance [R2 = .16, F (2, 311) = 28.73, p < .001] in Time 2
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perceived personal danger. This reflects a 4% increase in explained variance from the
previous best-fit model.
Conclusions involving program involvement and beliefs. The findings above show
that transportation was a direct predictor of Time 2 story-consistent beliefs and Time 2
perceived personal danger. More importantly, the results show that identification did not
mediate the relationship between transportation and either Time 2 story-consistent beliefs
or Time 2 perceived personal danger (see bottom of Table 14 for summary of the
mediation analyses involving transportation). In addition, the three-step model involving
transportation, liking, and wishful identification was not supported for either Time 2
story-consistent beliefs or Time 2 perceived personal danger. In both models,
transportation was not significantly associated with liking, and therefore, liking did not
mediate the relationship between transportation and wishful identification. Overall, the
revised versions of Hypotheses 6a and 7 were not supported.
To explore alternative best-fit models, a revised program involvement-effects
model was proposed. This model included transportation, identification, and wishful
identification. Results showed that transportation was associated with Time 2 beliefs both
directly and indirectly through the association with identification.
Finally, best-fit models of viewer involvement were examined that included
transportation along with similarity as predictors of Time 2 beliefs. Results of the
multiple regression showed that transportation remained an independent positive
predictor of Time 2 story-consistent beliefs and Time 2 perceived personal danger when
similarity was included in the model. Overall, transportation explained an additional 4%
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unique variance in Time 2 story-consistent beliefs and Time 2 perceived personal danger
beyond the variance explained by similarity.
The Impact of Control Measures on Best-fit Models of Binge Drinking Beliefs and
Attitudes
The following analyses examine how the control variables measured in this study
explain binge drinking beliefs and attitudes. These analyses first address whether items
previously assumed to predict specific health behaviors are significant predictors of
changes in binge drinking perceptions. This includes the following items: gender (1 =
male, 2 = female), race (1 = non-white, 2 = white), controlled drinking self-efficacy,
perceived realism of the program, counterarguing, previous binge drinking experience,
the single-item negative consequence from binge drinking measure, overall television
viewing, and frequency of TV drama viewing.
Second, a follow-up analysis was conducted that includes both the significant
control measures and significant viewer involvement measures as predictors of binge
drinking perceptions. In this analysis, the best-fit models of binge drinking beliefs and
attitudes presented above were reassessed with the inclusion of significant control
measures. Overall, the goal of these analyses was to assess whether the viewer
involvement measures that best explained binge drinking beliefs and attitudes remain
significant predictors of these outcomes when other variables are included in the model.
Ultimately, this analysis provided an assessment of whether viewer involvement
variables explained unique variance in binge drinking perceptions or whether they were
redundant with measures unrelated to the study goals.
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The first set of analyses employed a simple multiple regression procedure to
assess which control measures significantly predicted binge drinking beliefs and
attitudes. Those variables found to be significant predictors of these outcomes were
included in the second set of analyses. In the second analysis, the significant control
measures were included in step 1 of a hierarchical multiple regression. Step 2 of this
model included the significant viewer involvement measures assessed from the previous
best-fit models. Where beta coefficients are provided, specific alpha levels are reported
for values < .10.
Control measures and changes in binge drinking beliefs. The first analysis
presented here examined whether any of the control measures were significant predictors
of binge drinking belief change. As noted earlier, both story-consistent belief change and
perceived personal danger were tested as measures of binge drinking belief change.
The first regression model tested whether any of the control measures
significantly explained story-consistent belief change. Results showed that only
controlled drinking self-efficacy (β = .24, p = .001, rsp2 = .03) and gender (β = .15, p <
.05, rsp2 = .02) were significant predictors of changes in story consistent beliefs. These
two control measures were included in step 1 of the subsequent hierarchical regression
analysis. In step 1 of the hierarchical regression analysis, controlled drinking self-efficacy
and gender accounted for 7% of the variance (R2 = .07, F (2, 311) = 11.38, p < .001) in
story-consistent belief change. Recall that the best-fit model of viewer involvement
predicting story-consistent belief change only included similarity. Thus, this measure was
included in step 2 of the hierarchical regression analysis. Results of the analysis showed
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that the inclusion of similarity in step 2 did not explain significant incremental variance
in story-consistent belief change [∆R2 = .004, ∆F (1, 310) = 1.32, p > .05, see Table 20].
This indicates that similarity did not explain any unique variance in story-consistent
belief change scores above what was explained by the control measures.
To test whether any of the control measures explained significant variance in
perceived personal danger change, a simple multiple regression was performed. Results
showed that none of the control measures explained significant variance in perceived
personal danger change [R2 = .01, F (9, 304) = .50, p > .05]. This finding is consistent
with that found with the viewer involvement measures. Overall, none of the variables
measured in this study explained significant variance in changes in perceived personal
danger.
Control measures and Time 2 story-consistent beliefs. This analysis examined
how well control measures explained Time 2 story-consistent beliefs. The variables in the
first multiple regression model included all nine control measures discussed above as
well as Time 1 story-consistent beliefs. Results showed that controlled drinking selfefficacy (β = .33, p < .001, rsp2 = .07), Time 1 story-consistent beliefs (β = .26, p < .001,
rsp2 = .05), binge drinking experience (β = -.22, p < .001, rsp2 = .02), gender (β = .19, p <
.001, rsp2 = .03), and perceived realism of the program (β = .12, p < .01, rsp2 = .01) were
significant predictors of Time 2 story consistent beliefs. These significant measures were
included in step 1 of the hierarchical regression model. Results of step 1 of this model
showed that the five control measures accounted for 48% of the variance [R2 = .48, F (5,
308) = 56.63, p < .001] in Time 2 story-consistent beliefs. Recall that the best-fit model
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of viewer involvement for predicting Time 2 story-consistent beliefs only included
similarity and transportation. The inclusion of both of these measures in step 2 of the
hierarchical regression model explained significant incremental variance [∆R2 = .04, ∆F
(2, 306) = 14.05, p < .001] in Time 2 story-consistent beliefs (see Table 21). Similarity (β
= -.26, p < .001, sp2 = .04) was a significant negative predictor of Time 2 story-consistent
beliefs. However, transportation was not a significant predictor of Time 2 storyconsistent beliefs (β = .08, p > .05). The inclusion of these variables in the model
explained an additional 4% of the variance in Time 2 story-consistent beliefs. The overall
model explained 52% of the variance in Time 2 story-consistent beliefs.
Control measures and Time 2 perceived personal danger. The goal of this
analysis was to assess how well the control measures explained Time 2 perceived
personal danger. The nine control variables and Time 1 perceived personal danger were
included in the first multiple regression model. Results showed that Time 1 perceived
personal danger (β = .32, p < .001, rsp2 = .08) and binge drinking experience (β = -.18, p <
.01, rsp2 = .02) significantly predicted Time 2 perceived personal danger. These
significant measures were included in step 1 of the hierarchical regression model. Results
of step 1 of this model showed that the two control measures accounted for 25% of the
variance [R2 = .25, F (2, 311) = 50.93, p < .001] in Time 2 perceived personal danger.
Recall that the best-fit model of viewer involvement for predicting Time 2 perceived
personal danger only included similarity and transportation. Both of these variables were
included in the hierarchical regression model. In addition, because the experimental
manipulation of perceived similarity was found to significantly influence Time 2
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perceived personal danger, two dummy coded perceived similarity variables were also
added to the model. The inclusion of these measures in step 2 of the hierarchical
regression model explained significant incremental variance [∆R2 = .04, ∆F (4, 307) =
4.32, p < .01] in Time 2 perceived personal danger (see Table 22). Similarity (β = -.14, p
< .05, rsp2 = .01), the high/low similarity prime (β = -.13, p < .05, rsp2 = .01), and
transportation (β = .11, p < .05, rsp2 = .01) were significant predictors of Time 2 perceived
personal danger. Similarity, the high/low similarity prime, and transportation each
explained 1% unique variance in Time 2 perceived personal danger. The overall model
explained 29% of the variance in Time 2 perceived personal danger.
Control measures and Time 2 binge drinking attitudes. The final multiple
regression analysis examined how well the control measures explain Time 2 binge
drinking attitudes. The first regression model included the nine control measures and
Time 1 binge drinking attitudes. Results of a multiple regression analysis showed that
Time 1 binge drinking attitudes (β = .37, p < .001, sp2 = .10), controlled drinking selfefficacy (β = -.27, p < .001, sp2 = .04), binge drinking experience (β = .28, p < .001, sp2 =
.04), and gender (β = -.12, p < .01, sp2 = .01) were significant predictors of binge drinking
attitude change. These measures were included in step 1 of the hierarchical regression
analysis. In step 1 of the hierarchical regression analysis, Time 1 binge drinking attitudes,
controlled drinking self-efficacy, binge drinking experience, and gender explained 58%
of the variance [R2 = .58, F (4, 309) = 105.41, p < .001] in Time 2 binge drinking
attitudes. The prior best-fit models examining the relationship between viewer
involvement and binge drinking attitude change showed that only similarity was a
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significant predictor of this outcome. Therefore, similarity was included in step 2 of this
hierarchical regression analysis. Results showed that the inclusion of similarity in step 2
of the model explained significant incremental variance in Time 2 binge drinking
attitudes [β = .26, p < .001, ∆R2 = .04, ∆F (1, 308) = 32.21, p < .001, see Table 23]. The
inclusion of similarity in the model explained an additional 4% of the variance in Time 2
binge drinking attitudes. The overall model explained 62% of the variance in Time 2
binge drinking attitudes.
Conclusions. The goal of the above analyses was to employ a conservative test to
determine the unique variance explained by the viewer involvement measures. Among
the viewer involvement variables, similarity was the most consistent predictor of binge
drinking perceptions. In particular, the results above show that similarity explained
significant variance in Time 2 story-consistent beliefs, Time 2 perceived personal danger,
and Time 2 binge drinking attitudes beyond what was explained by the control measures.
Transportation was only a significant predictor of Time 2 perceived personal danger.
While similarity was a significant predictor of all Time 2 measures, it did not
significantly predict story-consistent belief change. Although the incremental variance in
the Time 2 binge drinking beliefs and attitudes explained by similarity was modest (1%4%), the fact that this variable remained a significant predictor even after the inclusion of
control measures indicates that similarity with Bailey is a factor that helps to explain
participant binge drinking perceptions.
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Overall Summary of Findings
This study examined the impact of an entertainment program on viewers‘ healthrelated beliefs and attitudes. In particular, this study focused on how entertainment
programs may change viewers‘ binge drinking beliefs and attitudes. The connections
viewers form with a character during exposure to a dramatic entertainment program,
referred to as character involvement, was examined as an important factor contributing to
changes in viewers‘ binge drinking perceptions. Five dimensions of character
involvement were examined simultaneously to assess how they operated together and
with another form of viewer involvement -- narrative involvement -- to explain viewer
binge drinking outcomes.
The results section tested three specific goals of this study. The first goal was to
address the direct and indirect relationships between the five character involvement
dimensions and binge drinking belief and attitude change. Prior to examining these
relationships, a confirmatory factor analysis was performed to examine whether a fivefactor model reflected the underlying concept of character involvement. While several
cross-loaded items had to be dropped from the model to improve the model-fit,
ultimately, the five-factor model achieved adequate fit. Thus, it was possible to examine
the individual contribution of all five dimensions of character involvement on binge
drinking belief and attitude change.
Following the confirmatory factor analysis, tests were run to examine the
mediating role of identification and wishful identification on binge drinking beliefs and
attitudes. Many of the original hypotheses and research questions needed to be revised
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due to: a) a non-significant change between pre-test and post-test measures of a binge
drinking variable, and b) a non-significant correlation between a character involvement
variable and a binge drinking variable. The modified hypotheses and research questions
examined correlations between character involvement dimensions and Time 2 measures
of binge drinking perceptions. Both original hypotheses/research questions examining
story-consistent belief change, and modified hypotheses/research questions examining
Time 2 story-consistent beliefs, perceived personal danger, and binge drinking attitudes,
were tested. Results showed that there was only modest evidence that identification or
wishful identification mediated the relationship between any other character involvement
dimension binge drinking beliefs and attitudes. Specifically, of the 24 tests that were
performed to test the original and modified hypotheses and research questions examining
interrelationships between different character involvement dimensions, only 11 were at
least partially supported (see Table 14). Identification with the lead character in the
program did not even correlate with story-consistent belief change, and was only found to
be a partial mediator for the relationship between liking and Time 2 binge drinking
attitudes. This finding showed that liking positively predicted identification that in turn
positively predicted Time 2 binge drinking attitudes. Conversely, wishful identification
partially mediated many of the relationships between other character involvement
dimensions and Time 2 binge drinking beliefs and attitudes. Specifically, wishful
identification was a partial mediator in the relationship between identification and Time 2
story-consistent beliefs, Time 2 perceived personal danger, and Time 2 binge drinking
attitudes. Furthermore, when identification and wishful identification were included
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together as predictors of Time 2 binge drinking beliefs and attitudes, wishful
identification was found to be a stronger predictor of these outcomes.
Overall, when comparing all five character involvement dimensions,
identification and wishful identification were not proximal predictors of binge drinking
beliefs and attitudes. These findings indicate that the character involvement-effects model
must be rejected. Contrary to expectations, similarity emerged as the most powerful
predictor of these outcomes. Similarity was a strong negative predictor of binge drinking
beliefs, and a strong positive predictor of binge drinking attitudes. In other words, the
greater the similarity viewers felt with the character engaging in excessive drinking
behavior (Bailey), the less they agreed with story-related beliefs regarding drinking, the
less personal danger they felt, and the more favorable their attitudes were towards binge
drinking. This counter-intuitive finding will be considered in the discussion section.
The second goal of the results section was to test whether the manipulation of
perceived similarity prior to viewing exposure influenced character involvement during
exposure. Overall, the findings showed that there was no significant impact of the
perceived similarity prime on character involvement.
Although not an initial goal of this study, a post-hoc analysis was performed to
see whether the experimental manipulation affected any of the binge drinking belief or
attitude measures. Results indicated that the experimental manipulation did not
significantly influence belief change, although both time-by-condition interactions
approached conventional levels of statistical significance. A closer examination of each
perceived similarity condition revealed that those in the low similarity condition
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exhibited significant differences in story-consistent beliefs and perceived personal danger
between Time 1 and Time 2, whereas those in the other two conditions showed no
significant over-time differences. In particular, participants in the low perceived
similarity condition had significantly higher levels of story-consistent beliefs and
perceived personal danger following program exposure than prior to exposure. This
suggests that the impact of the television program on changes in viewing binge drinking
beliefs between Time 1 and Time 2 were more substantial in the low perceived similarity
condition.
The examination of the experimental manipulation also showed that perceived
similarity with Bailey prior to viewing exposure moderated the relationship between
specific character involvement dimensions and binge drinking beliefs and attitudes. In
particular, most of the significant interactions indicated that character involvement was a
more consistent predictor of binge drinking perceptions when viewers were primed with
high similarity towards Bailey than when they were primed with low similarity towards
Bailey. In the majority of these significant interactions, findings showed that when
primed with high similarity towards Bailey, higher levels of character involvement were
associated with lower levels of story-consistent beliefs regarding binge drinking, lower
levels of perceived personal danger regarding excessive drinking, and more favorable
attitudes towards binge drinking. This counter-intuitive finding, consistent with the
mediation results reviewed above, will also be addressed further in the discussion section.
The third goal of the results section was to address the interrelationships between
transportation and character involvement. Surprisingly, the initial correlation results
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showed that transportation was not significantly associated with story-consistent belief
change. Therefore, the original hypotheses involving transportation as a predictor of
changes in binge drinking beliefs could not be tested. However, transportation was
positively associated with Time 2 measures of story-consistent beliefs and perceived
personal danger. Modified versions of the original hypotheses were tested to examine
mediated and path models involving transportation and Time 2 binge drinking beliefs.
Results showed that identification did not mediate the relationship between transportation
and Time 2 binge drinking beliefs (see bottom of Table 14 for summary). Surprisingly,
the relationship between transportation and Time 2 binge drinking beliefs increased when
identification was included in a multiple regression model. This result suggests that the
shared variance between transportation and identification led to a higher positive
correlation between transportation and Time 2 story-consistent beliefs. In addition, the
three-step model involving transportation, liking, and wishful identification (Hypothesis
7) was rejected. Transportation was not significantly associated with character liking. The
fact that identification and liking did not act as mediators in the relationship between
transportation and Time 2 binge drinking beliefs indicated that the proposed program
involvement-effects model must be rejected. A revised model was proposed that
eliminated liking from the analysis but kept identification as a possible mediator. Wishful
identification was also left in the model as a mediator between identification and storyconsistent belief change. The results supported the revised model whereby transportation
acted as both a direct and indirect predictor of Time 2 story-consistent beliefs and Time 2
perceived personal danger. Overall, higher levels of transportation were directly
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associated with higher levels of Time 2 story-consistent beliefs and Time 2 perceived
personal danger. However, higher levels of transportation were also associated with
higher levels of identification. This is a particularly valuable finding given that higher
levels of identification were associated with lower levels of Time 2 binge drinking beliefs
and Time 2 perceived personal danger. Thus, these findings suggest that while
transportation was positively related to story-related beliefs regarding binge drinking and
increased viewer perceived personal danger, transportation also led to increased
identification with Bailey. The increased identification with Bailey was in turn a negative
predictor of these Time 2 binge drinking perceptions.
Finally, in addition to the three areas of this study tested in the results section,
there was an examination of how well viewer involvement predicted binge drinking
beliefs and attitudes when control measures were included in hierarchical regression
models. To provide the most conservative assessment of the relationship between viewer
involvement and binge drinking beliefs and attitudes, the significant control measures
were included in the first step of a regression model. The first analysis showed that
similarity did not significantly predict story-consistent belief change when the control
measures were included in a multiple regression model. The final three multiple
regression analyses showed that similarity remained a significant predictor of other binge
drinking perceptions after the variance explained by control measures was accounted for.
In particular, similarity was a significant negative predictor of Time 2 story-consistent
beliefs and Time 2 perceived personal danger, and a significant positive predictor of
Time 2 binge drinking attitudes. Transportation was only a significant predictor of Time
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2 perceived personal danger. In particular, transportation was positively associated with
Time 2 perceived personal danger.
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DISCUSSION
This section first provides an overview of the goals of this dissertation. Next,
there is a review of the major findings of this study and a rationale for interpreting these
results. Following an examination of the findings, there is an assessment of the broader
implications derived from this study. Next, limitations of the study are discussed. Finally,
this section concludes with suggestions for future research.
Overview of Study
This dissertation examined how specific processes that occur during viewing
exposure help to explain why entertainment programming influences viewers‘ healthrelated beliefs and attitudes. Conceptual research indicates that when exposed to media
content, viewers often make connections with characters, and these connections may
have implications for media effects. Moyer-Guse (2008) referred to this concept as
character involvement, whereby viewers develop feelings toward mediated characters.
There are five distinct elements of character involvement -- identification, wishful
identification, similarity, liking, and parasocial interaction. Explained briefly,
identification reflects a process whereby the viewer imagines being and acting like
somebody else (Wolheim, 1974). Wishful identification refers to the process in which a
viewer desires to be like a character and looks up to that character (Giles, 2002; Lonial &
Van Auken, 1986). Similarity occurs when viewers make subjective comparisons of their
personal attributes to a model (Eyal & Rubin, 2003). Liking simply reflects positive
evaluations viewers make of characters (Giles, 2002; Hoffner & Cantor, 1991). Finally,
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parasocial interaction refers to viewer perception of seemingly having a face-to-face
close relationship with a character (Giles, 2002; Horton & Wohl, 1956).
While these factors have been examined as distinct concepts in previous research,
it is evident that there is a fair amount of conceptual overlap when examining the
processes underlying each factor. However, each of the five dimensions has been
predicted to influence viewer beliefs and attitudes following entertainment programming
exposure. Of relevance for this study was how these five dimensions explain the impact
of entertainment programming exposure on viewer health beliefs and attitudes.
Researchers have documented the impact that entertainment programming may have on
viewers‘ health knowledge and judgments (Walsh-Childers & Brown, 2009). Therefore,
the goal of this study was to examine how the five dimensions of character involvement
contributed to changes in viewers‘ health perceptions following entertainment
programming exposure.
It was hypothesized that these five dimensions of character involvement should
operate together to predict viewer beliefs and attitudes, with each factor being either an
indirect or direct predictor of viewer health perceptions. Different mediated models were
proposed to examine how the interrelationships between character involvement
dimensions lead to changes in viewer health beliefs and attitudes. In particular,
identification and wishful identification were predicted to act as direct predictors of
changes in viewer health perceptions. The relationship between the other forms of
character involvement and viewer health perceptions was expected to flow through these
two factors. While conceptual research posits that certain forms of character involvement
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will lead to more powerful forms of character involvement, there is a lack of empirical
evidence examining specific causal relationships between dimensions. Therefore,
perceived similarity with program characters, assumed to be a prerequisite to more
powerful forms of character involvement, was examined as a possible causal factor
leading to changes in the other character involvement dimensions. The goal of this
particular analysis was to provide a clearer understanding of how different dimensions of
character involvement influenced other, more powerful dimensions.
A second process occurring during viewing exposure that may play a role in
explaining the effects of entertainment programming content on viewer beliefs and
attitudes is narrative involvement. Narrative involvement refers to viewer engagement in
the program (Moyer-Guse, 2008). A more specific term used to describe narrative
involvement is transportation (Green & Brock, 2000). Transportation is a powerful
process whereby viewers become completely absorbed in a narrative (Green & Brock).
Viewers who are transported within an entertainment program are predicted to form
beliefs consistent with messages presented in the media content. This study tested how
transportation and character involvement operated together to explain viewer health
beliefs. Models were proposed that examined transportation as a direct predictor of
viewer health beliefs as well as an indirect predictor of health beliefs through its
relationship with specific character involvement dimensions.
This study examined the relationship between dimensions of character
involvement, transportation, and young adults‘ beliefs and attitudes toward a specific
health issue, binge drinking. Prior research has detailed the prevalence of binge drinking
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and alcohol use among young adults (Dawson et al., 2004; Hingston et al., 2005;
Timberlake et al., 2007). Furthermore, research suggests that media exposure may impact
viewers‘ beliefs and attitudes toward alcohol use (Bahk, 2001a; Stitt, 2008), which
ultimately may lead to changes in viewer binge drinking beliefs and attitudes.
Participants first completed an online survey assessing their beliefs and attitudes
toward binge drinking. A number of days after completing this survey, participants
attended a lab session. Participants in two of the three randomly assigned conditions read
a passage describing different aspects of a television character -- Bailey -- on the program
Party of Five. Those in the low similarity prime condition read a passage that
emphasized aspects of Bailey that were assumed to lead viewers to perceive they shared
less in common with him. Those in the high similarity prime condition read a passage
that emphasized aspects of Bailey that were assumed to increase viewers‘ perceived
similarity with this character. Those in the control condition did not read any priming
manipulation. All participants then viewed an hour-long episode of the entertainment
program Party of Five. In this episode, Bailey engages in frequent excessive drinking
behavior, and experiences a variety of adverse consequences from these actions.
Following exposure to the program, participants completed a survey that again assessed
viewers‘ binge drinking beliefs and attitudes, as well as dimensions of character
involvement, transportation, and other control measures.
Overall, this study hoped to provide a clearer process leading from specific forms
of viewer engagement during program exposure to viewer binge drinking perceptions.
One set of proposed results of this study could have confirmed previous assumptions
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about the unique contributions of distinct forms of character involvement. Surprisingly,
the actual results showed that what were assumed to be much stronger connections with
program characters had less of an impact on viewer binge drinking perceptions than what
were perceived to be weaker forms of character engagement. In particular, viewers‘
general perception that they were similar to the character provided the strongest
explanation for their binge drinking perceptions. The findings from this study indicate
that the process involving multiple forms of connections with program characters
operating together to predict viewer binge drinking perceptions is somewhat unclear.
However, the results also show that in a particular health context and storyline, one form
of character involvement may solely explain the contribution of character engagement on
viewer health perceptions.
The second set of expected findings sought to provide researchers with empirical
evidence of the process leading from viewer engagement with a program, to character
engagement, and ultimately, changes in viewer binge drinking perceptions. The actual
findings showed that program engagement had a much stronger direct impact on viewer
binge drinking perceptions than indirectly through a connection with the program
character.
Finally, a valuable, yet unexpected finding from this study showed that the more
viewers connected with the character engaging in binge drinking behavior, the more
favorable their attitudes were towards binge drinking and the less positive learning
occurred. Thus, media producers should be wary about how alcohol use is portrayed in
entertainment programming, and how it is perceived by the characters engaging in this
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behavior. The severity of negative consequences associated with a character‘s excessive
drinking behavior, coupled with that character‘s attitude toward binge drinking, should be
taken into account by program creators prior to exposing viewers to this content if they
wish to be socially responsible.
Findings Involving the Interrelationships Between Character Involvement Dimensions
Distinctiveness of concepts. It was noted in the literature review that a major
challenge when examining the unique contribution of the five character involvement
dimensions on viewer beliefs and attitudes is that these dimensions may lack mutual
exclusivity. That is, there may be so much conceptual overlap between dimensions that
they cannot be examined individually. For example, viewers who like a character may
also simultaneously develop a parasocial relationship with that character, making it
impossible to isolate these factors from one another.
To address this concern, the five dimensions of character involvement were
subjected to a confirmatory factor analysis. Results showed that many items within
dimensions had to be dropped due to their high association with other factors. However, a
modified five-factor model of character involvement ultimately fit the data best. This
indicates that it is possible to examine each factor individually as a unique predictor of
media effects. Overall, although the dimensions shared many similar attributes, there was
enough distinctiveness across dimensions for each to be examined in isolation from one
another. This finding is important given that the majority of the hypotheses and research
questions in this study were predicated on the assumption that there were five unique
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dimensions of character involvement. Specifically, the results of the confirmatory factor
analysis allowed for tests involving mediated models.
Hypotheses and research questions examining mediated models. As noted in the
review above, identification and wishful identification were expected to act as direct
predictors of changes in viewer binge drinking beliefs and attitudes, while the three other
dimensions of character involvement – similarity, liking, and parasocial interaction –
would act as indirect predictors of binge drinking perceptions.
The first hypotheses and research questions -- Hypotheses 1a/b, 2a/b, and
Research Questions 1a/b -- examined whether identification mediated the relationship
between three other dimensions of character involvement -- similarity, parasocial
interaction, and liking -- and binge drinking beliefs and attitudes. The results from this
study clearly do not support these predictions. Most notably, identification was the only
dimension not significantly associated with changes in viewer story-consistent beliefs,
and had the lowest correlations with viewer binge drinking beliefs and attitudes following
exposure. Based on these initial results, it was not surprising that identification did not
play a consistent mediating role in the relationship between other character involvement
dimensions and viewer binge drinking beliefs and attitudes. More specifically,
identification was found to be a significantly mediator only in the relationship between
liking of the main character -- Bailey -- and post-test levels of attitudes toward binge
drinking. In particular, increased liking of Bailey led viewers to feel as Bailey felt during
viewing that in turn led viewers to have more favorable attitudes toward binge drinking.
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Liking of Bailey remained a significant, yet weaker predictor of more favorable attitudes
toward binge drinking when identification was included in a model.
The finding that identification was the weakest predictor of viewer beliefs and
attitudes runs contrary to results found in a recent study by Moyer-Guse (2007). In this
study, the researcher found that identification significantly correlated with viewer safesex attitudes, while similarity and parasocial interaction were not significantly associated
with this outcome. Clearly, binge drinking and safe-sex are two completely different
health issues, and thus, making any absolute comparisons between studies is not possible.
However, conceptually, identification is presented as a very powerful form of character
involvement in which the viewer loses her self-identity and actually becomes the
character. While Moyer-Guse‘s (2007) findings seem to support this assertion, the
findings of the present study appear to be somewhat anomalous.
An alternative explanation for the inconsistency between these findings and
Moyer-Guse‘s (2007) reflects the unique nature of any narrative. Specifically, each
entertainment program contains storylines that may lead to varying degrees of
engagement with characters. Ultimately, the diversity of these storylines is likely to have
an influence on whether viewers are more or less influenced by the program character.
This suggests that the impact of exposure to a program character engaging in binge
drinking behavior on viewer binge drinking perceptions is content-dependent, such that
some plots are more influential than other storylines.
The second set of hypotheses and research questions -- Hypotheses 3a/b, 4a/b, and
Research Questions 2a/b -- examined whether wishful identification mediated the
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relationship between three other dimensions of character involvement -- similarity, and
parasocial interaction, and liking -- and viewer binge drinking beliefs and attitudes. The
results of mediated models involving wishful identification indicate that the desire to be
like a character can play a more powerful role in explaining viewer beliefs and attitudes
than identification. Unlike identification, wishful identification was a fairly consistent
mediator in the relationship between two particular dimensions of character involvement
-- liking and parasocial interaction -- and viewer binge drinking beliefs and attitudes.
Furthermore, wishful identification mediated the relationship between identification with
characters and viewer binge drinking beliefs and attitudes. These findings are particularly
interesting given that mean-scale levels of wishful identification were relatively low (M =
1.35, out of 5-point scale). Participants seemed to view Bailey, the main protagonist in
the program who engages in excessive alcohol consumption, as an undesirable person.
However, wishful identification still had a fairly consistent relationship with viewer binge
drinking beliefs and attitudes, suggesting that this form of character involvement may
still contribute to explaining media effects even when the average viewer does not aspire
to be like that character.
While wishful identification was a more consistent mediator than identification,
neither of these dimensions played as reliable a role in predicting viewer binge drinking
beliefs and attitudes as did perceived similarity. The results indicate that the more
viewers perceived that they had similar attributes as Bailey, the more this predicted
viewer binge drinking perceptions. Overall, when similarity was included in models
along with other character involvement dimensions to determine best predictors of viewer
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beliefs and attitudes, only perceived similarity emerged as a significant predictor of this
outcome. In the context of this study, the extent to which viewers believed that they
possessed similar characteristics as Bailey was the main form of character involvement
predicting viewer binge drinking beliefs and attitudes. These findings suggest that
perceived similarity, a dimension viewed by researchers as a foundational element to
more powerful forms of character involvement (Cohen, 2001; Moyer-Guse, 2008; see
Figure 1), may sometimes play a more central role in predicting specific viewer effects.
Importantly, perceived similarity remained a significant predictor of post-exposure binge
drinking beliefs and attitudes even after taking into account the variance explained by
control measures such as gender and self-efficacy.
Causal impact of perceived similarity. As noted above, perceived similarity is
often presented as a foundational element of more powerful connections viewers develop
toward characters (Cohen, 2001; Moyer-Guse, 2008). Based on this assumption, research
question 3 examined whether perceived similarity toward a program character causally
influenced other forms of character involvement. The findings from the mediated models
tested only indicate that there were correlations between character involvement
dimensions. Specifically, the five character involvement dimensions were measured after
program exposure to assess viewer connection with the character during exposure.
Furthermore, while conceptual research posits that similarity may lead to more powerful
forms of character involvement, there had yet to be any causal evidence that a directional
relationship existed. This study primed high or low similarity with Bailey in an effort to
manipulate the viewers‘ perception that she had more or less in common with the
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character. While the manipulation check worked, there were no statistically significant
differences in any of the character involvement dimensions across perceived similarity
conditions. This rather disappointing finding suggests that more work is needed to
examine directional relationships between dimensions of character involvement.
While there was a lack of causal evidence of a directional relationship between
perceived similarity and the dimensions of character involvement, there was some
evidence that differences in perception regarding similarity with Bailey prior to viewing
exposure influenced binge drinking beliefs and attitudes. In particular, results suggested
that the changes in viewers‘ binge drinking beliefs from prior to viewing exposure to
after exposure was impacted by her perception of similarity towards Bailey. That is,
viewers primed to believe that they had less in common with Bailey experienced
significant changes in binge drinking beliefs between pre-test and post-test measures.
However, those primed to believe that they had more in common and those who were not
primed with similarity towards Bailey did not experience any significant over-time
changes in binge drinking beliefs. Furthermore, the perceived similarity prime directly
influenced viewers‘ perception of their own personal danger related to alcohol use, with
those in the low similarity condition believing that they were in greater danger than those
in the high similarity condition. Overall, these findings provide strong evidence that
certain dimensions of character involvement can have a causal impact on viewer health
outcomes.
In addition, the experimental manipulation of perceived similarity had an impact
on the relationships between dimensions of character involvement and viewer binge
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drinking beliefs and attitudes. Interestingly, the relationship between dimensions of
character involvement during viewing exposure and viewer binge drinking beliefs and
attitudes seemed to be weakened by priming less similarity with Bailey. Based on the
findings noted in the paragraph above, this suggests that when viewers were primed to
believe that they had less in common with Bailey, their perceptions prior to viewing
exposure took on a more central role in influencing viewer binge drinking beliefs and
attitudes following exposure to the program, while any involvement viewers had toward
Bailey during exposure played a less central role. Conversely, when viewers were made
to believe that they had more in common with Bailey prior to viewing exposure, the
degree of character involvement felt towards Bailey during viewing had a stronger
relationship with binge drinking beliefs and attitudes.
Interpreting the negative relationship between character involvement and
healthier binge drinking beliefs and attitudes. A consistent finding from the analyses
reviewed above was that increased viewer engagement with Bailey negatively predicted
more socially responsible, or healthier, binge drinking beliefs and attitudes. That is, the
more viewers connected with Bailey, the less likely they were to learn socially
responsible binge drinking beliefs from the program, and the less likely they were to have
unfavorable attitudes towards binge drinking. This is slightly surprising given that Bailey
was portrayed in a rather negative manner, with many adverse consequences resulting
from his drinking behavior. Bandura‘s (1986) social cognitive theory posits that outcome
expectancies play a salient role in determining whether a viewer will learn from a
model‘s behavior. Positive consequences associated with a model engaging in a behavior
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should make it more likely that the viewer tries to mimic the model‘s behavior or forms a
more positive attitude toward that behavior, whereas negative consequences associated
with a model engaging in the behavior should make it less likely that a viewer will
engage in the model‘s behavior. Based on these theoretical assumptions, the negative
consequences linked to Bailey‘s binge drinking behavior should have motivated viewers
to adopt more socially responsible binge drinking beliefs and attitudes. Furthermore,
participants appeared to perceive Bailey negatively, as evidenced by the low mean-scale
wishful identification scores.
A possible rationale for these findings is that while Bailey experienced some
negative consequences from his behavior, the consequences were not severe enough for
viewers with increased levels of character involvement to adopt more socially responsible
perceptions toward binge drinking. The consequences depicted were a mixture of social
costs/embarrassment and mild physical health symptoms. Bailey‘s life and the lives of
those around him were never in severe danger as a result of his binge drinking behavior.
Another possible reason for the negative association between character
involvement and binge drinking beliefs and attitudes relates to how Bailey viewed binge
drinking behavior throughout the episode. While Bailey experienced social and physical
costs related to binge drinking, he never expressed regret or concern about his behavior.
Rather, he seemed to maintain a positive attitude toward binge drinking even after
experiencing many negative consequences. Therefore, a viewer who forms a connection
with Bailey may be more influenced by the positive attitude Bailey has toward binge
drinking than the negative consequences associated with Bailey‘s behavior.
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Findings Involving the Interrelationships Between Character Involvement and
Transportation
The final goal of this study, examined in Hypotheses 6a and 7, was to determine
whether part of the relationship between transportation in entertainment programming
and binge drinking beliefs flowed through involvement with characters. It was predicted
that when viewers become more engaged in the program narrative, they will develop a
connection with the program character. Ultimately, engagement in the program narrative
will influence viewers‘ binge drinking perceptions partially through the connections
viewers‘ form with the program character. Results showed that a basic mediated model
involving a two-step process with transportation leading to identification and
identification predicting binge drinking beliefs was not supported. Surprisingly,
transportation was actually more strongly associated with binge drinking beliefs when
identification with the character was included in statistical models. This suggests that
there was a lot of shared variance between transportation and identification, such that
including identification in the multiple regression model increased the predictive power
of transportation. Overall, increased levels of engagement to the entertainment program
was associated with higher levels of story-consistent beliefs related to binge drinking, as
well as increased levels of feelings of personal danger associated with binge drinking.
Furthermore, a proposed three-step model that involved transportation leading to
increased liking of characters, liking leading to increased wishful identification, and
wishful identification predicting binge drinking beliefs, was also not supported. Within
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the three-step model, increased transportation in the television program was not
associated with more or less liking of Bailey.
Although the original hypotheses were not supported, there was evidence to
support a modified program involvement-effects model. This model included
transportation, identification, and wishful identification. Overall, results showed that
transportation acted as a direct positive predictor of binge drinking beliefs; however,
transportation also was associated with increased identification with the character Bailey.
Increased identification with Bailey was negatively associated with binge drinking
beliefs. These results suggest that not only are there multiple ways in which
transportation may explain viewer beliefs, but the direction of these associations may also
vary when examining indirect associations between transportation and beliefs.
Although transportation was associated with post-test measures of storyconsistent beliefs, unexpectedly, transportation was not significantly associated with
story-consistent belief change. This finding may be related to the relatively small change
in story-consistent beliefs concerning binge drinking from pre-test (M = 5.15) to post-test
(M = 5.33). In particular, because there were relatively small changes in scores from
Time 1 to Time 2, there was little variance to be explained by transportation.
Implications of Findings
Examining unique dimensions of character involvement. An important finding of
this study was that there were five distinct dimensions of character involvement. While
there was a fair amount of conceptual and operational overlap between these dimensions,
there was sufficient distinction for five factors of character involvement to be examined
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in isolation. This finding in particular supports the assertions made by prior researchers
(e.g., Cohen, 2001, Moyer-Guse, 2008), and suggests that researchers should avoid using
these terms interchangeably. In the literature review, it was documented that researchers
had often mislabeled the term identification when actually referring to another form of
character involvement (see Cohen, 2001; Hoffner & Cantor, 1991) and employed
incorrect measurements of this dimension (see Basil, 1996; Brown & Basil, 1995; Smith,
Downs, & Witte, 2007). Hopefully, the results of this study will help provide media
researchers with more clarity about the distinctiveness of the five dimensions of character
involvement, and an understanding of how these factors should be measured.
However, results also suggest that when examining these factors simultaneously
as predictors of effects, that many of these dimensions may not provide any unique
explanatory power. Rather, with different storylines, characters, and/or health contexts,
one factor may act as the central form of character involvement contributing to the
influence of entertainment programming exposure on viewer health outcomes. This
suggests that it may not be necessary to examine multiple forms of character as predictors
of effects. However, determining which of the five character involvement dimensions
plays the central role in effects on viewers may vary based on the narrative and/or health
issue. For example, while Moyer-Guse (2007) found that identification, and not
similarity, was the only character involvement measure predicting viewer safe-sex
attitudes, this study found that similarity, and not identification, was the only character
involvement measure predicting binge drinking beliefs and attitudes. This suggests that it
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is challenging to make broad generalizations about the predictive power of specific
dimensions of character involvement across health issues.
Therefore, while it is possible that one character involvement dimension plays a
central role in explaining effects on viewers, the fact that the importance of a given
character involvement dimension may vary across narratives and health contexts
underscores the value of examining multiple forms of character engagement
simultaneously. By only measuring one form of character involvement, such as viewers‘
perceived similarity with a character struggling with a particular health issue, researchers
may be ignoring another form of character engagement that plays a stronger predictive
role in viewer health perceptions in that particular context. Only by examining multiple
character involvement dimensions simultaneously are researchers able to assess whether
one form of character engagement is driving the effects on viewer health perceptions.
The results of this study make it difficult to assume that specific forms of
character involvement mediate the relationship between other dimensions of character
involvement and viewer effects in consistent and predictable fashion. More specifically,
there was relatively little evidence indicating that identification mediated the relationship
between other dimensions of character involvement and viewer binge drinking beliefs
and attitudes. While wishful identification appeared to be a stronger mediating variable
than identification, it remained a much weaker predictor of viewer binge drinking beliefs
and attitudes than similarity; a dimension of character involvement assumed to have a
weaker relationship with viewer binge drinking outcomes than wishful identification.
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Causal relationships between dimensions. The findings also show that it is
possible to effectively manipulate a specific form of character involvement to examine
causal relationships between character involvement and viewer effects. In particular, one
of the important implications of this study is that dimensions of character involvement
can directly affect viewer beliefs and attitudes. Prior research in the context of
entertainment viewer and character involvement had been limited to tests of associations
between engagement with characters and viewer beliefs and attitudes (e.g., Basil, 1996;
Moyer-Guse, 2007). The findings of this study indicate that connections viewers form
with characters may cause changes in viewer health beliefs.
However, the findings of this study provide no clear evidence of any directional
relationship between the character involvement dimensions. As reviewed earlier, the
manipulation of perceived similarity did not influence differences in character
involvement during viewer exposure. The mediation tests in this study relied on the
theoretical underpinnings of the different dimensions of character involvement to make
predictions of the paths leading from one character involvement dimension to another.
The experimental manipulation of perceived similarity was employed to help support the
directional predictions of the mediated models. Given that the perceived similarity prime
did not influence the extent viewers connected with characters during the program, the
findings supporting mediational relationships must be viewed strictly as associations
between dimensions of character involvement.
Impact of character involvement on negative health perceptions. Importantly, the
findings also suggest that when trying to influence positive health outcomes in viewers,
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researchers must be wary about how program characters who engage in a given health
behavior are presented. Although the character may experience many negative outcomes
from engaging in a health risk behavior (e.g., binge drinking), if the consequences are
not severe enough and the attitudes of that character toward the behavior remains
positive, the character‘s actions may actually induce less socially responsible perceptions
among viewers. These specific findings support prior research that has found negative
associations between dimensions of character involvement and viewer health beliefs and
attitudes (Bahk, 2001a; Brown, Basil, & Bocarnea, 2003; Harrison, 1997).
The relationship between transportation and character involvement. The final
significant implication of this study is that while transportation may directly predict
viewer health beliefs, it may also be indirectly associated with viewer health perceptions
through its relationship with specific dimensions of character involvement. Prior to this
study, there had been a lack of research testing models that included both transportation
and character involvement as predictors of viewer health outcomes (Moyer-Guse, 2007).
This study tested a basic mediation model whereby transportation‘s impact on viewer
binge drinking beliefs was predicted to partially flow through identification with the
character, as well as a multi-step model involving transportation, liking, and wishful
identification. While these models were not supported, there was support for a multi-step
model involving transportation, identification, and wishful identification as predictors of
belief/attitude change following television exposure. In general, the findings support the
theoretical process outlined by Green and Brock (2000) which posits that when viewers
are engaged with entertainment programs, they are likely to also develop feelings toward
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characters. These feelings toward characters will then play a direct role in impacting
viewer beliefs. However, it is also important to note that transportation remained a
consistently significant predictor of viewer binge drinking beliefs even after including
other character involvement dimensions in multiple regression models. Recall that among
character involvement dimensions, only similarity remained a significant predictor of
viewer binge drinking beliefs and attitudes when multiple character involvement
dimensions were included together in these statistical models. The fact that transportation
remained a significant predictor of viewer binge drinking beliefs even after including
similarity in these analyses suggests that viewer engagement with a narrative alone may
be sufficient to predict viewer health beliefs. However, because viewers are likely to
form connections with characters when engaged with the program, it is pertinent to
examine both forms of viewer involvement.
Limitations
There are some important limitations of this study. In particular, the limitations
reflect design and population issues.
Design limitations. Only one health issue was examined in this study -- binge
drinking. This makes it challenging to generalize the findings to other health issues
commonly studied in media research, such as safe-sex. More specifically, a major and
unexpected finding from this study showed that perceived similarity with the character
Bailey was the strongest predictor of viewer binge drinking beliefs and attitudes. This
finding is inconsistent with prior research examining safe-sex (Moyer-Guse, 2007). That
is, Moyer-Guse found that identification was a more powerful predictor of viewer safe-
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sex attitudes than perceived similarity. Thus, when examining the five dimensions of
character involvement as predictors of effects following exposure to a program
addressing a different health issue, it is unclear whether similarity would also emerge as
the strongest predictor. What this finding suggests is that the role character involvement
plays in explaining the influence of entertainment programming on viewer health beliefs
may be limited to the specific health behavior being studied.
Furthermore, within the context of binge drinking portrayals on television, the
findings are likely limited to the specific program used for exposure. The unique
storylines in the Party of Five episode may not reflect other television programs that have
dealt with binge drinking behavior. Bailey‘s personality and physical characteristics may
not represent other characters engaging in binge drinking behavior in entertainment
television programming. Therefore, it is difficult to generalize the findings from this
study to all entertainment television programs dealing with binge drinking behavior.
Another limitation of this study was the lack of a long-term assessment of
changes in viewer binge drinking beliefs. Recall that results showed that there were
significant changes in viewers‘ story-consistent beliefs and perceived personal danger
toward alcohol use from pre-test to post-test. However, this study only examined these
beliefs right after exposure to the program. It is possible that any effect of program
exposure on viewer binge drinking beliefs may weaken over time. Prior research
examining other health issues has shown that effects of a single entertainment program
on viewer health perceptions may not persist (Brodie et al., 2001; Moyer-Guse, 2007).
Therefore, a follow-up survey of changes in participants‘ story-consistent beliefs and
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perceived personal danger toward binge drinking may indicate that the effect of the
entertainment program has disappeared.
Another major design issue of this study relates to the mediation analyses. All
character and program involvement variables were examined simultaneously as
predictors of binge drinking beliefs and attitudes. While perceived similarity was
manipulated prior to viewing, none of the variables reflecting character involvement and
program involvement during viewing exposure were manipulated. Therefore, when
examining the indirect and direct paths from these variables to viewer binge drinking
perceptions, one cannot infer a causal path that conclusively indicates that one variable
precedes another. For example, although results showed that wishful identification was a
mediator in the relationship between parasocial interaction and viewer binge drinking
attitudes, because these variables were tested at the same time and not in a sequential
manner, it is impossible to determine that parasocial interaction preceded wishful
identification. The results simply indicate that these variables were correlated with one
another and that the inclusion of wishful identification in a multiple regression model
weakened the relationship between parasocial interaction and viewer binge drinking
attitudes. Thus, one should be cautious in drawing conclusions that there exists a causal
relationship between these dimensions. An opposing argument may suggest that the
viewer may have formed an intense desire to be like Bailey, which led to increased
parasocial interaction. Through this increase in parasocial interaction, the viewer could
develop more favorable attitudes toward binge drinking.
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Furthermore, although binge drinking beliefs and attitudes were examined as
outcome variables, the mediation models could be completely reversed with binge
drinking beliefs and attitudes argued to lead to increased levels of character involvement.
For example, another perspective may be that a viewer‘s preexisting positive attitude
toward binge drinking led her to develop increased feelings of parasocial
interaction/wishful identification with Bailey, the character who expresses his own
positive attitudes towards drinking. A true test of mediation would require a more
longitudinal assessment of the viewer developing a parasocial relationship with Bailey
that subsequently led to wishful identification, which ultimately led to more favorable
attitudes toward binge drinking.
Recall that the goal of the experimental manipulation of perceived similarity was
to provide some assessment of causal time-order between character involvement
dimensions. This manipulation was supposed to offer support for the directional
relationships predicted in the meditational models. The results indicated that the
manipulation of perceived similarity prior to viewing exposure did not affect character
involvement during exposure, thus, making it even more difficult to presume that certain
dimensions of character involvement precede others. It is important to note, however, that
even if the experimental manipulation had shown that the perceived similarity prime
influenced character involvement during viewing exposure, there still would not have
been any empirical evidence that one dimension of character involvement occurring
during viewing exposure influenced another dimension of character involvement formed
later during this exposure. Overall, it remains unclear how different forms of viewer
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involvement occurring during entertainment programming exposure influence other
forms of viewer involvement occurring during the viewer experience.
In addition, the findings of this study involving the relationship between character
involvement during viewing exposure and subsequent binge drinking beliefs and attitudes
are limited to correlations and not causal relationships. Specifically, the data only indicate
that increased levels of character involvement during viewing exposure is associated with
lower levels of binge drinking beliefs and higher levels of binge drinking attitudes, and
not that there is any causal relationship between character involvement and viewer binge
drinking perceptions. Overall, it is still unclear whether there is a causal impact of viewer
connection with a program character during entertainment programming exposure on
viewer health beliefs.
Population limitations. This study examined the influence of entertainment
programming exposure only on college students‘ binge drinking beliefs and attitudes. The
rationale for examining this age group was that these individuals are particularly likely to
engage in binge drinking behavior (Dawson et al., 2004; Hingston et al., 2005;
Timberlake et al., 2007) and to experience negative consequences from alcohol
consumption (Hingston et al., 2005). However, it is possible that other age groups,
particularly adolescents, may have been affected differently by the exposure. Because
college students frequently engage in binge drinking behavior, their own experiences are
likely to play a salient role in how they process any media messages about alcohol. This
assumption was confirmed by the many significant correlations found in this study
between binge drinking experience and binge drinking beliefs and attitudes. Conversely,
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adolescents have yet to experience the college environment, where binge drinking
behavior is more prevalent. Given that adolescents may have less prior experience with
alcohol than college students, it is likely that when exposed to a media message
concerning alcohol use, adolescents may be more easily affected by these messages.
Another population limitation deals with the racial composition of the
participants. As noted in the method section, 76% of participants were white. It is unclear
whether the results found in this study would be the same with a more racially diverse
sample. Therefore, with a larger sample of non-white participants, certain viewer
involvement variables may have had either a weaker or more powerful influence on
viewer binge drinking perceptions.
Areas for Future Research
There are numerous areas for expanding on the findings from this study. In
particular, future researchers should further address the issue of cause-effect relationships
between dimensions of character involvement, examine all five dimensions in other
health contexts and with more diverse populations, look at long-term effects, and include
behavioral measures related to binge drinking.
Cause-effect relationships between dimensions of character involvement. One
possible area for examination would be to manipulate other forms of character
involvement besides perceived similarity prior to viewing exposure in efforts to
determine whether these primes influence dimensions of character involvement during
viewing. In particular, Figure 2 shows that liking of characters also is a prerequisite to
two forms of character involvement -- identification and parasocial interaction. This
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model should be tested by employing an experimental manipulation of character liking.
For example, a researcher may tell participants prior to viewing exposure specific
attributes about a character that are likely to increase or decrease liking of that character.
Given that the perceived similarity prime had no significant effect on character
involvement during viewing exposure, it would be valuable to see whether another
character involvement dimension manipulated prior to viewing exposure, such as liking,
leads to similar findings, or may actually influence changes in character involvement
during exposure.
Another possible area for future research would be manipulating a specific form
of character involvement during viewing exposure. This is likely more challenging to
accomplish than any pre-exposure manipulation; however, the results could provide
empirical evidence of a causal effect of character involvement occurring during
entertainment programming exposure on viewer effects. For example, researchers may
remove certain aspects of a television program that emphasize specific characteristics that
may increase or decrease similarity with the character. By doing this, the viewer may
perceive different levels of similarity with the character.
Other health contexts. Future researchers should also investigate the five
dimensions of character involvement simultaneously as factors explaining the influence
of entertainment programming on other health perceptions. As noted in the limitation
section, the findings of this study are restricted to binge drinking behavior. To attempt to
make any broader generalizations across different health behaviors, the different
mediation models, as well as the experimental manipulation examined in this study,
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would have to be tested within other contexts. One recent study (Stitt, 2008) examined
the relationship between transportation and viewer health beliefs across a range of health
issues. This type of design allows the researcher to make broader conclusions about the
role that viewer involvement plays on health perceptions. Future researchers should test
whether transportation, and the five dimensions of character involvement, has similar
relationships with each other and viewer health beliefs and attitudes across other health
behaviors. Furthermore, the findings involving binge drinking should attempt to be
replicated by researchers examining a diversity of entertainment television programs
where characters engage binge drinking behavior. Prior studies involving safe-sex (e.g.,
Eyal & Kunkel, 2008; Farrar, 2006) have used multiple stimuli when examining different
portrayals of this behavior. A similar type of study should be undertaken when examining
the influence of portrayals of binge drinking behavior on entertainment programming on
viewer perceptions.
Diverse populations. Researchers should examine programs targeted at other
demographic groups. This would help assess whether the role of character involvement
during entertainment programming on viewer health perceptions is consistent when the
character is of a different race or gender than the viewer. Specifically, in Party of Five,
the main protagonist, Bailey, was a white male college student. It would be valuable to
see whether varying the race or gender of the character impacts the predictive power of
character involvement dimensions. It is possible that exposure to Bailey among the large
percentage of white participants in this study reinforced their preexisting beliefs and
attitudes toward drinking, whereas non-whites observed his behavior from an outsider‘s
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perspective, learning more from the negative consequences of his actions. Thus, it would
valuable to see whether whites may be influenced differently by a character‘s binge
drinking behavior when that character is non-white, and, conversely, whether non-whites‘
binge drinking behavior is reinforced when exposed to that behavior among a non-white
character.
Long-term evaluations of binge drinking beliefs and attitudes. In the limitation
section, it was noted that there was not an assessment of long-term belief or attitude
change among viewers. Future researchers should examine whether the influence of
entertainment programming on viewer binge drinking beliefs and attitudes changes overtime. This would be particularly valuable when examining college students, given the
likelihood that they are in situations where alcohol use and binge drinking are prevalent.
While it is possible that the effects of the entertainment program on viewer binge
drinking beliefs and attitudes may weaken over-time, the reverse may also occur whereby
these effects are strengthened. A rationale for this particular outcome could be that when
students find themselves in a scenario where binge drinking behavior is rampant, they
may be primed to think about the entertainment program they were exposed days or
weeks earlier. Ultimately, the lessons learned from that program may be used to guide
their own beliefs or attitudes toward binge drinking.
Behavioral assessments. As described in the method section, while this study tried
to examine information-seeking behavior through a pamphlet on binge drinking, nearly
all participants did not take this item. Therefore, it remains unclear whether exposure to
entertainment programming influences viewers‘ information-seeking behavior related to
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binge drinking. Importantly, however, even if there had been an impact of the
entertainment program on viewers‘ information-seeking behavior, these findings would
still not address actual binge drinking behavior. What this suggests is that more concrete
behavioral measures are needed to examine whether exposure to entertainment
programming influences binge drinking behavior. Prior research involving safe-sex has
asked participants to provide a self-report of safe-sex practices some time after exposure
(Moyer-Guse, 2007). A similar analysis should be performed within the context of binge
drinking. Although researchers should be wary of possible social desirability issues, this
measure would provide some assessment of the role that entertainment programming, and
viewer involvement in particular, has on actual binge drinking behavior. Specifically, it
would be important to address whether perceived similarity, which was strongly
associated with viewer binge drinking beliefs and attitudes, also strongly predicts viewer
binge drinking behaviors.
Conclusion
When a viewer is exposed to an entertainment program, she is likely to develop
some feelings or connections toward the program characters. Ultimately, the characters‘
actions may become a source of learning for the viewer. This study hoped to shed light
on the power that entertainment program characters‘ behavior has on viewers learning
about a specific health behavior, binge drinking. Overall, the goal of this study was to
examine how the different ways that viewers form connections with characters plays a
role in explaining the influence of entertainment programming on college students‘ binge
drinking beliefs and attitudes.
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There was empirical support for a five-factor model of character involvement,
suggesting that it is possible to examine how five different forms of character
involvement each contribute to viewer binge drinking perceptions. Results showed only
modest evidence that certain dimensions of character involvement mediated the
relationship between other forms of character involvement and viewer binge drinking
beliefs and attitudes. Of the five dimensions of character involvement examined in this
study, perceived similarity with a character, considered a fundamental element of viewer
connection with a character, emerged as the strongest and most consistent predictor of
viewer binge drinking beliefs. This dimension remained the only factor that explained
significant variance in viewer binge drinking beliefs and attitudes when multiple
dimensions were included simultaneously in statistical models. In addition, perceived
similarity remained a significant predictor of viewer binge drinking perceptions when
control measures were included in the statistical analyses.
Overall, this discussion chapter suggests that character involvement does exert
influence on viewer health beliefs; however, the process underlying these effects remains
unclear. In a given health context, one dimension of character involvement may have a
powerful relationship with health beliefs and attitudes, whereas in another health context
that relationship may be much weaker. Furthermore, this variability in findings could also
be a product of different narrative formats. More research is needed to address the causal
relationship between different character involvement dimensions, as well as whether
these dimensions influence changes in viewer health beliefs, attitudes, and behaviors.
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This study provides media researchers with evidence of five separate ways that
viewers form connections with characters during entertainment programming exposure.
These factors may contribute to changes in viewer beliefs and attitudes either directly or
indirectly through their relationship with other dimensions of character involvement.
Furthermore, the different means by which viewers become involved in media content,
through both narrative and character engagement, may operate separately as factors
explaining viewer perceptions. However, these different forms of viewer involvement
may also work together as part of a larger process predicting viewer beliefs and attitudes.
The results of this study provide a valuable contribution to the research done by
academic researchers and media producers involving the use of embedded health
messages in entertainment programming. Viewer involvement with both program content
and specific characters offers a deeper understanding of how entertainment media may
effectively impact viewer health perceptions. While past research has shown that this
form of media content provides a unique opportunity to positively influence viewer
health perceptions, the results of this study should make media producers cautious when
embedding alcohol-related storylines in dramatic programs. In particular, this study
showed that connecting with the character Bailey had a negative impact on the socially
responsible perceptions viewers had toward binge drinking behavior. Therefore,
researchers and creators of media content must continue to assess the different ways that
character portrayals may contribute to viewers‘ positive learning, while also ensuring that
these depictions do not increase unhealthy beliefs and attitudes.
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Table 1
Comparing the Five Dimensions of Character Involvement
Identification
Positioning
of viewer

As character

Parasocial
Interaction
As self

Character
Liking
As self

Wishful
Identification
As self

Similarity

Character
Evaluation

Unclear

Positive

Positive

Positive

Unclear

Comparison
Made With
Character?
(Yes/No)

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

As self,
but also
as
admirer
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Table 2
Items Dropped from Original Five-Factor Model of Character Involvement
______________________________________________________________________
Items Dropped
Latent Factor
______________________________________________________________________
I think I have a good understanding of Bailey.

Identification

When I watched Bailey on the program, I imagined
myself doing the same thing he was doing.

Identification

When I watched Bailey on the program, I really felt as if I
were one of the people taking part in the action.

Identification

When I watched Bailey, I felt like I was a part of his
social world.

Identification

I saw a story about Bailey in a newspaper or magazine,
I would read it.

Parasocial Interaction

I feel sorry for Bailey when he makes a mistake.

Parasocial Interaction

I‘d like to do the kinds of things Bailey does on the show.

Wishful Identification

I would NEVER want to act the way Bailey does
on the show.

Wishful Identification

Bailey‘s personality

Liking
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Table 3
Items Retained for Revised Five-Factor Model of Character Involvement
_______________________________________________________________________
Items
Latent Factor
Factor
Retained
Loading
_______________________________________________________________________
I tend to understand the reasons
why Bailey did what he did.

Identification

.65

Identification

.70

Identification

.77

When I watched this character on
the program, I felt I understood
the way Bailey felt.

Identification

.83

Bailey makes me feel comfortable,
as if I am with friends.

Parasocial Interaction

.77

I see this Bailey as a natural,
down-to-earth person.

Parasocial Interaction

.67

If Bailey appeared on another
TV program, I would watch
the program.

Parasocial Interaction

.60

Bailey seems to understand the
kind of things I want to know.

Parasocial Interaction

.78

I would like to meet Bailey
in person.

Parasocial Interaction

.66

Bailey is the sort of person I want
to be like myself.

Wishful Identification

.81

Sometimes I wish I could be
like Bailey.

Wishful Identification

.88

While viewing the show, I could
feel the emotions Bailey portrayed.
At key moments in the show,
I felt I knew exactly
what Bailey was going through.
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Table 3 - Continued
Items Retained for Revised Five-Factor Model of Character Involvement
_______________________________________________________________________
Items
Latent Factor
Factor
Retained
Loading
_______________________________________________________________________

Bailey is someone I would like
to emulate.

Wishful Identification

.76

Bailey is like me.

Similarity

.89

Bailey is similar to me.

Similarity

.91

Bailey thinks like me.

Similarity

.84

Bailey behaves like me.

Similarity

.84

How Bailey talks:

Liking

.76

How Bailey treats people he knows: Liking

.80

How Bailey deals with other people: Liking

.81
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Table 4
Correlations Among Character Involvement Dimensions in Five-Factor Solution
_______________________________________________________________________
Variable
1
2
3
4
5
_______________________________________________________________________

1. Identification

2. Wishful Identification

3. Liking

4. Parasocial Interaction

5. Similarity

---

.39***

.43***

.65***

.59***

---

.48***

.72***

.56***

---

.67***

.58***

---

.69***

---

______________________________________________________________________
*** = p ≤ .001
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Table 5
Descriptive Statistics for Viewer Involvement Variables
________________________________________________________________________
Variable
Scale
Mean
Standard
Range
Deviation
________________________________________________________________________

Identification

1-5

2.99

.88

Wishful Identification

1-5

1.35

.52

Liking

1-7

2.89

1.18

Parasocial Interaction

1-5

2.44

.81

Similarity

1-7

2.72

1.33

Transportation

1-5

3.06

.75

________________________________________________________________________
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Table 6
Mean Comparisons of Character Involvement across Gender
_______________________________________________________________________
Dependent Measure
Males
Females
t-statistic
_______________________________________________________________________

Identification

3.23a
(.94)

2.87b
(.82)

3.52

Wishful Identification

1.44a
(.59)

1.29b
(.47)

2.23

Parasocial Interaction

2.58a
(.85)

2.36b
(.77)

2.26

Similarity

3.28a
(1.46)

2.43b
(1.12)

5.24

Liking

3.20a
(1.24)

2.73b
(1.12)

3.41

________________________________________________________________________
Note: Means within rows that do not have the same subscript are significantly different at
p < .05.
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Table 7
Over-time Mean Differences in Binge Drinking Beliefs and Attitudes
_______________________________________________________________________
Dependent Measure
Time 1
Time 2
Change
_______________________________________________________________________

Perceived Personal Danger

5.18a
(1.54)

5.45b
(1.55)

.26
(1.63)

Perceived Vulnerability

2.84a
(1.09)

2.91a
(1.16)

.06
(1.33)

Story-Consistent Beliefs

5.15a
(.84)

5.33b
(.87)

.18
(.87)

Binge Drinking Attitudes

3.01a
(1.35)

2.95a
(1.49)

-.05
(1.26)

________________________________________________________________________
Note: Means within rows that do not have the same subscript are significantly different at
p < .01.
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Table 8
Intercorrelations of Viewer Involvement Measures and Outcome Measures
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Variable
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
1. Identification

--

.53**

.33**

.52**

.36**

.17**

-.09

-.002

-.23** -.18** .29**

.06

2. Parasocial Interaction

--

--

.61**

.60**

.55**

.18**

-.14*

.04

-.36** -.18** .40**

.05

3. Wishful Identification

--

--

--

.51**

.41**

.06

-.16** .05

-.37**

-.22** .39**

.06

4. Similarity

--

--

--

--

.51**

.02

-.20** .02

-.56**

-.35** .61**

.03

5. Liking

--

--

--

--

--

-.06

-.17** -.02

-.35**

-.25** .37**

-.06

6. Transportation

--

--

--

--

--

--

.11

.03

.17**

.17** -.10

.08

7. Story-consistent belief change

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

.28**

.53**

.19** -.26** .09

8. Perceived personal danger change

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

.08

.53** .01

9. Time 2 story-consistent beliefs

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

.48** -.67** .17**

10. Time 2 perceived personal danger

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

-.42**

11. Time 2 binge drinking attitudes

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

-.10

12. Time 2 perceived vulnerability

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

.11*

.28**

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
* = p ≤ .05, ** = p ≤ .01
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Table 9
Correlations between Character Involvement Variables and Dependent Variables by Gender
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Variable
SCBC†
PPDC
Time 2
Time 2
Time 2
Time 2
SCB
PPD
BDA
PV
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Identification
Full sample
-.09
-.002
-.23**
-.18**
.29**
.06
Men
--.09
-.27**
-.30**
.32**
.01
Women
-.04
.04
-.13
-.02
.22**
.10
Wishful Identification
Full sample
-.16**
.05
-.37**
-.22**
.39**
.06
Men
-.02
-.39**
-.28**
.49**
-.003
Women
-.17*
.07
-.32**
-.13
.28**
.11
Liking
Full sample
-.17**
-.02
-.35**
-.25**
.37**
-.06
Men
--.02
-.39**
-.24*
.46**
-.08
Women
.09
-.03
-.28**
-.20**
.26**
-.04
Parasocial Interaction
Full sample
-.14*
.04
-.36**
-.18**
.40**
.05
Men
-.09
-.41**
-.20*
.52**
.06
Women
-.11
.01
-.30**
-.13
.30**
.05
Similarity
Full sample
-.20**
.02
-.56**
-.35**
.61**
.03
Men
--.04
-.58**
-.36**
.67**
-.05
Women
.10
.03
-.48**
-.27**
.53**
.10
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
* = p ≤ .05, ** = p ≤ .01 SCBC = story-consistent belief change, PPDC = Perceived Personal danger change,
Time 2 = Time 2 Story-consistent beliefs, Time 2 PPD = Time 2 Perceived Personal danger, Time 2 BDA = Time 2
Binge drinking attitudes, Time 2 PV = Time 2 Perceived Vulnerability, †Note: no sig. over-time difference in SCBC was found among men
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Table 10
Best-fit Model of Character Involvement Predicting Story-Consistent Belief Change
_______________________________________________________________________
B
β
SE
rsp2
_______________________________________________________________________

Similarity

-.13

-.20**

.04

.04

R2 = .04
F(1, 312) = 12.46**

_______________________________________________________________________
** = p ≤ .01
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Table 11
Best-fit Model of Character Involvement Predicting Time 2 Story-Consistent Beliefs
_______________________________________________________________________
B
β
SE
rsp2
_______________________________________________________________________

Similarity

-.37

-.56***

.03

.31

R2 = .31
F(1, 312) = 141.94***

_______________________________________________________________________
*** = p ≤ .001
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Table 12
Best-fit Model of Character Involvement Predicting Time 2 Perceived Personal Danger
_______________________________________________________________________
B
β
SE
rsp2
_______________________________________________________________________

Similarity

-.41

-.35***

.06

.12

R2 = .12
F(1, 312) = 44.29***

______________________________________________________________________
***= p ≤ .001
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Table 13
Best-fit Model of Character Involvement Predicting Time 2 Binge Drinking Attitudes
_______________________________________________________________________
B
β
SE
rsp2
_______________________________________________________________________

Similarity

.69

.61***

.05

.14

R2 = .38
F(1, 312) = 187.92***

_______________________________________________________________________
*** = p ≤ .001
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Table 14
Summary of Tests of Hypotheses/Research Questions Examining Mediated Models
Hypothesis DV

Modified?

H1a (1)

SCBC

Yes

H1a (2)

PPDC

Yes

H1b

BDAC

Yes

H2a (1)

SCBC

Yes

H2a (2)

PPDC

Yes

H2b

BDAC

Yes

RQ1a (1)

SCBC

Yes

RQ1a (2)

PPDC

Yes

RQ1b

BDAC

Yes

H3a (1)
H3a (1)

SCBC
SCBC

No
Yes

H3a (2)

PPDC

Yes

H3b

BDAC

Yes

Surrogate
DV
Time 2
SCB
Time 2
PPD
Time 2
BDA
Time 2
SCB
Time 2
PPD
Time 2
BDA
Time 2
SCB
Time 2
PPD
Time 2
BDA
Time 2
SCB
Time 2
PPD
Time 2
BDA

Predictor

Mediator

Result

Similarity

Identification

NS

Similarity

Identification

NS

Similarity

Identification

NS

Parasocial
Interaction
Parasocial
Interaction
Parasocial
Interaction
Liking

Identification

NS

Identification

NS

Identification

NS

Identification

NS

Liking

Identification

NS

Liking

Identification

PS

Similarity
Similarity

Wishful Id
Wishful Id

NS
PS

Similarity

Wishful Id

NS

Similarity

Wishful Id

NS

(1) & (2) = indicates that multiple tests of the same hypothesis/research question
involving binge drinking beliefs were performed due to two measures of this variable
SCBC = Story-Consistent Belief Change, PPDC = Perceived Personal Danger Change,
BDAC = Binge drinking Attitude Change, Time 2 SCB = Time 2 Story-Consistent
Beliefs, Time 2 PPD = Time 2 Perceived Personal Danger, Time 2 BDA = Time 2 Binge
drinking Attitudes,
NS = Not Supported, PS = Partially Supported
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Table 14 - Continued
Summary of Tests of Hypotheses/Research Questions Examining Mediated Models
Hypothesis DV

Modified?

RQ2a (1)

SCBC

No

RQ2a (1)

SCBC

Yes

RQ2a (2)

PPDC

Yes

RQ2b

BDAC

Yes

H4a (1)
H4a (1)

SCBC
SCBC

No
Yes

H4a (2)

PPDC

Yes

H4b

BDAC

Yes

RQ2a (1)

SCBC

Yes

RQ2a (2)

PPDC

Yes

RQ2b

BDAC

Yes

H6a (1)

SCBC

Yes

H6a (2)

PPDC

Yes

Surrogate
DV
Time 2
SCB
Time 2
PPD
Time 2
BDA
Time 2
SCB
Time 2
PPD
Time 2
BDA
Time 2
SCB
Time 2
PPD
Time 2
BDA
Time 2
SCB
Time 2
PPD

Predictor

Mediator

Result

Parasocial
Interaction
Parasocial
Interaction
Parasocial
Interaction
Parasocial
Interaction
Liking
Liking

Wishful Id

NS

Wishful Id

PS

Wishful Id

FS

Wishful Id

PS

Wishful Id
Wishful Id

NS
PS

Liking

Wishful Id

PS

Liking

Wishful Id

PS

Identification

Wishful Id

PS

Identification

Wishful Id

PS

Identification

Wishful Id

PS

Transportation Identification

NS

Transportation Identification

NS

(1) & (2) = indicates that multiple tests of the same hypothesis/research question
involving binge drinking beliefs were performed due to two measures of this variable
SCBC = Story-Consistent Belief Change, PPDC = Perceived Personal Danger Change,
BDAC = Binge drinking Attitude Change, Time 2 SCB = Time 2 Story-Consistent
Beliefs, Time 2 PPD = Time 2 Perceived Personal Danger, Time 2 BDA = Time 2 Binge
drinking Attitudes,
NS = Not Supported, PS = Partially Supported, FS = Fully Supported
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Table 15
Mean Comparisons of Character Involvement across Perceived Similarity Conditions
_______________________________________________________________________
Dependent Measure
High
Low
Control
_______________________________________________________________________

Identification

3.01
(.87)

2.95
(.89)

3.02
(.88)

Wishful Identification

1.38
(.55)

1.30
(.49)

1.35
(.51)

Parasocial Interaction

2.43
(.83)

2.46
(.85)

2.41
(.74)

Similarity

2.80
(1.40)

2.55
(1.24)

2.83
(1.34)

Liking

2.92
(1.23)

2.94
(1.19)

2.80
(1.12)
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Table 16
Over-time Mean Differences in Binge Drinking Beliefs by Perceived Similarity Condition
________________________________________________________________________
Condition
Time 1
Time 2
Change
________________________________________________________________________

High
Low
Control

PPD
5.15(1.52)
5.18a(1.52)
5.23(1.60)

PPD
5.21(1.59)
5.74b(1.35)
5.38(1.67)

.07(1.72)
.56(1.51)
.16(1.62)

High
Low
Control

SCB
5.17a(.89)
5.14a(.83)
5.14a(.81)

SCB
5.25a(.85)
5.46b(.88)
5.27a(.88)

.07(.91)
.32(.83)
.13(.84)

________________________________________________________________________
Note: Means within rows that do not have the same subscript are significantly different at
p < .001.
PPD = Perceived Personal Danger
SCB = Story-Consistent Beliefs
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Table 17
Mean Comparisons of Time 2 Binge Drinking Beliefs and Attitudes across Perceived
Similarity Conditions
________________________________________________________________________
Dependent Measure
High
Low
Control
________________________________________________________________________

Time 2 Binge drinking attitudes

3.04a
(1.59)

2.82a
(1.51)

3.00a
(1.38)

Time 2 Perceived personal danger

5.21a
(1.59)

5.74b
(1.35)

5.38a,b
(1.67)

2.46a
(.85)

2.41a
(.74)

Time 2 Story-consistent beliefs

2.43a
(.83)

________________________________________________________________________
Note: Means within rows that do not have the same subscript are significantly different at
p < .05.
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Table 18
Best-fit Model of Overall Viewer Involvement Predicting Time 2 Story-Consistent Beliefs
_______________________________________________________________________
B
β
SE
rsp2
_______________________________________________________________________

Similarity

-.37

-.56***

.03

.32

Transportation

.21

.18**

.05

.03

R2 = .35
F(2, 311) = 82.14***

_______________________________________________________________________
** = p ≤ .01, *** = p ≤ .001
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Table 19
Best-fit Model of Overall Viewer Involvement Predicting Time 2 Perceived Personal
Danger
_______________________________________________________________________
B
β
SE
rsp2
_______________________________________________________________________

Similarity

-.41

-.36***

.06

.13

Transportation

.37

.18**

.11

.03

R2 = .16
F(2, 311) = 28.73***

________________________________________________________________________
** = p ≤ .01, *** = p ≤ .001
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Table 20
Hierarchical Regression Analysis of Control Variables and Viewer Involvement
Variables Predicting Story-Consistent Belief Change
_______________________________________________________________________
B
β
SE
rsp2
_______________________________________________________________________
Model 1
Binge drinking self-efficacy
Gender (female)

.10
.25

.21***
.14*

.03
.10

.04
.02

.04

.004

R2 = .07
F(2, 311) = 11.38***
Model 2
Similarity

-.05

-.08
∆R2 = .004
∆F (1, 310) = 1.32

________________________________________________________________________
* = p ≤ .01, ** = p ≤ .01, *** = p ≤ .001
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Table 21
Hierarchical Regression Analysis of Control Variables and Viewer Involvement
Variables Predicting Time 2 Story-Consistent Beliefs
_______________________________________________________________________
B
β
SE
rsp2
_______________________________________________________________________
Model 1
Binge drinking self-efficacy
Time 1 story-consistent beliefs
Binge drinking experience
Gender (female)
Perceived realism of program

.16
.28
-.17
.29
.10

.33***
.27***
-.21***
.16***
.11**

.03
.05
.05
.08
.04

.06
.06
.02
.02
.01

.03
.05

.04
.005

R2 = .48
F(5, 308) = 56.63***
Model 2
Similarity
Transportation

-.17
.09

-.26***
.08

∆R2 = .04
∆F (2, 306) = 14.05***

________________________________________________________________________
** = p ≤ .01, *** = p ≤ .001
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Table 22
Hierarchical Regression Analysis of Control Variables and Viewer Involvement
Variables Predicting Time 2 Perceived Personal Danger
_______________________________________________________________________
B
β
SE
rsp2
_______________________________________________________________________
Model 1
Time 1 Perceived personal
danger
Binge drinking experience

.32

.35***

.05

.11

-.35

-.24**

.08

.05

.07
.18
.19
.10

.01
.01
.01
.01

R2 = .25
F(2, 311) = 50.93***
Model 2
Similarity
High/Low similarity prime
Control/Low similarity prime
Transportation

-.16
-.42
-.34
.23

-.14*
-.13*
-.10
.11*
∆R2 = .04
∆F (4, 307) = 4.32**

________________________________________________________________________
* = p ≤ .05, ** = p ≤ .01, *** = p ≤ .001
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Table 23
Hierarchical Regression Analysis of Control Variables and Viewer Involvement
Variables Predicting Time 2 Binge Drinking Attitudes
_______________________________________________________________________
B
β
SE
rsp2
_______________________________________________________________________
Model 1
Time 1 binge drinking attitudes
Binge drinking experience
Binge drinking self-efficacy
Gender

.40
.41
-.21
-.33

.37***
.29***
-.26***
-.10**

.05
.07
.04
.12

.10
.05
.04
.01

R2 = .58
F(4, 309) = 105.41***
Model 2
Similarity

.29

.26***

.05

.04

∆R2 = .04
∆F (1, 308) = 32.21***

________________________________________________________________________
** = p ≤ .01, *** = p ≤ .001
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Figure 1
Similarity as Prerequisite For Liking, Parasocial Interaction, and Identification

Wishful
Identification

Similarity

Parasocial
Interaction

Identification
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Figure 2
Liking as Prerequisite For Parasocial Interaction and Wishful Identification
Parasocial
Interaction

Liking

Wishful
Identification
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Figure 3
Hypotheses 1a and 1b
Similarity

Identification

Binge Drinking
Beliefs/Attitudes
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Figure 4
Hypotheses 2a and 2b
Parasocial
Interaction

Identification

Binge Drinking
Beliefs/Attitudes
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Figure 5
Hypotheses 3a and 3b
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Wishful
Identification

Binge Drinking
Beliefs/Attitudes
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Figure 6
Hypotheses 4a and 4b
Liking

Wishful
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Beliefs/Attitudes
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Figure 7
Hypotheses 5a and 5b

Identification
Binge Drinking
Beliefs/Attitudes

Wishful
Identification
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Figure 8
Proposed Character Involvement-Effects Model
Parasocial
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Figure 9
Proposed Character Involvement-Effects Model with Hypotheses/Research Questions
Parasocial
Interaction
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Figure 10
Hypothesis 6
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Figure 11
Hypothesis 7

Transportation
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Figure 12
Proposed Program Involvement-Effects Model
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Figure 13
Proposed Program Involvement-Effects Model with Hypotheses
Transportation
H6b
H6a

Identification

H6a

H7
BingeDrinking
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H7
Wishful
Identification

Liking
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Figure 14
Identification As Mediator Between Similarity and Time 2 Story-Consistent Beliefs
Similarity

.52*** (.03)

Identification

.09 (.06)

Time 2 StoryConsistent
Beliefs

-.61*** (.04)

Note: The numbers in parentheses reflect standard errors whereas the numbers without
parentheses reflect standardized regression coefficients.
*** = p ≤ .001
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Figure 15
Identification As Mediator Between Similarity and Time 2 Perceived Personal Danger

Similarity

.52*** (.03)

Identification

.01 (.11)

Time 2
Perceived
Personal
Danger

-.36*** (.07)

Note: The numbers in parentheses reflect standard errors whereas the numbers without
parentheses reflect standardized regression coefficients.
*** = p ≤ .001
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Figure 16
Identification As Mediator Between Similarity and Time 2 Binge Drinking Attitudes
Similarity

.52*** (.03)

Identification

-.04 (.09) Time 2 Binge
Drinking
Attitudes

.63*** (.06)

Note: The numbers in parentheses reflect standard errors whereas the numbers without
parentheses reflect standardized regression coefficients.
*** = p ≤ .001
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Figure 17
Identification As Mediator Between Parasocial Interaction and Time 2 Story-Consistent
Beliefs
Parasocial
Interaction

.53*** (.05)

Identification

-.05 (.10) Time 2 StoryConsistent
Beliefs

-.34*** (.11)

Note: The numbers in parentheses reflect standard errors whereas the numbers without
parentheses reflect standardized regression coefficients.
*** = p ≤ .001
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Figure 18
Identification As Mediator Between Parasocial Interaction and Time 2 Perceived
Personal Danger
Parasocial
Interaction

.53*** (.05)

Identification

-.11 (.12) Time 2
Perceived
Personal
Danger

-.12 (.13)

Note: The numbers in parentheses reflect standard errors whereas the numbers without
parentheses reflect standardized regression coefficients.
*** = p ≤ .001
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Figure 19
Identification As Mediator Between Parasocial Interaction and Time 2 Binge Drinking
Attitudes
Parasocial
Interaction

.53*** (.05)

Identification

.11 (.10)

Time 2 Binge
Drinking
Attitudes

.34*** (.11)

Note: The numbers in parentheses reflect standard errors whereas the numbers without
parentheses reflect standardized regression coefficients.
*** = p ≤ .001
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Figure 20
Identification As Mediator Between Liking and Time 2 Story-Consistent Beliefs
Liking

.36*** (.04)

Identification

-.11* (.06) Time 2 StoryConsistent
Beliefs

-.31*** (.04)

Note: The numbers in parentheses reflect standard errors whereas the numbers without
parentheses reflect standardized regression coefficients.
* = p ≤ .05, *** = p ≤ .001
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Figure 21
Identification As Mediator Between Liking and Time 2 Perceived Personal Danger

Liking

.36*** (.04)

Identification

-.10 (.10) Time 2
Perceived
Personal
Danger

-.21*** (.08)

Note: The numbers in parentheses reflect standard errors whereas the numbers without
parentheses reflect standardized regression coefficients.
*** = p ≤ .001
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Figure 22
Identification As Mediator Between Liking and Time 2 Binge Drinking Attitudes
Liking

.36*** (.04)

Identification

.18** (.09) Time 2 Binge
Drinking
Attitudes

.30*** (.07)

Note: The numbers in parentheses reflect standard errors whereas the numbers without
parentheses reflect standardized regression coefficients.
** = p ≤ .01, *** = p ≤ .001
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Figure 23
Wishful Identification As Mediator Between Similarity and Story-Consistent
Belief Change

Similarity

.51*** (.02)

Wishful
Identification

-.08 (.11) StoryConsistent
Belief Change

-.16** (.04)

Note: The numbers in parentheses reflect standard errors whereas the numbers without
parentheses reflect standardized regression coefficients.
** = p ≤ .01, *** = p ≤ .001
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Figure 24
Wishful Identification As Mediator Between Similarity and Time 2 Story-Consistent
Beliefs

Similarity

.51*** (.02)

Wishful
Identification

-.11* (.09) Time 2 StoryConsistent
Beliefs

-.50*** (.04)

Note: The numbers in parentheses reflect standard errors whereas the numbers without
parentheses reflect standardized regression coefficients.
* = p ≤ .05, *** = p ≤ .001
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Figure 25
Wishful Identification As Mediator Between Similarity and Time 2 Perceived Personal
Danger

Similarity

.51*** (.02)

Wishful
Identification

-.05 (.18) Time 2
Perceived
Personal
Danger

-.33*** (.07)

Note: The numbers in parentheses reflect standard errors whereas the numbers without
parentheses reflect standardized regression coefficients.
*** = p ≤ .001
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Figure 26
Identification As Mediator Between Similarity and Time 2 Binge Drinking Attitudes

Similarity

.51*** (.02)

Wishful
Identification

.10 (.15)

Time 2 Binge
Drinking
Attitudes

.56*** (.06)

Note: The numbers in parentheses reflect standard errors whereas the numbers without
parentheses reflect standardized regression coefficients.
*** = p ≤ .001
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Figure 27
Wishful Identification As Mediator Between Parasocial Interaction and Story-Consistent
Belief Change

Parasocial
Interaction

.61*** (.03)

Wishful
Identification

-.12 (.12) StoryConsistent
Belief Change

-.06 (.08)

Note: The numbers in parentheses reflect standard errors whereas the numbers without
parentheses reflect standardized regression coefficients.
*** = p ≤ .001
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Figure 28
Wishful Identification As Mediator Between Parasocial Interaction and Time 2 StoryConsistent Beliefs

Parasocial
Interaction

.61*** (.03)

Wishful
Identification

-.23*** (.11) Time 2 StoryConsistent
Beliefs

-.22** (.07)

Note: The numbers in parentheses reflect standard errors whereas the numbers without
parentheses reflect standardized regression coefficients.
** = p ≤ .01, *** = p ≤ .001
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Figure 29
Wishful Identification As Mediator Between Parasocial Interaction and Time 2 Perceived
Personal Danger
Parasocial
Interaction

.61*** (.03)

Wishful
Identification

-.17* (.21) Time 2
Perceived
Personal
Danger

-.07 (.13)

Note: The numbers in parentheses reflect standard errors whereas the numbers without
parentheses reflect standardized regression coefficients.
* = p ≤ .05, *** = p ≤ .001
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Figure 30
Wishful Identification As Mediator Between Parasocial Interaction and Time 2 Binge
Drinking Attitudes
Parasocial
Interaction

.61*** (.03)

Wishful
Identification

.23*** (.19) Time 2 Binge
Drinking
Attitudes

.26***(.12)

Note: The numbers in parentheses reflect standard errors whereas the numbers without
parentheses reflect standardized regression coefficients.
*** = p ≤ .001
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Figure 31
Wishful Identification As Mediator Between Liking and Story-Consistent Belief Change

Liking

.41*** (.02)

Wishful
Identification

-.11 (.10)

StoryConsistent
Belief Change

-.13* (.05)

Note: The numbers in parentheses reflect standard errors whereas the numbers without
parentheses reflect standardized regression coefficients.
* = p ≤ .05, *** = p ≤ .001
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Figure 32
Wishful Identification As Mediator Between Liking and Time 2 Story-Consistent Beliefs

Liking

.41*** (.02)

Wishful
Identification

-.27*** (.09) Time 2 StoryConsistent
Beliefs

-.24*** (.04)

Note: The numbers in parentheses reflect standard errors whereas the numbers without
parentheses reflect standardized regression coefficients.
*** = p ≤ .001
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Figure 33
Wishful Identification As Mediator Between Liking and Time 2 Perceived Personal
Danger
Liking

.41*** (.02)

Wishful
Identification

-.14* (.18) Time 2
Perceived
Personal
Danger

-.19** (.08)

Note: The numbers in parentheses reflect standard errors whereas the numbers without
parentheses reflect standardized regression coefficients.
* = p ≤ .05, ** = p ≤ .01, *** = p ≤ .001
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Figure 34
Wishful Identification As Mediator Between Liking and Time 2 Binge Drinking Attitudes
Liking

.41*** (.02)

Wishful
Identification

.28*** (.16) Time 2 Binge
Drinking
Attitudes

.25*** (.07)

Note: The numbers in parentheses reflect standard errors whereas the numbers without
parentheses reflect standardized regression coefficients.
*** = p ≤ .001
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Figure 35
Wishful Identification As Mediator Between Identification and Time 2 Story-Consistent
Beliefs
Identification

.33*** (.03)

Wishful
Identification

-.33*** (.09) Time 2 StoryConsistent
Beliefs

-.12* (.06)

Note: The numbers in parentheses reflect standard errors whereas the numbers without
parentheses reflect standardized regression coefficients.
* = p ≤ .05, *** = p ≤ .001
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Figure 36
Wishful Identification As Mediator Between Identification and Time 2 Perceived
Personal Danger
Identification

.33*** (.03)

Wishful
Identification

-.18** (.17) Time 2
Perceived
Personal
Danger

-.12* (.10)

Note: The numbers in parentheses reflect standard errors whereas the numbers without
parentheses reflect standardized regression coefficients.
* = p ≤ .05, ** = p ≤ .01, *** = p ≤ .001
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Figure 37
Wishful Identification As Mediator Between Identification and Time 2 Binge Drinking
Attitudes

Identification

.33*** (.03)

Wishful
Identification

.33*** (.16) Time 2 Binge
Drinking
Attitudes

.18** (.09)

Note: The numbers in parentheses reflect standard errors whereas the numbers without
parentheses reflect standardized regression coefficients.
** = p ≤ .01, *** = p ≤ .001
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Figure 38
Relationship Between Perceived Personal Danger Change and Wishful Identification by
Perceived Similarity Condition

Perceived Personal Danger Change

0.80

0.60

0.40
High
Low
Control

0.20

0.00

-0.20

-0.40
1

Low Wishful
Identification

5

High Wishful
Identification
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Figure 39
Relationship Between Time 2 Story-Consistent Beliefs and Identification by Perceived
Similarity Condition

Time 2 Story-Consistent Beliefs

6

5

4
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Low
Control

3

2

1

0
1

Low Identification

5

High Identification
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Figure 40

Time 2 Story-Consistent Beliefs

Relationship Between Time 2 Story-Consistent Beliefs and Parasocial Interaction by
Perceived Similarity Condition
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Low
Control
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0
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5

High PSI
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Figure 41
Relationship Between Time 2 Perceived Personal Danger and Identification by Perceived
Similarity Condition

Time 2 Perceived Personal Danger
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Figure 42
Relationship Between Time 2 Binge Drinking Attitudes and Identification by Perceived
Similarity Condition

Time 2 Binge Drinking Attitudes
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Figure 43
Relationship Between Time 2 Binge Drinking Attitudes and Wishful Identification by
Perceived Similarity Condition

Time 2 Binge Drinking Attitudes
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Figure 44
Identification As Mediator Between Transportation and Time 2 Story-Consistent Beliefs

Transportation

.17** (.07)

Identification

-.26*** (.05) Time 2 StoryConsistent
Beliefs

.22*** (.06)

Note: The numbers in parentheses reflect standard errors whereas the numbers without
parentheses reflect standardized regression coefficients.
** = p ≤ .01, *** = p ≤ .001
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Figure 45
Identification As Mediator Between Transportation and Time 2 Perceived Personal
Danger
Transportation

.17** (.07)

Identification

-.21*** (.10) Time 2
Perceived
Personal
Danger

.21*** (.12)

Note: The numbers in parentheses reflect standard errors whereas the numbers without
parentheses reflect standardized regression coefficients.
** = p ≤ .01, *** = p ≤ .001
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Figure 46
Three-Step Model Involving Transportation, Liking, and Wishful Identification Predicting
Time 2 Story-Consistent Beliefs
Transportation
.20**(.06)

-.06(.09)
Liking
.41***(.02)
-.38***(.09)
Wishful
Identification

Time 2
StoryConsistent
Beliefs

2 (2) = 18.96, p < .001), CFI = .87, RMSEA = .17, SRMR = .07
Note: The numbers in parentheses reflect standard errors whereas the numbers without
parentheses reflect standardized regression coefficients.
** = p ≤ .01, *** = p ≤ .001
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Figure 47
Three-Step Model Involving Transportation, Liking, and Wishful Identification Predicting
Time 2 Perceived Personal Danger
Transportation
.19***(.11)

-.06(.09)
Liking
.41***(.02)
-.23***(.16)
Wishful
Identification

Time 2
Perceived
Personal
Danger

2 (2) =11.40, p < .05, CFI = .90, RMSEA = .12, SRMR = .05

Note: The numbers in parentheses reflect standard errors whereas the numbers without
parentheses reflect standardized regression coefficients.
** = p ≤ .01, *** = p ≤ .001
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Figure 48
Revised Program Involvement-Effects Model Predicting Time 2 Story-Consistent Beliefs
Transportation
.22***(.06)

.16**(.07)
Identification

-.15**(.05)
.33***(.02)
-.33***(.09)
Wishful
Identification

Time 2
StoryConsistent
Beliefs

2 (1) = .02, p > .05), CFI = 1.00, RMSEA = .00, SRMR = .003
Note: The numbers in parentheses reflect standard errors whereas the numbers without
parentheses reflect standardized regression coefficients.
** = p ≤ .01, *** = p ≤ .001
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Figure 49
Revised Program Involvement-Effects Model Predicting Time 2 Perceived Personal
Danger
Transportation
.21***(.11)

.17**(.07)
Identification

-.15**(.10)
.33***(.03)
-.18**(.17)
Wishful
Identification

Time 2
Perceived
Personal
Danger

2 (1) = .02, p > .05), CFI = 1.00, RMSEA = .00, SRMR = .002
Note: The numbers in parentheses reflect standard errors whereas the numbers without
parentheses reflect standardized regression coefficients.
** = p ≤ .01, *** = p ≤ .001
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APPENDIX A
STUDY DESIGN
TIME 1 –RECRUITMENT

TIME 2 – (at least 3 days later)

Participants are asked to complete
survey via Survey Monkey within 24
hours

Participants randomly assigned to
experimental condition: perceived
similarity manipulation
Exposure to television program
Participants complete online survey
through MediaLab immediately
following exposure

Measures

Measures

Binge Drinking Beliefs
Binge Drinking Attitudes

Character Involvement
Narrative Involvement
Binge Drinking Beliefs
Binge Drinking Attitudes
Control Measures
Demographic Information
Manipulation Check
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APPENDIX B
EXPERIMENTAL STIMULI

Condition #1- HIGH SIMILARITY

How well can you recall characters from different television series?

Please read the following passage.

The following passage was taken from www.tv.com:

Bailey Salinger was a character on the television series Party of Five. Throughout much
of the series, Bailey attended college at a large west coast university. Therefore, many of
the plotlines involving Bailey dealt with his experiences as a college student. This
included juggling classes and his social life, trying to get good grades, living with new
roommates, and developing relationships with other students.
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APPENDIX B - Continued
EXPERIMENTAL STIMULI

Condition #2- LOW SIMILARITY

How well can you recall characters from different television series?

Please read the following passage.

The following passage was taken from www.tv.com:

Bailey Salinger was a character on the television series Party of Five. Bailey had a
difficult childhood. Both of Bailey‘s parents were killed in a car accident when he was
very young. Because of this tragedy, Bailey had to be raised by his older brother. Many
of the plotlines involving Bailey dealt with the impact the parent‘s death had on Bailey‘s
rebellious behavior.
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APPENDIX C
PERCEIVED SIMILARITY MEASURES FOLLOWING
EXPERIMENTAL MANIPULATION
1. Have you seen this character before? Yes/No
2. How familiar are you with this character?
Not at all familiar

1

2

3

4

5

Very familiar

3

4

5

Strongly agree

2

3

4

5

Strongly agree

2

3

4

5

Strongly agree

2

3

4

5

Strongly agree

3. I have a lot in common with this character.
Strongly disagree

1

2

4. I am very different from this character.
Strongly disagree

1

5. This character is similar to me.
Strongly disagree

1

6. This character is not at all like me.
Strongly disagree

1
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APPENDIX D
CHARACTER INVOLVEMENT MEASURES
Identification
1.

I think I have a good understanding of Bailey.
Strongly Disagree

2.

1

1

1

1

1

2

3

4

5

Strongly Agree

2

3

4

5

Strongly Agree

2

3

4

5

Strongly Agree

2

3

4

5

Strongly Agree

2

3

4

5

Strongly Agree

When I watched Bailey on the program, I really felt as if I were one of the people
taking part in the action.
Strongly Disagree 1

8.

Strongly Agree

When I watched Bailey on the program, I imagined myself doing the same thing he
was doing.
Strongly Disagree

7.

5

When I watched this character on the program, I felt I understood the way Bailey
felt.
Strongly Disagree

6.

4

At key moments in the show, I felt I knew exactly what Bailey was going through.
Strongly Disagree

5.

3

While viewing the show, I could feel the emotions Bailey portrayed.
Strongly Disagree

4.

2

I tend to understand the reasons why Bailey did what he did.
Strongly Disagree

3.

1

2

3

4

5

Strongly Agree

When I watched Bailey, I felt like I was a part of his social world.
Strongly Disagree 1

2

3

4

5

Strongly Agree
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APPENDIX D - Continued
CHARACTER INVOLVEMENT MEASURES

Parasocial Interaction
9.

Bailey makes me feel comfortable, as if I am with friends.
Strongly Disagree

10.

Strongly Agree

1

2

3

4

5

Strongly Agree

1

2

3

4

5

Strongly Agree

1

2

3

4

5

Strongly Agree

1

2

3

4

5

Strongly Agree

3

4

5

Strongly Agree

5

Strongly Agree

5

Strongly Agree

I would like to meet Bailey in person.
Strongly Disagree

15.

5

If I saw a story about Bailey in a newspaper or magazine, I would read it.
Strongly Disagree

14.

4

Bailey seems to understand the kinds of things I want to know.
Strongly Disagree

13.

3

If Bailey appeared on another TV program, I would watch the program.
Strongly Disagree

12.

2

I see this Bailey as a natural, down-to-earth person.
Strongly Disagree

11.

1

1

2

I feel sorry for Bailey when he makes a mistake.
Strongly Disagree

1

2

3

4

Wishful Identification
16.

Bailey is the sort of person I want to be like myself.
Strongly Disagree

1

2

3

4
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APPENDIX D - Continued
CHARACTER INVOLVEMENT MEASURES
17.

Sometimes I wish I could be like Bailey.
Strongly Disagree

18.

3

4

5

Strongly Agree

1

2

3

4

5

Strongly Agree

I‘d like to do the kinds of things Bailey does on the show.
Strongly Disagree

20.

2

Bailey is someone I would like to emulate.
Strongly Disagree

19.

1

1

2

3

4

5

Strongly Agree

I would NEVER want to act the way Bailey does on the show.
Strongly Disagree

1

2

3

4

5

Strongly Agree

Similarity
Bailey…
21. is like me

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

is unlike me

22. is similar to me

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

is different
than me

23. thinks like me

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

doesn’t think
like me

24. behaves like me

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

doesn’t behave
like me

2

3

4

5

6

7

like very
much

4

5

6

7

like very
much

Liking
25. Bailey‘s personality:
Dislike very much 1

26. How Bailey deals with other people:
Dislike very much 1

2

3
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APPENDIX D - Continued
CHARACTER INVOLVEMENT MEASURES
27. How Bailey talks:
Dislike very much 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

like very
much

4

5

6

7

like very
much

28. How Bailey treats people he knows:
Dislike very much 1

2

3
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APPENDIX E
TRANSPORTATION MEASURES
1. When I was watching this program, I felt like I was really one of the people in
the story.
Strongly Disagree

1

2

3

4

5

Strongly Agree

2. While I was watching this program, activity going on in the room around me was
on my mind.
Strongly Disagree

1

2

3

4

5

Strongly Agree

3. I was mentally involved in the show while watching it.
Strongly Disagree

1

2

3

4

5

Strongly Agree

4. After the show was over, I found it easy to put it out of my mind.
Strongly Disagree

1

2

3

4

5

Strongly Agree

5. While I was watching, I was interested to learn how the show would end.
Strongly Disagree

1

2

3

4

5

Strongly Agree

3

4

5

Strongly Agree

6. The show affected me emotionally.
Strongly Disagree

1

2

7. I found myself thinking of ways the show could have turned out differently.
Strongly Disagree

1

2

3

4

5

Strongly Agree

5

Strongly Agree

8. I found my mind wandering while watching the show.
Strongly Disagree

1

2

3

4
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APPENDIX F
PERCEIVED VULNERABILITY MEASURES
1. In general, how dangerous do you think binge drinking would be for you?
Not at all dangerous 1

2

3

4

5

6

7 Extremely
dangerous

2. What are the chances that you will suffer a serious health problem by drinking
excessive amounts of alcohol?
Not at all likely

1

2

3

4

5 Very likely

3. Compared to others your age, how likely is that you will suffer a serious health
problem by drinking excessive amounts of alcohol?
Not at all likely

1

2

3

4

5 Very likely
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APPENDIX G
STORY-CONSISTENT BELIEF MEASURES
1. Drinking excessive amounts of alcohol can make you lose your balance.
Strongly disagree

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Strongly
agree

5

6

7

Strongly
agree

2. Drinking lots of beer does not cause speech slurring.
Strongly disagree

1

2

3

4

3. Consuming too much alcohol can get in the way of the rest of your life.
Strongly disagree

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Strongly
agree

4. Drinking too much alcohol on one occasion may lead to serious consequences.
Strongly disagree

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Strongly
agree

3

4

5

6

7

Strongly
agree

7

Strongly
agree

7

Strongly
agree

5. Drinking lots of beer leads to nausea.
Strongly disagree 1

2

6. Drinking excess amounts of alcohol can lead to health problems.
Strongly disagree 1

2

3

4

5

6

7. There are times when it is okay to drink large quantities of alcohol.
Strongly disagree 1

2

3

4

5

6

8. Under no circumstances is it acceptable to drink mass quantities of alcohol.
Strongly disagree

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Strongly
agree
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APPENDIX G - Continued
STORY-CONSISTENT BELIEF MEASURES
9. Sometimes it is OK to ―overdo it‖ at a party.
Strongly disagree

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Strongly
agree

10. Binge drinking is not a problem as long as it does not interfere with your school
work.
Strongly disagree

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Strongly
agree

5

6

7

Strongly
agree

11. It is unwise to drink more than you can handle.
Strongly disagree

1

2

3

4

12. You may be binge drinking if a friend tells you that you drink ―too much‖.
Strongly disagree

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Strongly
agree

13. Having more distant relations with family members may be a sign that your drinking
is becoming a problem.
Strongly disagree

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Strongly
agree
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APPENDIX H
BINGE DRINKING ATTITUDES MEASURES
I think drinking large quantities of alcohol really quickly is:
1.

____
Satisfying

____

____

____

____

____

____
Unsatisfying

2.

____
Unpleasant

____

____

____

____

____

____
Pleasant

3.

____
Favorable

____

____

____

____

____

____
Unfavorable

4.

____
Bad

____

____

____

____

____

____
Good

5.

____
____
Unenjoyable

____

____

____

____

____
Enjoyable
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APPENDIX I
TELEVISION EXPOSURE MEASURES
1. On the average week day (Monday – Friday), how many hours of TV do you watch?
Less than 1 hour

1

2

3

4

5

6

More than 6
hours

2. On the average week-end day (Saturday & Sunday) how many hours of TV do you
watch?
Less than 1 hour

1

2

3

4

5

6

More than 6
hours

3. How often do you view television dramas? (e.g., Lost, Heroes, Grey‘s Anatomy, etc.)
Never

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Very
often
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APPENDIX J
PERCEIVED REALISM OF PROGRAM MEASURES
1. The program I just watched showed realistic situations that young people have to deal
with.
Strongly Disagree

1

2

3

4

5

Strongly Agree

2. The program I just watched showed me an accurate portrayal of young people‘s lives.
Strongly Disagree

1

2

3

4

5

Strongly Agree

3. The program I just watched presented fictional situations that are not similar to those
experienced in real life.
Strongly Disagree

1

2

3

4

5

Strongly Agree

4. The program I just watched allowed me to see what happened in the character‘s lives,
as if I were really there.
Strongly Disagree

1

2

3

4

5

Strongly Agree
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APPENDIX K
COUNTERARGUING MEASURES
1. While watching the program, I sometimes felt like I wanted to ―argue back‖ to
what was going on onscreen.
Strongly Disagree

1

2

3

4

5

Strongly Agree

2. While watching the program, I sometimes found myself thinking of ways I
disagreed with what was being presented.
Strongly Disagree

1

2

3

4

5

Strongly Agree

3. While watching the program, I couldn‘t help thinking about ways that the
information being presented was inaccurate or misleading.
Strongly Disagree

1

2

3

4

5

Strongly Agree

4. I found myself looking for flaws in the way information was presented in the
program.
Strongly Disagree

1

2

3

4

5

Strongly Agree
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APPENDIX L
PREVIOUS DRINKING EXPERIENCE MEASURES

1. How frequently do you consume five or more drinks in two hours or less?
Never

once a month

once a week twice a week

three or more
times a week

2. How frequently do you consume four or more drinks in two hours or less?
Never

once a month

once a week twice a week

three or more
times a week

3. How frequently do you drink to get drunk?
Never

once a month

once a week twice a week

three or more
times a week

4. How frequently do you get sick from drinking too much?
Never

once a month

once a week twice a week

three or more
times a week
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APPENDIX M
BINGE DRINKING SELF-EFFICACY MEASURES
How confident are you that you will NOT DRINK HEAVILY
1. When you are angry?
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Not at all
Very
confident
Confident
2. When you are depressed?
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Not at all
Very
confident
Confident
3. When you are physically tired?
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Not at all
Very
confident
Confident
4. When you are at a party with friends?
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Not at all
Very
confident
Confident
5. Before a meal?
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Not at all
Very
confident
Confident
6. When you are bored?
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Not at all
Very
confident
Confident
7. When you are irritated?
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Not at all
Very
confident
Confident
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APPENDIX M - Continued
BINGE DRINKING SELF-EFFICACY MEASURES
8. When you are not relaxed in a social situation?
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Not at all
Very
confident
Confident
9. When you are watching TV (e.g. sports, movies)?
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Not at all
Very
confident
Confident
10. When you are worried?
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Not at all
Very
confident
Confident
11. When you are happy?
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Not at all
Very
confident
Confident
12. When you want to feel more confident?
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Not at all
Very
confident
Confident
13. When you are stressed?
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Not at all
Very
confident
Confident
14. When someone offers to buy you free drinks?
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Not at all
Very
confident
Confident
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APPENDIX M - Continued
BINGE DRINKING SELF-EFFICACY MEASURES
THINK ABOUT THE NEXT 6 MONTHS. HOW CONFIDENT ARE YOU :
15. That you do not have more than three drinks on any time that you have a drink?
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Not at all
Very
confident
Confident
16. That you do not have more than one drink on any time that you have a drink?
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Not at all
Very
confident
Confident
17. That you can stop yourself from drinking alcohol at least one day a week?
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Not at all
Very
confident
Confident
18. That you can stop yourself from drinking alcohol at least two days a week?
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Not at all
Very
confident
Confident
19. That you can stop yourself from drinking alcohol at least three days a week?
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Not at all
Very
confident
Confident
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APPENDIX N
DEMOGRAPHIC MEASURES

1.

Age: __________ years

2. Gender: ______ Male

______ Female

3. Racial background:
_____American Indian or Alaskan Native
_____African American
_____White

_____Asian or Pacific Islander

_____Hispanic/Latino
_____Other/Unknown
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APPENDIX O
MANIPULATION CHECK MEASURES
1. In the television program, who was Will’s best friend?
a. Bailey
b. Maurice
c. Jesse
d. There was no one named Will in the program I watched
2. In the television program, what problem was Bailey dealing with?
a. how to pay for his nephew‘s birthday party
b. how to break up with his girlfriend
c. his parents‘ divorce
d. alcohol abuse
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